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ABSTRACT

This report describes the formulation of a conceptual base
for conducting research on elementary school children's orienta-
tions toward their environment and details procedures for devel-
oping a battery of instruments for measuring these orientations.

A definition of environmental orientations is formulated,
predicated on the position that it is not possible to separate
cognitive and affective inputs which influence responses to
environmental problems. This definition is used to focus
construction of instruments to generate information about
elementary and middle school children's orientations toward
their environments.

Development (pilot and field-test) procedures are presented
for three instruments. "Our World of Today/Tomorrow" uses a
semantic differential to approximate children's orientations to
the present and future world situation. "The Environment and
Pollution" uses a Likert scale to approximate student's orien-
tations to general pollution and environmental problems. And,
"The EnvironirntaI Decisions Inventory" uses a Likert response
format to approximate children's orientations to alternative
solutions to specific environmental problems such as overpopu-
lation. Estimates ol. validity, stability, and reliability, and
factor analyses are presented.

The tests are usable for conducting research and development
work in environmental education and the posi*ion of using "envi-
ronmental orientations" as the basis for research is credible.
There are indications that SES, age, etc. operate differentially
as the degree of specificity and proximity of the environmental
situation varies.
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CHAPTER I

INTROEUCTION

"... a certain measure of transformation of terrestrial
surface, of suppression of natural and stimulation of
artificially modified productivity becomes necessary.
This measure man has unfortunately exceeded."

-George Perkins Mhrsh (1864)

"Any living thing that hopes to live on the earth must
fit into the ecosphere or perish. The environmental
crisis is a sign that the finely sculptured fit between
life and its surroundings has begun to corrode."

-Barry Commoner (1971)

Over a century ago insightful persons such as Marsh realized
that man's actionstoward his environment were to have adverse
impact. But man failed to take heed. He has persisted in making
a series of socio-economic decisions with a view toward himself
as the conqueror. This dominance posture has brought us to the
present environmental crisis. Evidence of the nature and magni-
tude of this crisis and its causes can be found in the writings
of Commoner (1969), Dubos (1966), Leopold (1948), Nicholson (1970),
Schoenfeld (1970), and White (1967).

Mhny attempts have been made to overcome the general disdain
for nurture of a quality environment. Education, in particular,
has been recognized as a potentially potent force for developing
environmentally responsible behaviors. Throughout the one
hundred and seven years which span the statements by Marsh and
Commoner the schools made several attempts to demonstrate the
critical importance of the man-land interactions and develop a
set of behaviors which would enhance environmental quality.'
These goals were pqrt of Object Teaching, W. L. Jackman's
elementary science wogram (1891), nature.study (at the turn
of the century), the Cornell Nature ncady Program ala Bailey,
and more recently outdoor education and conservation education.
Each response, whether a new method of teaching a subject, a
philosophy delineated in an educational yearbook, or develop-
ment of a curriculum, reflected a degree of societal response
to environme.ztal problems and had same momentary influence on
the school curriculum.

All the above efforts dealt with some aspect of man's
interaction with the environment. But fram today's vantage
point everyone missed the "big picture" because of the lack of
recognition of the complexity of this interaction. Or, if the
complexity was recognized, the subsequent programmatic thrust
was inadequate to communicate the resultant message to the
consumer.
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The fact that there were no environmentally oriented indivi-
duals or groups in power positions in national politics also
tended to dilute the effects of these predecessors of environ-
mental education. And consideration of environmental problems
as societal problems of an adult public fostered educational
programs of the short term--put out the fire--variety. Emphasis

was placed on quicker corrective measures rather than investing
long-range risk capital in the schooling of elementary and
secondary school youngsters who could develop behaviors which
would prevent the problems from developing in the first place.

Not until recently did Marsh's hundred year old message
sink In: Mhn is a part of nature. With this realization came
environmental education, a new strategy to deal with the totality
of man-land interactions, a strategy sufficiently comprehensive
to include forerunners such as nature study, outdoor education,
and conservation education, but doing so in a way that broadens
the strengths of each into a broader, more comprehensive
perspective.

Mhny have attempted to define today's environmental educa-
tion and describe its characteristics. A recent and adequate
definition capturing the strengths of the better previous
formulations was proposed by the U.S. Office of Education.

Environmental education is the process that fosters
greater understanding of society's environmental
problems and also the processes of environmental
problem-solving and decision-making. This is
accomplished by teaching the ecological relation-
ships and principles that underlie these problems
and showing the nature of the possible alternative
approaches and solutions. (U.S. Office of Education,
1973)

Generally agreed upon characteristics of environmental education
have also been collected in an Office of Education document (1971).

1. a multidisciplinary approach, with an emphasis on
the interrelationships of man and nature.

2. a focus on contemporary problans relating to the
urban and rural environment--manmade and natural.

3. incorporation of nonformal as well as formal
education processes and utilization of resources
outside the classroom.

4. development of understanding and attitudes as
well as information.

S. involvement of all age groups

2



6. a participant-centered design, involving each learner
in choosing priorities both as .to the issues to be
studied and the solutions that seem most appropriate.

The substance of this definition and the associated character-
istics indicate that the long-range goal of elvironmental educa-
tion is to help present and future members of society develop a
concern for the environment and acquire expertise in making
decisions which affect quality of man's supportive environment.
In addition to acquiring those behaviors which are environment-
ally responsive and responsible--committed to minimizing environ-
mental degradation, one needs to develop decision-making skills
where both cognitive and affective input are part of the procesS.
And, paTficularly, to learn that both cognitive and affective
input will affect the nature of the decisions and how they are
made.

The importance and complexity of environmental decision-
making was stressed by the President's Council on Environmental
Quality (1970). Their report indicated that environmental
decisions are extremely complex and are not based solely on
knowledge of the earth's life support systems. Environmental
decisions are invariably influenced also by economic and
political factors, social pressures, and cultural values.

Unfortunately, the various facets of environmental decision
making are so complex they are not well understood. This is
demonstrated over and over again in the scholarly literature.
Craik (1969) considers such decisions as resting upon under-
lying attitudes, values and beliefs. And, according to
psychologists such as White (1966), Cohen (1964), Krech,
Crutchfield,and Ballachey (1962), and Rokeach (1970, 1971),
attitudes, values and beliefs are distinctly different psycho-
logical concepts. Absence of precise distinctions and under-
standings of the interactions among these concepts and between
affective and cognitive domains in the realm of environmental
decision-making further compound the problem. In fact, as
Krathwohl, Bloom, and Mhsia (1964) oint out, much research
clearly demonstrates that affective and cognitive domains can
never be completely separated. While psychological researchers
such as Fishbein (1963), Rokeach (1968, 1971) anti :AtKechnie (1969)
continue to explicate and measure the "distinctive" Aembers of
the affective domain, because of definitional problems this
"reductionist" approach may not have maximum utility in
environmental education,considering its current stage of
development.

Central to environmental education's philosophical founda-
tion is an interdisciplinary, holistic approach to environmental
problems and environmental decision-making. Certainly attitudes,
values, knowledge, and beliefs influence an environmental
decision (behavior). But EE's focus-remains on the overall

15
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process. Thus, it appears that a global rather than a piecemeal
approach to the study of environmental decision-making would be
more in keeping with EE's philosophical underpinnings. Such an
approach would first examine a person's ENVIRONMENTAL ORIEN-
TATIONS, the responses he gives regarding various aspects of
his environment. These ENVIRDNMENTAL ORIENTATIONS would
approximate environmental decisions. They would reflect the
decisions a person makes regarding his various environments.
Such ENVIRONMDTTAL ORIENTATIONS, while subject to all the inherent
limitations of self-reports should reflect the entire "bag" of
cognitive and affective inputs involved in making such decisions.

By coining the term, ENVIRONMENTAL ORIENTATIONS, a more
global "intergrationist" view of decision-making is implied.
Pursuing an understanding of this comprehensive orientation
'becomes the central thrust of this study. An indication of
how environmental oridntations are defined and how they are
related precedes a statement of the problem.

Based on the previously discussed conceptual framework,
an a priori definition for ENVIRONMENTAL ORIENTATIONS would be:

ENVIRONMENTAL ORIENTATIONS--expressed responses of
individuals to both general and specific areas of
their environments. These E0s reflect both cognitive
and affective inputs and the interactions involved in
making environmental decisions.

The "universe" of ENVIRONMENTAL ORIENTATIONS is illustrated in
Figure 1. ENVIRONMENTAL ORIENTATIONS may be toward something
as broad as "the world" or toward something more specific, such
as the preferred solution for a local air pollution problem.
From this universe, three areas of potential utility to
environmental educators are:

A. ENVIRONMENTAL ORIENTATIONS toward the present and
future (the general feelings individuals have towards
their world, and their feelings toward what the
future might hold.)

B. ENVIRONMENTAL ORIENTATIONStoward pollution and the
environment. (focusing on the orientations an
individual possesses toward general and specific
aspects of the environment and pollution.)

C. ENVIRONMENTAL ORIENTATIONS towards specific environ-
mental problems. (focusing on the solutions an
individual prefers to specific problems, and his
action-orientation towards solving problems.)

16
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A. ENVIRONMENTAL ORIENTATIONS B. ENVIRONMENTAL ORIENTATIONS
toward the world today and toward pollution and the
the future world environment

C. ENVIRONMENTAL ORIENTATIONS
toward specific environ-
mental problem solutions

Figure 1. The Universe of ENVIRONMENTAL ORIENTATIONS

Ways to measure these ENVIRONMENTAL ORIENTIONS would be of
enormous value to environmental educators in planning and evalu-
ating several EE activities. Results would also aid in generating
new knowledge about environmental decision-making. The study
of such E0s would be extremely appropriate at elementary school
levels, where the E0s, presumably, are in the formative stages and
are in a greater state of flux.

The Problem

It was the purpose of this study to develop instrumentation
for use in acquiring an understanding of elementary and middle
school aged children's environmental orientations.

17
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CHAPTER II

RELATED RESEARCH

The literature review was designed to identify studies
which would help clarify the nature of environmental orientations
and indicate what factors, such as conceptual knowledge,
attitudes, beliefs, chronological age, etc., might influence
environmental orientations. Because of the way an environ-
mental orientation was defined the number of pertinent studies
was limited. Partially because most researchers have employed
the "reductionist" approach to environmental orientations or
environmental decision-making. These reductionist studies do
not deal with the "big picture" of man-land interactions.
However, certain reductionist studies provided useful clues for
instrument design and identification of variables such as age or
community which should be considered when preparing and refining
these instruments.

Needed Research

Roth (1970) and Ronfeldt (1969) developed lists of major
environmental education ideas considered importent for inclusion
in the school curriculum; attempts to identify what an individual
should know. The major ideas included in these lists illustrate
Th7-iFloortance of including interactions of cognitive and affective
inputs when studying the environmental decision-making process.
These studies lend credibility to the Postulation that an
environmental orientation !s a reflection of a complex inter-
action between the cognitive and affective scates of the individual.
Instrumentation to measure the nature of these orientations
is lacking.

Further support for developing instrumentation of this nature
comes from a survey conducted by the NEA Research Division (1970).
The results revealed that school administrators were seeking
research and evaluation assistance in conjunction with environ-
mental education programs, particularly the affective dimension.
In addition, reviews of work in outdoor education and conservation
education by Gillenwater (1969) and Donaldson (1972) demonstrated
the need for increased research effort centering on environmental
interests and attitudes. Abram and Rosinger (1972)_also stressed
the limited amount and quality of research in general affective
areas. In particular, they stated, research with school age
children is particularly in short supply.

Knapp (1972) indicated that part of this deficiency was that
the application of affective research findings to environmental
education is still in its infancy. Roth and Helgeson (1972) and
Gallagher (1972) reviewed research in environmental education and

6/7
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science education. They called for more research in the area of
instrument development and program evaluation concerned with the
attitud)s and affective states of school children. This deficiency
was alsc noted by Voelker and Watson (1973) in their review of
studies pertaining to environmental education.

The above discussion illustrates the magnitude of concern
for increasing the amount of affective-oriented research in
environmental education. It also provides evidence cf scholarly
support for conducting such research and acknowledges the
role that instrument development must play in the research and
evaluation effort associated with areas dependent on input from
both the cognitive and the affective domains. These
studies and reviews urge that attempts be made and sustained to
develop instruments for measuring environmental orientations.

Surveys

The results of several public opinion polls (Chaney, 1970;
Hine ans! irlock, 1970; Barnett, 1970) provide clues to environ-
mental pis:ulems of concern to the public. Chaney's work (a
Gallup poll) showed -,hat more than 85% of the respondents were
concerned aLout the present state of the environment. The
order of rankings, based on percentage of response, for specific
problems was: air pollution, 36%; water pollution, 32%;
pesticides, 7%; preservation of open space, 6%; wildlife
preservation, 5%; and soil erosion, 4%. The responses from
over 7,000 readers completing the Hine and Gerlock question-
naire in National History magazine demonstrated heavy
acceptanci-7ETTZ15ulation control to maintain a good "quality
of life". Approxjmately 80% of the respondents felt that all
families should limit the number of children and a plurality
(62%) of the sample felt a personal responsibility for
pollution.

Results of these studies suggest some of the problem areas
to consider in developing instrumentation to measure environ-
mental orientations. Such instrumentation could be employed
to seek out the sources of differences in peoples environ-
mental orientations. These topics do not constitute the total
set of environmental orientations but they do provide a research
base for begianing.

Community Orientations

Studies in this category reflect the "environmental orienta-
tions" of people from specific communities. In some instances
the variability in orientations is shown to be associated with
selected independent variables. Studies discussed were conducted
by Constantini and Hanf, 1972; DeGroot, 1966; Medalia and Finkner,
1965; Perry, 1972; Rankin, 1969, Stamm and Bowes, 1972; and-
Tognacci, et. al., 1972.

8
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Tognacci and his colleagues prepared an instrument with seven
different scales: two measures of general environmental goals
(importance of and attainment of a pure environment) and five
specific Likert scales an conservation, pollution, power plant
pollution, overpopulation, and individual population control.
These were administered to 141 residents of Boulder, Colorado.
Results indicated that the degree of concern for ecological
issues as measured on each of the scales appears negatively
related to age and positively related to both socio-econamic
status and education. No sex differences were found an any
measure. On the basis of this work Tognacci postulated this
profile of an environmentalist.

The environmentally-concerned individual tends to be more
liberal in socio-political orientation, younger and
better-Pducated than persons who remain less concerned
about ecological issues. Our results also provide
tentative conclusion.4 that SES may be directly
associated with environmentalism. (83, 85)

Constantini and HanOconcluded that persons with "high"
environmental concern are better educated and differ across a
wide array of attitudes and perceptions of environmental issues
in their specific locality (Lake Tahoe). In general, the high
concern group was more appreciative of asthetic and rural values
and critical of technologies role in society than.their low
concerned counterparts. This study in comparison to several
others exhibited a less "reductionist" approach. From it emerged
a more global picture of the "environmental orientations" of
the decision makers in Lake Tahoe.

DeGroot reviewed six earlier studies, where affective measures
were used to probe public response to air pollution, and concluded
that variables such as age, sex, race, and SES are poor predictors
of concern about air pollution. He argued that the overriding
determinant for environmental concern was the atmospheric quality
of the individuals inmediate environment.

The studies cited in this category all focused on factors
that might influence an individual's environmental orientation.
Of note are the seemingly contradictory results. The diversity
might be attributed to the fact that the studies were conducted
in different locales with different populations and that they
had slightly different purposes. In any event the studies
indicate that education is a major factor in producing a more
positive environmental concern. They provide additional support
for conducting research with school age children regarding their
environmental orientations and identifying factors which could
influence their environmental decision making.

2 0
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Studies with School Age Children

Only five studies conducted with elementary school children
have pertinence to this discussion. Results of these studies
show the potential of "environmental orientation" research at
the elementary and middle school levels.

Mitchell and Lunneborg (1973) reported an evaluation of
a year long environmental education program designed for use
with a group of rural first graders. Their interviews and
related parent questionnaire vere used to assess change in
perceptual skills, values, knowledge and behaviors. Findings
showed significant group differences in favor of the experi-
mental group for changes in values and perceptual skills but
not for knowledge.

Trexler (1963) studied the -relationship between urban
sixth graders classroom statements of conservation behavior and
actu-1 conservation behavior, and the relationships between these
and tne independent variables of I.Q., sex, academic achievement
and type of residence. There was little correlation between
student's stated intentions and actions. Consistency of state-
ments and actions did not vary significantly with any of the
independent variables.

Donnelly (1957) administered a 20-item knowledge question-
naire including items on state of balance in nature, beauty,
maintaining a safe and healthful environment, wide use of natural
resources and interrelatiombips in nature to a group of 282
urban sixih grade children in New York City. Results indicated
that intelligence was highly correlated with test scores and
that higher scorers were generally more optimistic about their
environment than lower scorers. Donnelly speculated that

Children who are deprived of certain learning experiences
those who must spend summers in the city and those who
read little learn to accept the circumstances and do
not have the information required for anticipating whole-
same conservation experiences and practices. (120)

Developing instruments to measure environmental orientations
could provide a means for obtaining information about the degree
of children's optimism for their world, present and future.
These environmental orientations should reflect environmental
knowledge and feelings.

Research conducted by Tawler and Swan (197?) also gave some
insight into elementary school children's thinkina about the
environment. A thirty-item questionnaire concerning air, water
and solid waste pollution was administered to 204 fourth, fifth
and sixth graders in two communities in Northern Ind3mla and
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Central Florida. The students surveyed ranked air pollution as
the number one problem among the three listed but the children's
degree of environmental knowledge was judged poor. For example,
the children tended to have little idea how they personally
contributed to air pollution. Other conclusions were that
students were very aware of environmental deterioration and
pessimistic about the future.

The Burchett (1971) study provides some clues for designing
instruments to use in measuring environmental orientations, in
terms of degree of optimism or pessimism toward the present and
future world.

Studies reviewed here indicated that (1) measurable changes
do occur across some factors which influence environmental
orientations,(2) children exhibit varying degrees of optithism
or pessimism and knowledge concerning environmental practices, and
(3) what children say and do are not necessarily consistent.
Wicker's(1969) review of research on the relationship betueen
attitudes and behaviors supports this latter generalization.

Other related studies have been conducted with student
populations other than elementary school children. Viedermann
(1973) surveyed nationally 700 high school students regarding
their knowledge of population issues. Results indicated that
student knowledge was low in every area--facts, trends, and
relationships. Swan (1967) found low SES high school seniors
(living in inner city areas) significantly less aware of air
pollution than those of high SES. He also found that visual
awareness of smog alone does not appear to motivate concern for
alleviating air pollution.

Steiner (1971) produced a series of Likert items. He termed
the 7 interpretable factors an inventory of societal issues. No
significant differences were found among a group of high school
seniors when classified according to the,amount of science taken
in high school, sex, or school environment. George (1966) studied
the conservation attitudes of groups of high school students,
college students,and adults. He found that conservation attitudes
increased positively from high school through college to adults.
Age, sc and education were associated with most significant
differences'among the high school students attitudes. Possession
of knowledge was also positively related to favorable attitude.

In addition to these studies other environmental "attitude"
research studieS'have dealt with teachers (Sherman, 1950;
Laug, 1960); graduate students (Bart, 1972); college science
versus non-science teachers (Hoover and Schutz, 1963); and
attitude changes based on school camping experiences (Stack, 1960;
Davidson, 1965; Rupff, 1957). These studies provide conflicting
evidence as to the influence of variables such as sex or age in
discriminating between levels of environmental concern. This may



be due to the limited focus of a particular study and possibly to
the reductionist slant that most of these studies take. In any

event, it is necessary to develop instrumentation which is
sufficiently camprehensive in what it measures that one can more
carefully discern whether and when in fact variables such as
sex, SES, etc., are consistent indicators of the nature of peoples

environmental orientatAsns.

Psychological Studies

Psychological research on behavior and environmental per-
ceptions also has the implications far research on environmental
orientations. MtKechnie (1969) developed an environment response
inventory wilere individuals indicate whether the substance of
each item is typical of their views and behavior. Factor
analysis was used to identify various response types which have
been explicated in terms of psychological responses. The
resulting three scales yere labelled as urbanism, environmental
well being and pastoralism. The fact that there are categories
of responses has direct implication for this study. Instruments

need to be developed which will elicit patterns in the responses
of elementary and middle school children. These can be identified

and subsequently used to make comparisons as a function of'

independent variables.

Other studies involving elementary school children's environ-
mental perceptions were conducted by Ladd (1970) and Mhurer and

Baxter (1972). The respondents were asked to draw out maps of
their local communities. Findings included the following: certain

elements in the maps varied along the age dimension. Elementary
school children were interested in TV, windows, garages, sky,
cars, blacks, hotels, smog, traffic, etc. Significant ethnic
differences occurred in the percentage of map devoted to the
home. Black children drew homes which occupied 25.1% of their
neighborhood map, while Mexican-American children assigned about
5.1% of their maps to home designation. The similar character-
istic percentage for Anglos was only 2.5%. No sex or age differ-

ences were evident.

Other Studies

Several studies have focused on sex differences as they
pertain to the designation of attitudes and achievement. Terman
and Tyler (1954) found that boys excelled in science, history,
geography and math while girls excelled iu English, spelling,
writing and art. Perrodin (1966) noted that boys have a greater
interest in physical science than do girls. Rowland (1968)
attributes this to the fact that boys bring a richer background
in science related experiences than do girls.
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Shrigley (1972) reported a significantly more positive attitude
toward science on the part of sixth grade boys compared to sixth
grade girls. However, he found no significant difference in
their knowledge of the content of science. In a study of political
attitudes Hess and Torney (1967) found 'evidence of relationship
between children's attitudes and specific characteristics of
people. For the 17,000 elementary school children included the
researchers found that as children grow older attitude changes
occur, with a large degree of political learning and experience
occurring at the pre-high school level and the greatest change in
attitudes occurring in fourth and fifth grades. Boys acquired
attitudes more rapidly than girls and children from low SES were
less affected by schools than children fram more prosperous areas.

The results of these studies indicate that grade level as
an estimate of maturation, chronological age, sex, and socio-
economic status should be considered in the earliest stages of
instrument development for use in doing research related to
environmental orientations.

Summary

This research review indicates that the integrationist
view of environmental education--the complex interaction of input
from both the affective and cognitive domains--has not been
adequately conceptualized or researched. In general, the existing
studies have been conducted largely from a reductionist perspective,
looking at isolated pieces of a person's orientation towards his
environments. There is a need to develop instruments derived
from this broader conceptual base. This is prerequisite to
conducting research.

The results of the review also demonstrate that many factors
are potential influences on the nature and nurture of environ-
mental orientations. Instruments prepared must be consistent
with the totality of man-land interactions. But equally as
important is to use a data base for evolving items and deciding
how to assemble these items. Ideas must be obtained from the
respective target population before and during item development.
In terms of elementary and middle school aged youngsters,
consideration should be given to a span of grade levels, sex,
community location, SES, and intelligence.

By developing instruments derived from simultaneous
consideration of conceptual framework and a data base, the status
of environmental orientations can be assessed and the influence
of selected variables on growth and changes in these orientations
can be studied. With this information available appropriate
judgments can be made as to the status of various publics
environmental orientations and the effect of various educational
programs on-changing those orientations in favor of a quality
environment.

13



CHAPTER I I I

INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT AND PILOT TESTING'

Mbdification of existing affective measurement techniques
was considered appropriate in developing instruments to measure
environmental orientations. A battery of paper-and-pencil instru-
ments was prepared. Responses to general and specific aspects
of an individual's environment, elicited by these instruments,
became ENVIRONMENTAL ORIENTATIONS.

Paper and Pencil Instruments

Cost, ease of administration and the sophistication possible
in design, as well as amenability to statistical treatment are
just a few of the advantages of paper-and-pencil testing. But
there are also disadvantages. Steps taken to alleviate some of
these short-comings follow.

A. Lack of motivation for respondents. If the test
doesn't seem related to-THe respondents "real world,"
little thought or effort may be exerted in completing
the task. One person administered all instruments in
the battery. The introduction used (Appenax A) in the
pilot and field work attempted to make the tests relevant
to student concerns. No overt manifestations of "lack of
motivation" were observed throughout pilot and field
testing.

B. Paper-and-pencil instruments may "stack the deck"
in favor Oritudents possessing reading and writiniikills.
TbiraTiaUTrantagewas minimized by:

a. utilizing a series of 56 semi-structured inter-
views (subjects chosen randomly from the total pdlot
group) to elicit children's verbal responses to
environmental problem stories as uell as their written
responses. The interviews provided insight into
how children view various environmental problems,
and what comprehension or reading problems might
be present .

b. maintaining the reading difficulty of the battery
at the lowest level consistent with the material to be
included, and the target population. Analysis of five
selections, randomly chosen, from the instrument
containing ten stories about specific environmental
problems, indicated an average reading level of 3.2,



with a range.of 3.0 to 4.0. (Fry Readability Formula,
1968).* The battery posed few, if any, reading prob--
lems to grade 8 students. Grade 5 students reading
substantially below their grade level were aided by
classroom teachers, if necessary. Enough time was
provided so that "slow" readers were not rushed. Good
readers did not appear to be bored.

reading written instructions to all students aloud
while they read the instructions to themselves. ,The .

techniques used in marking answers on each instru*ent
were thoroughly discussed. Questions were encoitraged.
Students' written confluents, elicited at the end ,of the
pilot test form, imlicated they felt the instructions
were clear, and the tests "easy to do".

d. requiring a minimum ofwriting on the final instru-
ments. Subjects checked boxes or circled items to'
indicate their ideas. This made the tests more attrac-
tive to those students who dislike witing. The format
also reduced testing time .

e. including pictures in one instrument of the battery
to stimulate interest in the situation illustrated, and
to provide alternate, non-written information about
the story.

C. The "Hawthorne or guinea-pig effect." Much research
has iriaicaTeiriteractive effects can occur when subjects
are aware of a "special situation:" For example, subjects
may try to give answers they think are wanted (to "help out"
the researcher), or try to guess the researcher's "real"
purpose. Both of these situations can bias obtained results.**
While it was impossible to completely compensate for this
factor (i.e., students knew this was not something their -

teachers did everyday), the investigator encouraged students
to write whatever 'they thought. "Your own" ideas and opinions
were stressed during pilot and field testing of all instruments.
In addition, the investigator attempted to present a logical
reason for his interest in student ideas. The use of the
term "environmental" was avoided in all introductions and
titles of instruments. While most students quickly discovered
the emphasis of the battery, creating a "mindset" was avoided
to deter the individual from slanting answers to show that
he was very "environmentally-responsible."

*Grade levels obtained using the Fry formula correlate highly with
grade levels calculated on the Dale-Chall (.94) and Flesh (.96)
formulas (Fry, 1968).

**However, Webb et.al. (1966) maintain this is more an issue in
psychological than in educational research.
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Affective Measurement

Major assumptions are made whenever utilizing paper-and-pencil
instruments such as the ENVIRONMENTAL ORIENTATIONS inventory:

1. Subjective attitudes can be measured quantitatively.
While there is disagreement among experts on the validity
of this assumption, as Selltiz et.al. (1959) states,
"pragmatically, scores...often praTrIde the basis fa a
rough ordering of people on the characteristic being
measured." (pp. 368-369)

2. Each test item has the same meaning for everyone. This
assumption is, of course, impossible to completely defend
because of semantic problems always encountered when using
one instrument with any heterogeneous group of people.
However, pilot test procedures were designed to help produce
test items with as few semantic difficulties as possible
for students in fifth and eighth grades.

Thus, in developing the three instruments which comprise the
EO Inventory, sustained attempts were made to overcame the inherent
limitations of paper-and-pencil instruments, and meet the assump-
tions underlying affective measurement. Reliability and validity
were also considered. No m-tter how "good" the statistics,
interesting the results,or motivated the students, if the instru-
ments do not undergo appropriate validity and reliability deter-
minations, no confidence can be placed in thc information obtained.

Detailed discussions of thc procedures used to determine
validity and reliability of the respective instruments are in-
cluded in the appropriate sections of this report. However, the
concepts of reliability and validity and the general procedures
used to establish them are briefly outlined here.

Reliability

All measurements of human performance are more or less
variable from one occasion to another. Reliability involves the
idea of consistency--how consistently a test measures whatever
it measures.* According to Harris (1968), placing individuals
along a scale by an unreliable measure is equivalent to random
placement. An unrellible measure has no value.

There are several approaches to estimating reliability of an
instrument. Because of the nature of an EO, two estimates of
reliability were used: an estimate of internal consistency and
an estimate of stability. Internal coniii-fEET provides evidence

* This concept of reliability is discussed by many,.including
Edwards (1957), Gulliksen ;1950), Lord and Novick (1968) and
Thorndike (1951).
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of the ability of items to measure an underlying EO, while
stability estimates how stable the ECos are for the target group,

Edwards (1970) described the relationship between internal
consistency and stability estimates:

If the internal consistency estimate is high, then the
test/retest coefficient will also tend to be high, with
the internal consistency estimate being a lower bOund
estimate of the stability coefficient. If, however,

internal consistency is high, and test/retest is low,
this indicates the trait measured is not relatively stable
over the time interval between the two testings.- 24)

A low internal consistency value provides evidence that, in general,
responses to items in a scale are relatively independent or uncorre-

latd. Scales which have a high degree of internal consistency
are scales where item responses tend to be positively inter-

correlated from which it is reasoned that, in general, the items
are measuring some common trait.

Hoyt reliability estimates of internal consistency were used

for this work. This coefficient represents an improvement over
the still-used but outmoded split-halves correlation (Spearman-Brown).
According to Hoyt (1941), the estimae is better than that obtained

by dividing the test into odd .ind even halves becawe the particular

split of the test--only one of many ways results in either over-

estimating or under-estimating the reliability coefficient.

Reliability estimates using the Hoyt formulation are
comparable to other common formulas. As Harris (1968) stated:

Kuder-Richardson formula 20 (KR 20), the Hoyt reliability
and Cronbach's coeffic.ient alpha (1951) are all algebrai-
cally equivalent, i.e., no matter what formula one uses
for a given set of data, the numerical estimate of the
reliability will be the same. (p. 17)

Stability

The test/retest correlation used to estimate stability was
obtained by correlating the scores on two separate administrations
of the same instrument using the Pearson product-moment correlation
(Isaac and Michael, 1970). The primary utility of this coefficient
was to estimate stability of responses over time. No matter how
internally consistent responses on the various instruments of the
BDI udght be, if EN measured today don't resemble E0s measured
tomorrow, then the ccncept of ENVIRONMENTAL ORIENTATIONS has
little practical value for either EE program development,
evaluation, or research.

28
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In measuring stability, the investigator is faced with a
Gordian knot: how long should the time period between test
administrations be? ff the period is too short, students will
remember previous responses and spuriously high stability estimates
will result. If the period is too long, effects of history and
maturation (Campbell and Stanley, 1966) could change responses
so spuriously low stability estimates result. As there are no
hard and fast rules in choosing a time period, a middle ground was
chosen to mdnimize either possibility. Periods from 4 to 7 days
were employed for retests on all instruments--long enough to fore-
stall immediate memory effects, while short enough to lessen
possible interventions.

A correlation greater than or equal to .50 (Thorndike, 1951)
was considered acceptable for the stability and internal consistency
estimates. This is an arbitrary cut-off point, but it appears to
be a generally accepted minimum reliability for a test used with
groups.

Validity

Simply stated, validity asks if a test is measuring what it
is purported to measure. Several types of validity assessments are
possible, including a coefficient representing the correlation of
the test scores with some criterion (criterion-referenced validity)
and subjective judgments of "experts" regarding the relevance of
a test (content validity).*

Content validity was employc,d here. Panels of judges vali-
dated items and stories used in the instruments. (Procedures and

criteria used by panel members are included with discussion for
each instrument.) The panel members representing a wide range
of perspectives on environmental education, gave their collective
judgments on each item or story. As Wood (1960) put it, "the
necessity for human judgment at some point is inescapable for any
type of validity." (p. 18)

-General Procedures for Instrument Development

The range of ENVIROMENTAL ORIENTATIONS of interest, from a
general orientation towards the present and future, to orientations
toward specific environmental problems necessitated developing
three different types of data-gathering instruments. Each instru-
ment in the resulting Enviromnental Orientation Inventory (EC1)
tapped a different aspect of an individual's ENVIRONAENTAL

* For a discussion of validity procedures, see Technical Recommenda-
tions for Psychological Tests and Diagnostic Techniques, American
NWEOlogical AssociatioR, Ig54.
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ORIENTATIONS. These included a semantic differential, a Likert
agree-disagree scale and a third instrument entitled the
Environmental Decision Inventory (EDI) which employed multiple
response formats. The general ENVIRONMENTAL ORIENTATIONS ("Oar World
of Today" and "Chn. World of Tomorrow') were measured by the semantic
differential. The Likert scale measured more specific E0s towards
general environmental problems. The-Environmental recision
Inventory was designed to elicit the most specific orientations--
to actual environmental problems.

The semantic differential consisted of two independent scales.
These scales were prepared to obtain an estimate of the relativt
degree of the individual's oFtimism or pessimism about both his
present and future world a' environment. Items for the Likert
scale and stories for the Environmental Decision Inventory focused
on environmental problems perceived by professionals as the para-
mount problems facing the world. Hbwever, problems selected had
to be pertinent to the child's experience and be the kinds of
problems that confront him on a daily basis. They had to be
problems the child might comprehend. Direct information frommany
children and teachers and examination of instructional materials
and media messages tilt children encounter, helped insure that
the problems would be meaningful problems from the child's perspec-
tive. The most serious environmental problems, as compiled by
18 internationally-known environmentalists and ecologists at the
United Nations Conference in Stockholm, Sweden (June, 1972) served
as a guide in selecting these problems. (Appendix B). .

I. Semantic Differential (OUR WORLD OF TODAY/TOMORROW):

According to Kerlinger (1965) the semantic differential is
a method of observing and measuring the psychological meaning
of things, usually concepts. The technique allows a respondent
to express himself along a continuum on several sets of'bi-polar
adjectives describing a central concept. Osgood, Suci and
Tannenbaum (1957) characterized the differential as essentially
a combination of controlled association and scaling procedures.
They considered it a general way to get at a certain type of
information, adaptable to the requirements of the specific
research problem. There are no standard concepts or scales.
The differential is most useful for objects or events which can
be described udth a minimum of descriptors. It was used here to
determine ENVIRONNENTAL ORIENTATIONS toward the present ("Our
World of Today") and the future ("Our World of Tomorrow").

Osgood, et. al. (1957), Nunnally (1961) and others have
used factor analyils to identify a number of dimensions or factors
that semantic differential adjective-pair descriptors cluster
around. The most important factor includes adjectives that are

Esre eRmero Pee4
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Table 1

Initial Word-Pairs for Pilot Version

"Our World of Today/Tomorrow"

good- -bad

like--dislike

neatlitteredf,

crowded- -roomy

valuableworthless, cheap

bright--gloomy

healthfulsickening

pretty- -ugly*

perfectimperfect

beautifulugly

haPPY--sad

pure- -polluted

sweet-smellin

sunny--

clean--di

pleasant,

nice--a

safedangerous*

*retained on final instrument

The initial set of la word-Tairs exployed"on the pilot version
of the semantic differential came fram Burchett's study (1971),
Table 1. She reported the adjectives meaningful to a group of-:
children in grades 4, 5, and 6. Directions for the Burchett"
instrument uere substantially revised and incloded more examples
of how to mark the word-pairs.

Standard semantic differential procedures, including random
assignment of word-pairs and uord positions, were followei:(gsgood,
et. al., 1957; Ker1inger,-Tg65). A five position response format
Tz.s Mosen for this instrument, deemed appropriate for children
in grades,5 and 8.

The Semantic Differential Pilot

The pilot instrument was administered to groups of children
in two communities, 99 students in a semi-rural community near
a metropolitan city and 103 students in a city-urban community of
semi-industrial character, during March and April, 1973. The
sample was about equally divided betueen grades S and 8 and boys

*Permission granted, letter dated-5/11/73.
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A tir%
iand girls. Administ/atV.; (Including giving nstructions) for

this version was les thP,Ift17 kinutes. Eighth grade studemts

required less time trio fr itIsade students.

fial
Scoring the ditorell,tiv 1v45 accomplished by assigaing a

weight of five to the pc01.0.: (optimistic) pole for each adjective

pair and a weight ot one ,'4;% negative (pessimistic) pole.

Intermediate positions we,1;",.ifietoted Proportionally. Total scores

on the two scales wola c,41rei:-Nd bY adding the weights assigned

to each item respome, Ivnr;lther the score, the more optimistic

the person was toumul the r NIt or future world.

enCi
The internal consist

e
,h (pyt reliabilities) reported. in

Table 2 uere Imiforkayhir
O fifth and eighth graders in both

rural and urban subo.groufs 44t Tonge of reliabilities reported

for "Our World of Todday"7-to'4) to .93; for "Our World of
highoT,Tomorrow" even 'W' Such high reliabilities

reflected a high intercorx:ihtlw among items, and provided support

for existence of an noder!!Zi! tNVIRONMENTAL ORIENTATION (in terms

of optimism/pessimitn) tov- the present and the future.

Retest Ftocedures

,
Retest procedul-e5 totte stability were identical for

all three instruments in 1.rT,?qtterY, and thus, are described

only here. At the tine 0"be testing, students were not

informed that there qc,ul4 tetest. Teachers were instructed

to avoid divulging thi.s 6e414tion. On the day of the retest,1"-

a standard explanatigi 11er
311

interest in whether people
-fefi4

change their minds was 0)- rd.- to the students. Students uere

encouraged to respon4 acc°ot14 to
how they felt that day,

regardless of whethoT oy flt elt was in agreement with what they

said previously. The exAC Xbianation is in Appendix C.

Not all students
werecIet%ted for practical considerations

of time and disrupttaa Off, aas%toom schedules. Stability estimates

were usually obtaino4 aNup.of students randomly chosen

from the total group tala' barticular instrument.

The stability stin1afe3s,o,o ined on this test-retest ranged

from .75 to .92 (set 1abI124. These estimates were lower than

the corresponding Hpyt Ye Aatllities for each group tested.

Edwards (1970) sugpsted d .,the Hoyt estimate of internal

consistency is a lower 110' *1. the stability coefficient, but

this was not the Ei*i7Z-hereihe'4 internal consistency of-the

semantic differentia). foroij groups was very near the upper

limit for reliability coe ove
!...110 (1.00); thus, variation in

scores on this instbument,h) time (an unavoidable variation in --

any human-oriented reseerna li-3t unlikely to be small enough that

the stability estimate 101:
Ln

greater than or equal to such high

Hoyt values. In any evn.e"' liest/retest values exceeded
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Table 2

Means, Standard Deviations,

Hoyt Reliabilities, and Sample Sizes

Pilot Test

"Our World of Today"

Grade

5 61.6 1 11.8

Urban
Students

8 55.0 11.8 93 48

5 4 8 58.5 12.2 103

58.1 11.2 87 45

8 52.5 10.9

5 & 8 55.1 11.3

56.8 11.8 .91 202

Rural
Students

Totals

Urban
Students

Rural
Students

Totals

"Our World of Tomorrow"

Grade X

5 67.7 15.5

8 53.7 21.6

5 & 8 61.2 19.8

5 66.8 19.4

8 46.0 21.0

5 & 8 55.5 22.7

58.3 21.4

33

23

ss

.48

103
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Table 3

Means, Standard Deviations, Test/Retest

Correlations, and Sample Sizes

Pilot Test

"Our World of Toda

Community Grade

5

7

61.8

a
x

12.4

7

62.7

Y
14.7

r N
Time

OdaYs)

.87 25 6
Urban*

8 55.4 13.1 53.7 12.1 .86 25

5**

Rural
8 52.5 10.9 49.7 11.8 .75 27

"Our World of Tomorraw"

Community Grade X' o- Ti a. r N
Time
(days)x Y

5 65.3 17.1 67.4 18.7 .81 25 6
Urban*

8 48.2 20.7 48.6 22.2 .88 25 6

5**

Rural
8 47.2 22.4 49.3 23.6 .92 27

* Students randomly selected from total group.

** Note: Rural fifth grade student identifications on the retest
were unavailable. However, t-tests for differences existing
between the mean group scores on the test and retest were below
the necessary values for significance :C=.05) for both the
"World of Today" and "Tomorrow".
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the lower reliability limit set for this work. The childrens _

orientations towards the present and future appear fairly stable
over the time period (5 to 6 days) investigated.

Factor _j_aly...skAt of Pilot

A final check of the functioning of these scales involved a
principal components factor analysis, Varimax rotation. If the
scales were functioning homogeneously (i.e., if all the word-
pairs were basically evaluative), one factor, accounting for a
large proportion of the variance, would be evident. This would
correspond to the evaluative dimension. As Chafee et al. (1969)
indicated:

Generally, we would hypothesize that there is but one
evaluative component COMM tO all attributes, and this
factor should account for most of the variance in use of
semantic differential scales... This is consistent with
Osgood's main findings, and with our theoretical idea that
the main affective response a person can give for an object
represents its total utility for him. And that, after all,
is what an opinion researcher usually wants to determine.
(pp. 667, 673)

The results of the factor analysis partially supported Chafee's
contention. Responses on "Our World of Tomorrow" were unifact-
orial, with the one factor accounting for 73% of the total
variance.* However, responses on "Our World of Today" grouped into
three factors, accounting for 24%, 17%, and 12% of the total
variance respectively. No attempt wa made to characterize the
factors at that point. According to Harman (1967), this sample
size (202 students) is at the lower limit of utility for a
factoring procedure on an 18 item test. Another estimate of the
homogeneity of the test would be obtained in conjunction with
the field test.

Revision of the Instrument

At this point, shortening the test form was investigated.
Pilot information indicated that an 18 word-pair test was not too
long for children in the target groups, but the high reliabilities
indicated that dropping some word pairs would not appreciably
decrease test reliability. Since this test would be one part of
a battery with substantial time requirements for administration,
it would be advantageous to reduce the instrument to minimum

*The cut-off point for factoring in the computer program utilized
(FACTOR2, Statjob Program Manual, Madison Academic Computing Center,
UW--Madillon) was an eigenvalue of 1.0; Factors with values less
than 1.0 were not produced.
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acceptable length. The Spearman-Brown formula for estimating the
reliability of a shortened test (Cronbach, 1960) indicated that
the reliability of a 10 item test would be about .85; more than
adequate and much higher than usual for this type instrument.

Several criteria were used to select the ten word-pairs for
the final instrument. They included the following:

1. The word-plr should possess good scalability character-
istics. Me' RAVE su -retifEEJ of the FORTAP (Baker, 190) fea
analysis program was:utilized to estimate item scalabilities.*
This routine takes weights assigned to each response and. by an
iterative process converges to a new weighting scheme to maximize
the internal reliability of the instrument. Printout includes
revised weights and number of respondents in each category.
According to Baker (1969), if the items in the instrument do,
in fact, measure a single underlying variable and are scalable,
the reliability coefficient printed after each iteration should
increase in value.** An item which bears no relationship to
the objectives of the instrument will receive equal ueights for
all its responses. Items whose responses differentiate betueen
high and law scoring persons will receive a large range of values,
with the range-directly proportional to the degree of discrimin-
ation of the item responses. Thus, a good item, on this criterion,
would (1) have a sufficient number of people (generally 5% of
the sampW choosing each response for an item and (2).possess
a wide range of RAVE weights (indicating discrimination) with no
weights repeated for any item. (For example, a good RAVE weighting
for a 5 choice item: 24567; not-as-good: 24467.***)

2. Have an adequate biserial correlation with total test
score. The GITAP subroutine of the FORTAP (Baker, ige) Program
foiO-Fices an r biserial correlation with total test score for each
possible response to an item. For the semantic differential,
these correlations should ascend from highly negative correlations
for responses near the pessimistic pole to highly positive corre-
lations on responses near the optimistic pole. This simply means
that the individuals who responded most optimistically to one item
also uere the ones who had "optimistic" (high) total scores on
the scale. Correspondingly, the individuals who gave very
pessimistic responses to an item, tended to have pessimistic
(low) total scale scores. This is, of course, haw each item
should function: more optimistic students should react to each
item optimistically and vice versa.

*An abridged description of this program is in Appendix D.

**This was the case for ALL instruments in the EOI battery.

***This criterion was modified for Other instruments in the battery.
The semantic differential had the best discrimination (indicated by
RAVE weights).
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basically evaluative (pod-bad, littered-neat, etc.). Other factors
contain adjectives potency, understandability and activity.
Studies of attitudes and values usually select adjectives which
load heavily on the evaluative factor. Since this instrument was
to be employed to determine the "global" orientation of children
toward their world--the degree of optimism or pessimismevaluative
adjectives were considered appropriate.

The "flow chart" contained in Figure 2 illustrates the process
which produced the instrument "Our World of Today/Tomorrow". Each
step is discussed below.

Select PILOT
word-pairs Assemble

instrument----------4
99 rur al students

(18) 103 urban students

Retest
Data

(sample of initial
Analysis

respondents)

Revise
Instrument

FIELD TEST

Figure 2, Development Sequence, "Our World of Today/Tomorrow"
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Harris (1968) suggests a minimum desirable biserial correlation
for the most optimistic response for each item of +.30. The
biserial correlation for the five responses to each of the 18
items on the initial instrument was examined. The progress from
negative to positive correlation was ascertained, as well as attain-
ment of a minimum value of +.30 for the correlation of the most
optimistic response for each item with total ton score.

3. Cause no difficulties in interpretation for children.
The word-ToarE7"Ead-goorand "sa app e iciterYnomber of
9uestions from children during the pilot testing. These comments
indicated the individuals knew the words, but found it hard to
make a judgment an "Our World of Today" and "Our World of Tomorrow"
in terms of these words. Since these word-pairs also had bad
statistics, they were dropped from the final instrument.

A summary of the item statistics for each word-pair on "Our
Wbrld of Today" and "Our Wbrld of Tomorrow" as well as the decision
to retain or omit is found in Appendix E. As indicated, the major
reason for dropping a word-pair was skewed distribution (less than
5% of subjects choosing one or more responses), and/or poor
discrimination (indicated by duplicate RAVE weights) among the
responses for a word-pair. In choosing word-pairs for the final
instrument, one additional constraint was necessary. If the two
scales were to be used to compare students' E0s towards the
present and future the same evaluative word-pairs would have
to be included in BOTH saM. Thus, word-pairs were retained or
dropped on both scales or neither. Fortunately, this was not a
serious problem. Only one of the word-pairs on "Our World oi
Tbmorrow' did not meet the criteria mentioned above: the word-pair
"valuable/worthless cheap". This pair also functioned poorly
on "Our World of Today", and was thus omitted from both scales. All
other word-pairs were omitted because of their statistical perfor-
mance on "Our World of Today".

The 10 word-pairs included in the field test version of
"Our World of Today/Tomorrow" are included in Table 4.
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Word pair5 Retained For Semantic Differential:

Field Test

Sweet-smelling 77 POD:Med:,

Sunny. -- HaZy

Clean -- pirty

Pleasant Unpleasant.

Nice --'.Awful

Likert Scale (SOME IDEAS I HAVE

The Likert-type format allows a respondent to react to an
idea by expressing his position along a continuum between a series
of bi-polar words. According to Anastasi (1961), a Likert scale
provides more information than a simple dichotomous scale.

In contrast to the semantit differential technique, Likert
format is appropriate when more information about the object or
event is provided. It also allows greater flexibility in item
construction. It was used here to measure environmental orien-
tations towards "the environment and pollution".

*Harris' guideline was actually developed for achievement tests
haviiig correct answers. In that context, the right or most
desirable response should correlate at +.30 or more with total
test score.
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This instrument includes a series of statements related to
environmental problems and environmentally-related behaviors; e.g.,
using returnable bottles instead of throw-aways. The statements

mere designed to be relevant to the experiences and interests of

elementary and middle school age children. Philosophical items

such as "Man must control nature" and those involving experiences
outside the domain of most fifth or eighth grade students;* e.g.,
"The person who owns his own land can do anything he Wants with
it" were avoided. As with the semantic differential, all-items
were constructed within the framework of environmental problems
and issues deemed paramount by professionals.

Figure 3 shows the stages of development for the Likert

"Some Ideas I Have". A discussion of each follows.

Panel Validation:
Select iten Develop ("Appropriate for'
categories item pool E0 towards environ-

ment and pollution?")

Assemble PILOT
Likert scale 99 rural students

37 items 103 urban students

Panel Validation:
(Can items be scored
on "environmental
responsibility?")

Retest
(sample of
i nitial

respondents)

FIELD TEST

Figure 3. Developmental Sequence, "Some Ideas I Have"
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Initial Item Pool

The general categories used in developing the initial item
pool for the Likert scale were:

1. general environmental concern/responsibility
2. protection of natural areas/wildlife
3. solid waste/recycling
4. overpopulation
5. other problems (noise pollution, air pollution, pesticides)

These areas were chosen both for their environmental significance
and their potential for building items relevant to elementary and
Middle school children. The summed responses to the resulting
items would represent a person.'s environmental orientation toward
"the environment and pollution".

Fifty statements meaningful to children in grades 5 and 8
formed tha initial item pool. The standard criteria for writing
Likert statements, Edwards (1957), were followed. These initial
items were analyzed by a panel of three environmental educators,
who represented perspectives from social studies education, science
education, and environmental studies. Judgments were made as to
the appropriateness of each item for inclusion in an instrument
to assess environmental orientations toward "pollution and the
environment". This process reduced the pool to 37 items. The
items and the decision made about their retention, based on
pilot test results of their subsequent utility for the final
instrument, are listed in Appendix F. All 37 items were included
in the pilot version of "Some Ideas I Have".

For each item, five response choices were provided (Strongly
Agree, Agree, Not Sure, Disagree, Strongly Disagree). Each
choice was accompanied by a cartoon "face", visually depicting haw
a student felt if he selected a particular choice. This technique
was suggested by Armstrong (1970). Usual procedures for assembling
a Likert scale from an item pool, randomizing item position and
phrasing statements to elicit both agree and disagree responses
from a person with the same eniiiamental orientation, were
followed.

TWo questions were added at the end of the Likert instrument.
The first asked students to select which environmental problem
they thought was most important and which least important from
the following list: air pollution, chemical pollution, leaving
same land alone, water pollution, too many people, and too much
garbage. The second question asked the children to identify who
could help most to solve environmental problems and who could not
help much at all. The list included: me and myNiends, my
family, people who live around here, the mr,vor, the President,
scientists. These questions were includL_ to elicit additional
information about children's orientations toward these problems
and is_aes.
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The Pilot Test

The Likert scale was piloted with the samelroups* that com- -

pleted the pilot version of the semantic differential immediately
following that administration.

In addition to exanining the psychometric characteristics of
the pilot version, the instrument was appraised from a. Practical
viewpoint. Things such as ease of administration and:total-testing
time were noted. During administrationiAesters kept track of the
kinds of questions students asked, both in terns of mechanical
construction of the test--mcabulary ands sentence structure--
and reactions to ideas. Indications were that with revision of
some items, the pilot instrument could meet general criteria for
usability in schools.

One word "environment" frequently cansed difficnity. Many

of the children's questions pertained to the meaning of this
term. No simple, comprehensible synonym nr phrase suitable for
these grade levels was found. Because all children, tested seemed
to understand what "pollution" meant, that term was used to help
"explain" environment, or substituted for it, as appropriate.
Examples of two revised items follow:

(pilot) Children worry too much about problems of the
environment.

(revised) Children worry too much about problens of the
environment (like pollution problems).

(pilot) There is too much on TV about pollution and the
environment.

(revised) There is too much on TV !7liout problemswith
pollution.

Responses made to a brief questionnaire administered with
"Some Ideas" indicated over 90% of the students enjoyed taking
the test, did not find it hard, encountered no difficult words
and enjoyed "telling their ideas". Total administration time
for the pilot version of "Some Ideas" ranged from 15-20minutes,
with eighth graders requiring less time than fifth graders.

Scoring Items

Items on the Likert scale were scored in terms of "environ-
mental responsibility". The most "environmentally responsible"
response for each item (either strongly agree or strongly disagree)

*These groups are described on page 21.
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was assigned kive points. The other four responses were scored
proportionally, with the least "environmentally responsible"

choice getting a score of one.

"Environmental responsibility" was established by a six
member panel, including an environmental communicator, a science
educator, an interpretive naturalist, a wildlife ecologist, a
social studies educator, and a botanist--advanced graduate students
or professors at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. They were
asked to rate each item on the pilot instrument. In part, their
rating form contained these instructions:

Rate each item according to its ability to present spme
environmentally-responsible action, behavior or attitude.
In other words, is a response at one end of the scale for
each item more environmentally responsible thaa a response
at the other end? Does the scale discriminate?

A 4 point system was used; a rating of 4 indicated an excellent
item (the response choice for the item definitely represents the
degree of environmentally-responsible action, behavior or
attitude), while 1 represented an ambiguous item (environmentally
responsible people might line up anywhere along the continuum for
this item). Items had to receive a "good" (3 points or better)
rating from five of the six panelists, with the sixth rating no
lower than "fair" (2 points). IZems not receiving a mean rating
of 2.8 or more from the panel were dropped from the instrument,
regardless of other "good" statistics. The ultimate criterion
for "goodness" was whether the item was considered a valid measure
of "environmental responsibility".

Reliability Estimates

The internal consistency estimates for the total group of
urban and rural students taking the pilot version of "Some Ideas"
was .81 (see Table S). The rural fifth graders had a Hoyt
reliability of .70, while their urban counterparts were at .75;
both eighth grade groups exceeded .80. The range in reliabilities
(.70 to .86) showed that the test was reliable (for these groups,
all exceeding the lower limit for this work).

Stability estimates, Table 6, indicated that this environ-
mental orientation was more stable over time (5-6 days) for
eighth graders than for fifth graders (.89 ),.68, .87>.60, rural
and urban sub-groups respectively).

Analyses of pdlot data for "Some Ideas" followed procedures
described for the semantic differential, with several modifications:

1. Item scalability characteristics. RAVE weights were again
employed.--ance the more specific Likert statements on "environment
and pollutionP were not expected to attract as diverse responses as
the more general word pairs on the semantic differential, it was
anticipated that responses to the Likert items would have duplicate
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Table 5

Means, Standard Deviations,

Hbyt Reliabilities, and Sample Sizes

"Some Id 3S I Have"

Pilct Test

Grade Yr cr

5 130.4 13.8 .75 55

8 137.8 14.1 .82 48

5 & 8 133.8 14.3 .79 103

5 133.8 12.1 .70 45

8 142.1 15.1 .86 54

5 & 8 138.1 14.3 .81 99

135.9 14.5 .81 202

.

Table 6

Means, Standard Deviations, Test/Retest

Correlations, and Sample Sizes

"Some Ideas I Have"

Pilot Test

Community* Grade V r N TiZ-1

5 134.7 12.0 134.3 11.2 .60 25 6
Urban

8 140.9 15.4 141.1 16.2 .87 22 6

5 133.8 12.7 134.5 14.0 .68 30 5

Rural
8 140.7 17.9 140.4 17.4 .89 27 5

(days)

*Students randomly selected from initial groups.
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RAVE weights more often. They did. The criterion for "bad"
RAVE weights was modified to exclude only those items having
double duplicate or triplicate weights, such as "22566" or

"13444". Other criteria for scalability--wide range of weights
plus good spread and each response chosen by at least 5% of the

total sample--remained unchanged.

2. Biserial correlation with total test score. The same

criteria were employed as with-70TE semantIE-alEferential. The

response made to a specific item should correlate highly with total

test score in terms of "environmental responsibility".

3. Cause no difficulties in interpretation for children.
On the ba-SITECtle pilot, some-Items needed word revisions to
clarify them for the target population. No items were dropped

due to this criterion.

TUo additional criteria were used in analyzing Likert pilot
items:

4. Mid-range mean score. If the instrument is to have'
maximum ufflity fin- measurement purposes in environmental education,
the mean response for each item should not be skewed to either end
of the scale. Mbst people now consider being "against" pollution
in the same category as "apple pie, motherhood and the American
flag". Thus, items assessing environmental orientation toward
pollution and the environment where responses would NOT fall at
one end of the scale were difficult to produce. Nevertheless,

it was decided to retain only non-skewed items. Items with mean
responses in the mid-range (2.0-4.0) of the 1.0 to 5.0 scale;
helped produce an instrument capable of registering change in
either direction, a necessary characteristic if the test is
ever used in "pre/post research", or for other comparison purposes.

5. Good variability. The variance is a quantitative
measure 61'1E2 "spread" of responses to the item. Variances

greater than 1.0 were desirable.

Item Revision

A summary of item characteristics based on the five criteria
discussed above, together with the validity panel scores for each
item (ability to discriminate "environmental responsibility") are
contained in Appendix G. The decision whether to retain, modify
or omit an item is also included. Of the original 37 items,
ten were retained unchanged. These items were all acceptable to
the validity panel and had acceptable item statistics. Fourteen
items were modified from their pilot formats, either to make them
more comprehensible to children, or to attempt to improve their
statistical performances. Item 29 illustrates both types of
modifications.
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29. (pilot) eivalpoPulati (too many people) is the cause
of many probians toclay.

if by
This item was rated Ilighl,../Anly the panel (3.4). However, the response
distribution was skeved- people in the total group "strongly
disagreed". Childrep wery001% confused by the word "problems".
Were tbese personal or N.0171'3115, or what? The. item was
revised:

29. (revised) ihe p ManY Problems in the world today
is too many people.

"Cverpopulation"wa% asoPftta confusing and redundant, and the
phrase "in the worle waS,1;i14k1 to illustrate the global nature
of the problem. The rev4f,s Iv45 made to attract a wider range of
responses. Generally itel.:4fl'T.11 as this, possessing adequate
panel ratings, but less svsadcloate statistics, were revised
and included in the fjai Nment. Thirteen items from the
pilot, however, uere amitrihe cNioletelY, due to low panel ratings
and/or poor statistics.

er.i
.,(341Ated items covered a variety ofe

concerns: recycling, 1iter
n
R, individual action towards allevia-

ting problems, etc. gowev item category was depleted due to
omission of these iten.5.

New Items

In addition to the 24clie% 2-etained, three new items were

lot .
included in the fina/ lie e%t instrument to pail-rally replace
those dropped from tile Oltal 'these items bolstered necessary
coverage of the envirouneacth ientat10n, and also helped main-
tain a reasonable test learlew or reliability purposes. The
statements chosen for The. L1js probed the same areas as
omitted items. They were,

Protesting about polltitioll helPs to make things better.

Too much noise is rea
lly

4 problem to worry about.

Usually, it is blest 0 1/11,te on just one side of a pdece of
paper.

The new items were "paofe; the field test. If their statistics
uere bad, they would not 1:74temluded in analysis of data frcm the
field test. However, all piloted and approved for the field
test were to be inclueed P .-"Q final data analysis.

Twenty-seven items p1i4ht distractor items, included to
help avoid creation pf an Isollmental response set; (e.g.., Gym
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class is the best class in school.), comprised the field test
version of "Some Ideas".

The non-Likert items related to the most/least important
environmental problems and who could help most/least were also
used. Responses to the pilot versions of these items indicated
that clarification of instructions was necessary% When students
were asked to pick ONE most and ONE least important environmental
problem, fifth graders particularly often selected more than one
per category. This was attributed to poor instructions. The
instructions were modified to force one response per category
on the field test version.

The field test version of "Some Ideas I Have" is included
in Appendix J .

III. Environmental Decision Inventory (STORIES ABOUT REAL LIFE
PROBLEMS):

The third instrunent in the EOI focused on environmental
orientations toward specific environmental problems, described
in story formats appropriate for elementary and middle school
children. For each story, children were asked, "How do you
think this problem could be solved?" The obtained responses
represented children's "decisions" regarding these problems.
The instrument is teferred to as the Environmental Decision
Inventory (Era) even though the title used on the actual instru-
ment was "Stories About Real Life Problems".

The EDI had the strongest empirical base. Stories were
initially written for the children, but once this was done all
remaining development work was 1; the children--i.e., based on
children's reactions to the problems. A conscious effort was
made to avoid adult impositions on the children. This empirical
framework will be evident as EDI procedures are outlined.

EDI development work was spread over two pilots and in-
volvc1 some 700 children. Figure 4 shows the various operational
stagei for this instrument. Each is discussed below.

.Environmental Problem Stories

Eight environmental problem areas were selected for prelimi-
nary development work on tht EDI. As before, the criteria used
for selecting these problems included pertinence to the world
environmental situation as well as meaningfUlness and appropriate-
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Write Panel
Stories Critique

PILOT No. 1
1435 students

iS
structured
interviews

Data Analysis

Revise
Stories

initial EDI
(16 forms/4 stories each)

retain 4 long,
4 short form stories

Likert EDIsr 2
PILOT No. 2------- "Nformats

for <
176 students

-------
Design

I

Rank-order
ns"

EDI
solutio

Instruments
Likert responses
Rank-order responses

Select

Retest Data Analysis----> Response
(small groups) Format

Panel

FIELD TEST t;
Assemble Rating of
Instrument

Stories

Figure 4. Developmental Sequence, The Environmental Decision Inventory
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ness to children in the target populations. The eight problem
areas were:

1. Strip mining
2. Clear cutting
3. Air pollution (urban)
4. Air pollution (rural)
S. Water pollution
6. Land use
7. Wilderness use
8. Solid waste/recycling

The situations represented a diversity of environmental problems,
with emphasis on conservation-oriented topics (strip mining,
clear cutting, wilderness use, solid waste/recycling) to more
recently developed concerns of environmental education (air
pollution water pollution, land use). Because the research
review had demonstrated the familiarity and importance of air
pollution to children, two diffcrent community manifestations
were included.

The stories attempted to describe a specific environmental
problem and show the major competing interests and conflicting
desires surrounding such issues in real life. Yet the stories
had to be understood by upper elementary school children. They
could not be too complex. Available testing time required
limiting each story to one typewritten page, a maximum of 300
words. Choices had to be made about what to include in these
stories, e.g., what factors regarding the clear-cutting of a
forest should be presented.

Initial stories were written and revised based on the
constructive criticism of a two member validity panel: a
science educator and interpretative naturalist at the Uhiversity
of Wisconsig--Madison.

Each story was prepared in a long form and a short form.
The long pfovided more information to use in deciding how to
solve the problem. This was done to determine the effect of
story length and information load on the responses. No
essential information (as judged by the panel members) was
omitted from the short form.

Pilot No. 1

The short and long forms of each story thus totaled 16
"items" for use in the first pilot. These stories were used to
prepare.16 different forms of the instrument, each containing
four stories. Each form had at least one long and one short
story, and selections about both conservation problems and more
environmental problems. Table 7 identifies the stories
contained in each form. These sixteen test forms were assembled
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Table 7

Distribution of Stories Across Forms

Environmental Decision Inventory

Pilot No. 1

Bonn:

Wilderness

Use

Clear-

Cuttin:

Strip

,Nlinin:

Air 47-.7i.

Pollution

rural'

Pollution

urban

Water

Pollution

Waste/

Re

if

clin

Land

Usealaia'al ab a. ba b

11111
1111111

b

2 X X X

3 X X X

4 X X X

11111

1

n

I

6
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7 X X 111111.11.1

x8 x X

9

10

11

IIIIII12 x x x

13
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15 X X
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in packets of about 30 booklets each, by a random process.
Each successive student in the various classes tested received
his test from the top of the pile which, in essence, produced
a random assignment of test form to student.

Students read the stories and proposed their ORIENTATION
about how to solve the respective problem. No solutions were
provided. The students wrote their own ideas, and were encouraged
to write as much as they wanted. Time was not limited.

Since each student received only one form of the EDI, he
gave his ideas related to only four of the eight problem areas.
This was done for practical considerations, student endurance
in taking a test of this type. However, through the procedures
used to mix students and stories, the maximum amount of information
for amount of individual time expended was obtained.

Pilot No.. 1 wms conducted during May and September, 1972,
in eight schools in five lAlsconsin communities. Reactions to
the stories were obtained from students in different environments:
rural and urban communities, communities dependent on agriculture
and those dependent upon industry, and minority groups. A total
of 435 students in grades 5, 6, 7, and 8 were involved. The dis-
tribution of students in this pilot is presented in Table

Data Analysis

The children's responses were enlightening. Just as-adults,
different children perceived these problems differently. The
most prominent response had a "personal orientation". This was
typified by a concern for the personal problems of the family or
individual portrayed in the story; more-or-less oblivious to other
issues. For example, on the story about wilderness protection,
a child with this personal bent would focus on the family, disagree-
ment (dhere to go on vacation; somewhere to hike and camp or where
you can see a lot from the car). To the problem of air pollution
in the large city or water pollution from the paper mill he'd
likely to respond "Move away and get a job somewhere else."

Faith in technology was also evident in the responses. Mhny
deyices and complicated machines were suggested to solve the air
and water pollution problems. In fact, several students went to
the trouble of drawing their "Rube Goldberg" contraptions.

There were also those who echoed the "eco-extremists"
view, "Shut it down regardless of the consequences." Although
most of these responses were phrased in one or two short sentences,
several longer solutions were posed. On the,paper mill story, one
Indian boy said:
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...they should close it down and try to fine (sic
sanething to clean it up so the living plant and
animal can live. If they didn't stop we prombley (sic)
have no drinking water and no fish to eat and when the
Indian came they didn't put garbage in-the water.

Two readers analyzed the responses and developed respans
categories. While some stories had "unique solutions, many
solutions were similar across stories. These-included
(1) a personal orientation toward the problem, t.(2) approval
of the pollution alleviation technique described, (3) a,
compromise solution, (4) stopping the pollution regardless-
of the consequences, and (5) technological solutionS 'involving
filters, machines, etc. These response catelories' arid the
acconpanying stories (long and short) are in Appendix H.

Table 8

Distribution of Students Taking the EDI

Pilot No. 1

School

Grade Rural

Small
Town .

A

Small
Town
B

Medium
Sized
City

Inner
City Total

5 25 56 81

6 25 52 106*** 60 30* 273

7 17** 28* 45

8 12** 24* 36

Total 50 108 135 60 82 435 I

*Black students
**Nnerican Indian students

***Includes 14 American Indian students
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Cmce response categories were established, two people
independently classified each student's responses using content
analysis procedures. Observer agreement exceeded 95%.. The
number of students writing down each solution and observer
agreements for classifications are listed in Appendix H.

The Chi square statistic was used to determine whether there
were significant differences in the frequencies of solutions
proposed, for each problem, between the long and short forms.
(Chi square values are included for each story in Appendix H.)
For four of the eight problems, there were significant
differences in response frequencies (ol = .05). These four
stories were on clear cutting, strip mining, water pollution and
land use.

The results of this analysis showed how importance it is to
provide sufficient information when children are asked to deal
with topics apt to be unfamiliar to them. The four problems
with N.S.D. between story forms dealt with situations children
are likely to have encountered (wilderness preservation;.air
pollution, rural; airpollution, urban; solid waste/recycling).
Information load and story length did not affect the diversity
of solutions children offered for these problems. Two stories
in the S.D. between forms group dealt with problems not as
familiar to a majority of Vasconsin elementary school children
(Clear cutting, Strip mining). In both instances, providing
more information about the problem resulted in a greater number
of students approving the solution techniques, with limitations
(Appendices 11-2 and H-3).

A third "S.D." story considered water pollution associated
with a paper mill. There are numerous paper mills in Wisconsin,
but many of the 292 students who reacted to the story were not
aware of the associated pollution problems. The response pattern,
from short to long form, parallels the other stories, greater
acceptance of the MM.'S water pollution when the complexity
of the problem is more thoroughly described. (Appendix H-6)---

The fourth story with a significant difference in-responses
between forms was about land use, but the differences in response
frequencies here did not seem tied to familiarity. The solution
("more parks") that contributed most to the large Chi square value
between forms (Appendix *8) was included onlyin the long-form.
Thus, children receiving the long form were primed for this as
a possible solution. Children receiving the short form of this
story had to "think up" parks as a solution.

Where no significant differences in response frequencies
across forms were obtained, the short form of the story was retained
for the next testing stage. Where statistical differences were
found, the long form of the story was retained.
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To identify any reading problems and te obtain another form
of response to the stories, 56 children were randomly selected
from this pilot group and given individual semi-structured
interviews. They:

a. read two stories out loud (selected at random from the
"laig :finre stories)

b. looked at 35mm color, slide illustrations of the problems
while the interviewer read the stories back to them.

c. gave their opinions an solutions ani responded to a
series of probing questions about the problem.

These interviews were recorded on audio tape. Analysis of the
tapes provided additional input for formulating response cate-
gories, and provided more insight into children's orientations
towards specific environmental problems. Difficulties with
comprehending or interpreting stories were also probed during
these interviews.

EDI Revision

A total of 4 long and 4 short-form stories were retained for
Pilot No. 2. Minor modifications were made in the language of
the stories. Analysis of the results also provided the possible
alternative solutions for students to select from in the revised
format; empirically derived from students' perceptions rather
than adult interpretations.

In preparing for the second pilot, two matters were recon-
sidered. Initially problems related. to population were thought
to be too complex for the children. However, the children's
responses indicated that same children were aware of overpopulation
and its influences on many environmental problems. Therefore,
a "population" story was included in the revised EDI. Further,
many of the initial stories were marginal in terms of the inmediate
experience of many children (strip mining, clear cutting, etc.).
It was intended to include a range of problems from "global"
to local situations, but the first version of the EDI "slighted"
local orientations. Another story (a tree in the schaelyard)
was added to increase the proportion of local character. Thus,
the second version EDI had ten stories about environmental problems.

For the two new stories, students were first asked to respond
to a set of prepiFEIT "solutions" and then suggest other alternatives.
This procedure allowed for.testing predictions about children's
responses, based an initial results while maintaining the empirical
base; i.e., children produced the solutions. These responses
were input for revising the solutions included in the field
version of the EDI.
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Because of the variability in the children's experience and knowledge
of the environment, a black and white photo was included with eaeh
story. This gave every child a common referent to the problem and
illustrated story content. This common stimulus helped clear up
language ambiguities. For example, clear-cutting was described
as leaving big "holes" in the forest. Students often interpreted
this as excavations. The picture on clear-cutting (and changing
"holes" to "open spaces") resolved this difficulty.

Formats for "Solutions"

The student-generated "solutions" to problems were arranged
in two different formats to see which format was more appropriate
for this age child. The first arrangement required children to
rank-order their preferences for the various-solutions to a
problem. The second arrangement presented the solutions in
"Likert statements". Here, respondents indicated their agreement
(agree to disagree, 5 point scale) with each separate solution.
Use of two formats made it possible to see if students would
discriminate among several solutions to the same problem (rank-
order) or would tend to agree with solutions that were, in reality,
opposite positions (Likert).

"Action-Crientation" Scale

An identical "Action-Orientation" scale was included in
both forms. This scale consisted of the statement "If I lived
there, I could help solve this problem" at the end of each of the
10 environmental problem stories to which students responded
by circling YES or NO. These responses indicated how much
students felt they could contribute to alleviating each problem,
and environmental problems in general. This "Action-Orientation"
might show a student's degree of optimism about the nature of
environmental problems, and would also indicate how much students
felt they could contribute to problem-alleviation.-

Pilot No. 2

This pilot was conducted in a suburban community near a large
urban metropolis during April, 1973. 176 fifth and eighth grade
students (approximately equally divided between sexes) participated.
The two forms of the EDI were randomly assigned to packets of
thirty tests, each packet containing approximately equal numbers
of both forms. 49 and 47 fifth graders received the Likert and
rank-order forms respectively, while 40 eighth graders reacted
to each form. Tests were distributed using the procedures
detailed earlier, producing a random assignment of tests to
students. Introductions and other administrative procedures
were similar to those employed in earlier testing.. Total
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administration time was about 45minutes, with students in grade
five again requiring more time.

A questionnaire was included with both forms to obtain
student reactions to the instrument. About 70% of the Students
reported the test "easy to do", while less than 2% thought it
"hard". Fifth grade students found it more chAllenging.though,
as indicated. by 28% reporting the test, "not easy, not hard",

conpared to only 13% of the eighth-graders choosing this response.
No reported differences in difficulty between the two forms were

evident. Over 90% of the students in both grades indicated:

a. they understood the directions.
b. there were no hard words .

c. they enjoyed telling their ideas.
d. the stories were easy to-understand.
e. they enjoyed reading the stories.

Reliability Estimates

An internal consistency estimate of total test reliability
was not appropriate for this instrument because it could not be
considered a homogeneous measure of one environmental orientation.
Reliability estimates were determinecTiS follows:

1. Stability: Test/retest correlations were calculated
for the ii..i7rusgroups taking the two forms of the EDI. Stability
estimates for the Likert format were .64 (grade 5) and .78
(grade 8) aver a 7 day interval (Table 9.).. These oorrelatians

were'higher than the stability estimates for the rank-order format
(.50 and .69 respectively). The difference in stability between
these formats can be partially,explained by the non-independent
character of responses in the rank-order format. For example
if the preferred solution to a specific problem was changd dUring
retest, this forced one or more other changes. This was not the
case with the independent statements contained in the Likert

format.

2. Internal consistency of the "Action-Orientation" scale.
It was felt that responses summed-TIOni-Thri-scale would measure
an underlying ORIENTATION toward being able to help solve environ-

mental problems. Responses were scored two points for a Yes, one
paint for a No, and 0 points for no response. Ebyt reliability
estimates for this subscale are reported in Table 10. The estimates

were in the mid to upper seventies, with no discernible difference

in internal consistency across grade or instrument format.
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Table 9

Means, Standard Deviations, Test/Retest

Correlations, and Sample Sizes

The Environmental Decision Inventory

Pilot No. 2

Format Grade 3c 7 c
r

r N Tina
(days)

5 144.5 10.8 140.8 11.4 .64 17 7

Likert
8 148.3 11.3 152.1 15.2 .78 16 7

Rank
5 133.5 13.2 140.5 14.8 .50 19 7

Order
8 145.8 18.7 147.8 17.9 .69 17

All students randomly selected from total group.

Table 10

Mbans, Standard Deviations,

Hoyt Reliabilities, and Sample Sizes

"Action-Orientation" Scale

The Environmental Decision Inventory

Pilot No. 2

Format Grade 3r cr r N

5 5.9 3.3 .79 49

Likert 8 5.7 3.0 .76 40

5 & 8 5.8 3.2 .77 89

5 5.8 3.1 .77 47

Rank
Order

8 5.9 2.9 .75 40

5 & 8 5.8 3.0 .76 87
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Format for Field Test

The Likert format was utilized in the final field test
instrument. There were several reasons for this decision. First,
students did discriminate between opposing solutions on the Likert
format EDI. Second, stability estimates were higher for the
Likert format. Third, a major assumption of inferential statistics
which involves independent responses on each item of-aft instru-
ment was seriously violated by the rank-order procedure--i.e.,
once a student chooses a solution, tlie'rankings assigned to the
remaining solutions,are NOT independent.

One valuable feature of the rank-order format, however, was
preserved. After students indicated their degree of agreement with
each solution to a specific environmental problem via a Likert
statement, they were asked to check the one solution ther_preferred
for each environmental problem. This gave an indication of
preferences as well as amount of agreement or disagreement with
several solutions to a problem.

Solutions provided to the two new problems (tree in the school-
yard and overpopulation) included iiThis pilot were revised for
the final EDI. 'No of the original "solutions" to the overpopulation
problem had been:

"Move extra people to the moon and other planets."
"Stop all medicines. Same will get sick and die. This
will help solve the problem."

The children thought these answers were "far out". Several said
they couldn't believe children would suggest these things as "good
ways to solve the problem". So the following three popular student-
generated solutions were substituted:

"Get more land to make Freeland bigger."
"Stop people from coming to Freeland. Let some move away."
"Pass a law to make parents have fewer children."

The "school tree" story responses were revised also. On
the basis of student solutions, the following solutions were
added:

"Don't do anything. Leave th.. tree alone."
"Mow, the tree somewhere else. This will make more room
for cars and children."

Because it overlapped with the new solutions, an original solution
"Help the tree get healthy again. And move the parking lot some-
where else," was omitted from the final EDI.

At this point, the six member validity panel rated
each story to_be included in the final EDI an a four point system.
In part, the-panel members received the following inst7uctions:
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These stories attenpt to briefly present a specific
environmental problem. Various 'schools of thought'
on the problem are included...Within the framework of
dealing with problems on the level of a middle school
child, please read and mark each problem according to
the following scale:

4 -- excellent. Presents the multi-faceted story well.
3 -- good. Presents major dimensions of the

environmental problem.
2 -- fair. Omits Some verY important dimensions.
1 poor. Too far removed from the real world or

amits major dimensions of the situation.

The mean score assigned to each story by the panel was 3.0 or
greater. Thus, all were considered appropriate to include in the
final EDI. (Comments made by the panel were employed in making
minor story revisions.)

The pilot forms of the instruments in the EOI are found in
Appendix I.

Our World of Today/Tomorrow
Some Ideas I Have
Environmental Decision Inventory

Answer Book: Rank-order
Answer Book: Likert

6 0
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MOM IV

FIELD TEST RESULTS

The final phase of the study consisted of a field test Of the
three instruments in the Environmental Orientation Inventory.- Add-
itional verification of the stability and reliability of t4e instrU-
mcnts was sought as was information about the possible eXiStence-.
of "factors" within the more general orientations: It was desired
to obtain a better cross-section of input from the .various target
populations who might respond to the instruments in the futul'ie.-

A total of five variables that could imfluence environmental
orientations were dealt with in the field test. TheSe';were com-
munity, grade level, sex of student, I.Q., alid socioeconomic-status.
Considerations involved in selecting school systeMs and stildents
for participation are described below.

Residential Communi --A cross-section-of communities was de-
sired, from rural arm- ased communities, to suburbs, to metro-
politan areas (including inner city ghettos, working class ethnic
neighborhoods, and schools in outlying areas). ,Nb random choice
of communities is claimed for this study, but communities were
selected to represent the characteristics described.

The Rural communities were the towns of Richland Center (pop-
ulation 5,200) in Iowa county [southwestern Wisconsin], and Seymour
(population 2,000) in Outagamie county [east central Wisconsin].
The economy of both is farm-based, with a few small industries.
Children attending schools in these towns come from within city
limits and outlying farms. In Richland Center, two elementary schools
provided 72 and 34 students (their entire fifth grade) for the
study, while 102 eighth grade students were drawn from the local
high school in a non-randam fashion. Seymour provided one fifth
(24 students) and one eighth (21 students) grade class, chosen at
random from the local schools. While Richland Center has no ap-
preciable minority group representation, about 10-15 percent of
Seymour's student population is of American Indian descent.

TWo schools in Muskego (population 7,000) in suburban Waukesha
county [approximately 10 miles from the Milwaukee city limits] re-
presented the Suburban Community. The flavor of the immediate ar A

is one of open countryside, with "room to breathe." There is abun-
dant industry.in the ikmediate area. A group of 98 fifth grade
students was randomay chosen from the entire fifth grade at the
participating elementary school and 102 eighth grade students were
randomly chosen from the total eighth grade group at the participating
intermediate school. A smaller group of MUskego fifth and eighth
graders selected from the original random sample took the EDI portion
of the EDI.



The city of Milwaukee, largest urban center in Wisconsin, re-
presented the Urban Community. The Department of Educational Re-
search, Milwaukee Public Schools, arranged for selection of eight
sdhools from various areas in the city on a stratified basis to
insure a cross-section of urban schools. The testing team saw the
diversity among these schools,land the respective neighborhoods.
Four elementary and four junk,- high schools each provided one
class for the field test, a total of 118 fifth graders and 94 eighth
graders. In this urban "sample," input fram minority groups (Blacks
and Spanish Americans) was obtained. Mile there was no guarantee
of the representative character of the class tested at each school,
I.Q. data revealed the presence of a wide range of abilities.

Socioeconomic Status--Each student listed his father's and/or
motheFrg-FRin on a questionnaire. Wherever possible, school
records arid information from classroom teadhers were used to val-
idate this information.

Occupation seems to be a reasonably valid indicator of socio-
economic status. Kahl and Lhvis (1955) analyzed 19 different in-
dicators of class position and found occupation, above all, to be
most valid.

The Edwards (1943) index of class position based on occupation
has often been used in establishing SES groups, perhaps due to its
"official" nature [Edwards was with the U.S. Census Bureau] and
rather impressive statement by its developer:

...each of these groups represents not only a major
group of the Nation's labor force but, also a large
population group with a somewhat Aistinct stLndard of
life, economically, and, to a considerable extent,
intellectually and socially. (p. 179)

However, as Hodges (1964) pointed out, Edwards' assertion was more
of an inference than a statement grounded in fact or experimental
Proof, and is considered by many critics as rather sweeping and
subjective.

For this study, a scale for occupational assignment based on
"prestige ratings" was employed to group students by SES. The
North-Hatt scale (1947) is a popular ranking of 90 occupations by
a large cross-section of Americans. At the top of the list are
physicians, college professors, banker$ and mdnisters. At the
bottom are shoe shiners, street sweepers, garbage collectors, and
bartenders. Translated into occupational groupings, the "prestige"
order is:

1. professional and semi-professional workers
2. proprietors managers, and officials
3. clerical, siles, and kindred workers
4. craftsmen, foremen, and kindred workers
5. farmers and farm managers
6. farm laborers
7. service workers
8. laborers
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The complete list of ninety occupations is contained in Hodges (1964).

Aptitude--Data from the following IQ tests were used to iden-
tify students from high, medium and law I.Q. groups:

California Test of Mental Maturity, Form S

Lorge-Thorndike Mental Ability Test

Kuhlmann-Finch Test of Mental Ability

Otis-Lennon Mental Ability Test

These tests all have reported means of 100, and similar standard de-
viations. Classifications by IQ were made only for those students
who had IQ scores no more than two years old. The procedure for
assignment to categorIFTWas:

High = DQ score greater than .8a above a mean of 100.
Wdium = IQ score within .8dr[eitHEF-ide] of a mean of 100.
Low = IQ score greater than .8abelow a mean score of 100.

These criteria were used to insure a wide and diverse representation
from the many sources of input that could produce variance in test
scores representing environmental orientations.

Field Test Procedures

At the outset.of the field test, each child filled out a "Stu-
dent Information Sheet " (Appendix N). Responses were helpful in
determining levels of Socioeconomic Status and Community assignment.

The semantic differential and Likert scales were administered
in one session and the EDI was usually administered at another time.
For fifth graders testing was often organized around a recess per-
iod, while for eighth graders the EDI portion of the EOI was taken
later the same day or the following day. The total testing time
was approximately 90 minutes: a 30 minute period for the "Our World"
and Likert scales, and a 60 minute period for The Environmental .

Decision Inventory. These time allocations were adequate for nearly
all students. For those students requiring more time (primarily
several "slow" readers in fifth grade), the classroom teachers al-
lowed the students to complete the instrument later the same day.

No major problems were encountered during the field test
period. Introductions and explanations for each instrument were
virtually identical with their pilot counterparts and instructions
and testing details were similar to those outlined for the pilot
studies. Students and teachers were generally cooperative. Both
class size and larger groups were employed in the testing, at the
convenience of participating schools.

Field testing was completed during the period from May 7 to
May 25, 1973. All tests were administered by the project staff to
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Independent
Variable:

Table 11

Distribution of Students

ParticipatinF in the Field Test

Urban

Comunity:

Suburban Rural TOTALS*

Boys 95 103 139 337

Sex
Girls 112 94 96 302

High 48 63 100 211

Med 86 107 113 306

Low 73 26 16 115

High 16 46 25 87

SES Med 145 135 187 467

Low 42 11 10 63

5 116 98 122 336

Grade
8 91 99 113 303

*Totals across all levels of an independent variable are less than
665 students (the number of students in the field test) because
same students were omitted from community, IQ, or SES classifica-

tions.

a total of 661, students in four communities. Table 11 shows the
distribution of students participating in the field test.

Factor Analysis of E0s

Factor analysis was used extensively in field test analysis
of both "Some Ideas" and the "Environmental Decision Inventory".
The "Our World" scales were factor analyzed, but not until "Some
Ideas" and the EDI did factor analysis play a central role in
interpreting results. A brief discussion of this analysis tool
follows.

According to Harman (1967), factor analysis is used to seek
interrelationships among a set of variables, no one of which is
singled out as being 'Wore important" than any of the others.
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"Patterns" of responses are sought. Do certain groups of items
tend to be answered similarly (or oppositely)? %hen a person an-
swers an item, are there other items on the test that he reacts to
in a similar fashion?

Mbst factor analyses* begin with a correlation matrix, uthich
shows how the responses for each itet correlate udth responses for
every other item on the instrument. Using this base, factor analysis
programs produce factors, which Kerlinger (1965) defines as "con-
structs, hypothetical entities that are assumed to underlie tests
and test performance." (p. 650) These factors are arranged in a
matrix, a table of coefficients that-show the relations between in-
dividual items and underlying variables. (Here the "underlying"
variables are ENVIRONMENTAL ORIENTATIONS.) The entries in the
table are called factor loadings. They range from -1.00 to +1.00
as do correlation coefficients, and are interpreted similarly.

Factor analysis was used to determine the homogeneity or
heterogeneity of each instrument in the ENVIRONMENTAL CRIENTATIONS
Inventory. Based on results of the pilot work, factor analyses of
the "Our World" scales uere expected to reveal one principal fac-
tor, but with the Likert scale and the EDI, several factors might
be forthcoming. On these instruments, groups of'items might re-
flect a number of, possiblymutually exclusive, ENVIRONMENTAL
ORIENTATIONS. For "Same Ideas", the procedure could produce a
set of sub-scales, each "contributing" to the total orientation
towards "environment and pollution." In the case of-the EDI,-
factor analysis could help "sort out" patterns of student re-
sponses to the various "solutions" proposei for environmental
problems. Various factors identified here could represent ECts
also, whether the items loading heavily on them were all drawn
frau one or a number of environmental problem stories.

TO summarize, ue used factor analysis to help pick out the
various E0s underlying both "Some Ideas" and the EDI. Of course,
the item clusters, each loading on sepa,cate factors, uere not
"guaranteed" interpretable as ENVIRONKNIAL ORIENTATIONS for
factor analysis invariably involves considerable judgment as to
what factors are "important" and how they are interpreted within
a given framework.

Interpretation'of Factors

Just how were the factors interpreted? Whatprocedures were
used to "produEF-an EO from a group of items loading heavily on
a factor?

*There are a number of factor analysis procedures in common use.
According to Edward's (1970), the Principal Components procedure udth
Varimax rotation of factors is widely accepted and employed in psycho-
logical and educational research. This was the procedure [part of the
WItgitcsrputer Program (STATJOB series, Mhdison Academic Computing
Center-, University of Wisconsin--Madison)] employed for all factor
analyses in this study.
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Interpretation was NaT done on the so-called "nor factor
matrix obtained from itfEla correlations of items with each
other. A' Varimax rotation of the initial factors (or some sub-
set) was used to obtain rotated factors that had as few items
as possible "spread" across more than one factor. In other
words, each rotated factor had a ntanber of items strongly cor-
related (or heavily loaded) on that factor. All other items
would, ideally, have "weak" loadings on the factor. ("Raw" fac-
tors usually aren't as easy to interpret.)

Ine following sequence was used to interpret factors on both
"Some Ideas" and the EDI:

1. Common content was identified fcr items loading heavily
(.40 or greater) on the same factor, either explicitl.Y1
or implicitly stated.

2. An BVIRONMENTAL ORIENTATION was hypothesized to represent
the common content of the items.

3. Logical verification was attempted to determine the use-
fulness of the EO. For this purpose, a "criterion"
individual was invented, who held an extreme position in
relation to this EO.

4. Each item on the factor was examined, and a response pro-
jected on the basis of this extreme individual.

5. The pattern of responses was inspected, and, if consistency
was obtained, an ENVIRONMENTAL ORIENTATION was postulated
for that factor.

This procedure was set up to assure that each item within a clugter
should contribute: in a logically consistent fashion,- to the EO.

EC Reliability E.E.;:ates

Once factors were identified as specific ENVIRONNDITAL ORIEN-
TATIONS, a reliability estimate was computed for each set of ED items.
while all items in the DIVIRONMENTAL ORIENTATIONS7FieEFOry had
"passed muster" as part. of their respective instnunents, it was
cppiopriate to see if these "new" combinations would still meet the
reliability criteria of this study.

Reliability estimates were derived from the individual item
conmunalities included in output from the FACIOR2 computer pro-
gram. According to Guertin and Bailey (1970), "the test-retest
reliability coefficient for an item is unlikely to be less than
the square root of its communality." (p. 215) An item's commun-
ality estimate is defined as the variance that the factor matrix
accounts for on that variable. Since the relationship between
communality and test-retest reliability is a square root one, an
item whose conpunality was .36 would have a reliability of .6; an
item whose commtmality wa's .49 would have a reliability of .7;- and
so on.

The procedures used to interpret communalities and estimate
reliabilities for the various E0s were those suggested by Guertin
and Bailey (1970):
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Ile find that oammunalities of questionnaire items frequently
average .40 or better...The square root of .40 is about .63,
which is very adequate reliability for single items. We
join items together to give subscales that are more re-
liable....When you combine four or five items wdth relia-
bility coefficients averaging .60, you will have a relia-
ble measure of the attribute that you are seeking to
measure. (1). 216)

In each instance, items combined in an EO had reliability coefficients
averaging .60 or greater.

As each EO identified through factor analysis is further dis-
cussed, the test-retest reliability coefficients for each item in
that EO (based on the item communality) will be reported.

Scoring EC

A scoring system consistent with the nature of each EO was de-
veloped. For example, one factor was identified.as an BO towards
technological solutions to environmental problems._ The response
position (either strongly agree or sirongly disagree) for each item
on the factor which represented the greatest faith or dependence on
technological solutions was assigned a weight of 5. Cther positions
were given proportionally lower weights. Thus a score on this EO
could be obtained for each individual, and ultimately, groups could
be compared across any one of several independent variables. Simi-
lar procedures were followed for the other FoOs.

Before the scores produced by the total tests or the derived
sub-scales (E0s) could be utilized in any one of several research
or evaluation studies, the psychometric characteristics of the
instruments need to be known. Knowing haw each instrument func-
tioned in the field test is extremely important in interpreting any
"significant" differences in respondent's scores.

All reliability estimates and other item statistics that
follow were calculated using the same techniques described in Chap-
ter Three. Only when a value reported is based on a statistical
procedure not previously described will the procedure be discussed.

OUR WORLD Scales

The item statistics for the ten word pairs employed on the two
scales were determined from responses of all students, and deemed
acceptable by previously stated criteria (see Chapter Three). The
discrimination was generally excellent*, and correlation of any

*With one exception: "sunny-hazy" had RAVE weights of "65331" on
"Our Wbrld of Tbday". The word-pair functioned well on "Our Wbrld
of Tomorrow" however.
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"optimistic" response with a similar "optimistic" total score on
the same scale was very good. Item statistics for "Our World of
Today" and "Our World of Tomorrow" are reported in Appendix K.

As in the pilot wordc this semantic differential again exhib-
ited very good Hayt reliabilities. Tables 12 and 13 show the in-
ternal consistency estimates for each grow tested on "Our Wbrld
of Today". The lowest Hoyt r was .81, for suburban fifth graders;

and the "rs" ranged as high as .94. For the eighth grade groups
the reliabilities ranged fram .82 to .95.*

Even higher internal consistency estimates were obtained for
"Our World of Tomorrow". lhbles 12 and 13 also show these values:
for fifth graders, .93 to .97; for eighth graders, .94 to .98.

The high reliabilities indicate that student responses to the
two scales are extremely consistent. This provides support for
the earlier postulation of a single factor an each scale, repre-
senting an ENVIRMENTAL ORIENTATION towards the present on 'Our
World of Today" and an ENVIROMENTAL ORIBITATION towards the
future an "Our Wbrld of Tomorrow".

A factor an-Z.-Isis (principal components, Vhrhnax rotation) of
the responses of the 665 students taking the "Cur World" scales
further supported this contention. Table 14 shows the results.
Both "Our World of Today" and "Cur World of Tomorrow" were uni-
factorial. Each word-pair on Today and Tomorrow loaded at +.56
or more on the indicated factor. The results also supported
the common "evaluative" nature of the word-pairs used on these
scales, as discussed in Chapter Three.

The stability estimates for the two "Our World" scales are
included in Table 15. Two eighth grade groups and one fifth grade
group were retested on these scales after 4-6 days. Test/retest
correlation coefficients ranged frmn .70 to .86. Hence, the
ENVIRONMENTAL ORIENTATIONS measured on the two scales are con-
sidered fairly stable over the time interval employed.

Taken together, these field test results show "Our World of
Today" and "Our World of Tomorrow" provide a highly reliable (ha
terms of internal consistency) and acceptably stable estimate of
two ENVIRONMENTAL ORIENTATIONS, towards the "Norld of Today" and
tawards the "World of Tbmorrate.

*In this study, the internal consistency (1-loyt) estimate for eadh
individual class tested was reported by group, along with the total
reliability for each grade. As Harris (1968) states, just report-
ing a pooled reliability for all subjects (a common p...)cedure in
educational research) allows a researcher to overlook a few poor
reliabilities on one or more of the sub-groups tested. The pooled
reliability, moreover, is often an "inflated" value., unrepresenta-
tive of the range of groups tested.
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Table 12

Means, Standard Deviations,

Hoyt Reliabilities and Group Sizes: Field Test

Grade 5

"OuT World of Today"

Group Community X cr r N

02 Urban 8.5 7.2 .87 27

03 Urban 23.6 6.5 .83 31

04 Urban 40.1 11.1 .91 30

08 Urba- 24.8 9.8 .94 30

09 Suburban 29.2 6.7 .81 98

11 Rural 32-6 6.3 .82 34

12 Rural 29.8 7.0 .85 72

15 Rural 39.4 7.4 .90 24

TOTAL
Across
Community

30.8 8.6 .89 346

"Our World of Tomorrow"

Group Community 5r CT r N

02 Urban 34.4 9.1 .93 27

03 Urban 39.7 10.0 .95 31

04 Urban 38.2 14.0 .97 30

08 Urban 33.7 13.4 .97 30

09 Suburban 35.7 12.0 .96 98

11 Rural 35.9 9.1 .94 34

12 Rural 34.6 11.8 .97 72

15 Rural 35.7 11.2 .96 24

TOTAL
Across
Community

35.8 11.6 .96 346
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Table 13

Means, Standard Deviations,

Hoyt Reliabilities and Group Sizes: Field Test

Grade 8

"Our Wbrld of Today"

Group Community X cr i N

01 Urban 26.8 8.6 .92 20

05 Urban 29.1 7.4 .87 16

06 Urban 31.3 5.8 .82 J

07 Urban 26.3 6.4 .,37, 30

10 Suburban 30.5 6.6 .8S 102

13 Rural 32.3 6.3 .86 102

14 Rural 30.3 10.3 .95 21

TOTAL
Across
Communi-i

30.4 7.1 .88 319

"Our World of Tomoltow"

Group Co munity I r - N

01 Urban 32.8 12.4 .98 20

05 Urban 33.1 11.4 .95 16

C6 Urban 30.6 10.3 .95 28

07 Urban 28.1 12.0 .97 30

10 Suburban 29.1 12.5 .98 102

13 Rural 29.1 9.9 .94 102

14 Rural 2' fie9 .95 21

TOTAL
Across

26.1 11.4 .96 319
Community
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Table 14

Factor Loadings for Field Test Results

"Our World of Today/Tbmorrow"

(4 = 663)

Word Pairs

pretty/ugly

neat/littered

good/bad

sweet-smelling/stinking

pleasant/unpleasant

sunny/haz;.-

healthful/sickening

nice/awful

clean/dirty

safe/dangerous

; of Total Variance

...,11,
"World Today". "World Tor,lorrow"

.752

..684

. 750

.753

. 669

. 557

.711

. 807

. 744

. 63S

.884

..873

.882

:879

.887

.831

.874

.907

.833

50.3 76.4

7 1
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Table 15

Neans, Standard Deviations, and Test/Retest Correlations for Field Test

ENVIRONENTAL ORIENTATIONS INVENTORY

R2test

Group 'World Tbday" "World Tomorrow" "Some Ideas I Have'

The Enviranmental

Decision Inventory

Time

Interval

SUburbv1

N = 177

Grade7

Sturban

N = 25

7,, 7
11.1.1.11...101M

30.1

6.6

30.3 32.8 32.8 87.7 87.5 16.8 156.0

days

17 12.3 12.5

,!,

8,4
110.4

.70

16.6

.

17.6

5

,..1

r .82 ,

I, Y

VIM*/

149,5. 153.1
6

days

c

r

18.3
..........

.72

17,0

...........1

Grade 8

Rural

N : 18

I 33.2 33.9 ')0.1 29.4 83.1 84.2
4

days

0" 4.8 5.8 3 4 5.5 9.0 7.3

. 6 .81 .85

Grade S

Rural

N = 13

7, T 33.0 32 2 33.4 36 4 80.1 79.6
5

days

o* 6.1 6 7 9.6 13.6 11.1 9.0

r .70 .82 .61

Grade 5

Rural

IN = 17

7, 7 157.4 157.6
5

days

a 10.8 9.9

.73

* Random selection from total group.

72 v1Wo separate 17 membtr groups. One pup took 'World Today/TomarrO' and "Some Ideas".

Second group took the EDI.



Likert Scale

Tbe item statistics for the three "new" items included in the
field test of "Same TdeAs" are shown in Table 16. TWo of the three
items were poor discrimdnators or skewed in their response distri-,
buttons. Fo ... example, the range of r biserial correlations for the
five respow.1 positions to "Protesting about pollution helps to
make things setter" -was +.05 to -.04. The second item, "Too much
noise is really a problem to worry about,!' had a skewed response
distributiJa, low variance and weak negative response correlations.
Thus, they were dropped from the analysis.

The third "rmne' item, "Usually it is best to write on just one
side of a piece of paper," fared bettey. There was adequate dis-
tribution of responses and discrimination. The mid-range mean
(3.73) and good variance (1.47) completed the statistical good
news. This item was included in the analysis.

Thus, for analysis purposes, the field test version of "Same
Ideas" contained 25 items and eight distractors. The item statis-
tics for these 25 statements on "environment and pollution" are
reported in Appendix L. Items characteristics generally improved
over the pilot test. The scalability of items (a "smooth" RAVE
weighting in one direction across the response categories) was
better, largely a function of a larger N, however. Same of the
RAVE weights on pilot test items were computed on very small N.
This produced less reliable weighting. In contrast, RAVE weights
on the field test items were based on an adequate number of stu-
dents (over 15) choosing each response position.

Overall, only one item performed less well on the field test
than the pilot. Item 25 (building a playground in a marsh) had a
better mean, variance and response distribution in the pilot.

Three groups were used to obtain 4-6 day stability estimates
for "Some Ideas" (Table 15). The range from .61 (rural fifth
grade) to .85 (rural eighth grade) over this period supported the
contention of adequate stability of the underlying ENVIRONMENTAL
ORIENTATION towards "pollution and the -rvirrnment."

Internal consistency estimates were nhtained for all Grade 5
and Grade 8 groups tested on "Same Ideas" (rable 17). The Hbyt
r's ranged from .50 to .74 for fifth graders with an overall r of
. 73.

An anomaly appeared in the eighth grade computations. Hoyt
reliabilities for all eighth grade groups werezt.68 (overall
r=.74), except for one group of sixteen inner city black students
(r=.19). This group could NOT be included in the final analyses
because they did not meet the minimum reliability criterion of
. 50. The pattern of responses on "Some Ideas" for this Black
eighth grade group, together with another inner city Black fifth
grade class nearby produced an interesting picture of the ENVIR-
ONMENTAL ORIENTATIONS of these ghetto youth. While the Black

63
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Table 16

Characteristics of New Items Included in "Some Ideas I Have"

Field Test

Item

I, Protesting about pollu-

661)

Item Response

Vari-

SA A NS D SD Mean
e

Decision

RAVE
tion helps to make things

better.

biser.

12. Too much noise is N

RAVE
really a problem to

worry about.

biser.

103 110 174 153 119

4 4 4 5 6

.05 .02 -.04 .03 .00

3 12 1,76

123 223 205 85 23

6 5 3 3 5

.26 .12 -.19 -.14 -.10

2,49 1,08

Cmit

Weak correlations

Poor discrimina-

tion

Omit

gged response

distribution

Weak correla-

tions

4

13. Usually, it is best N

RAVE
to wfite on just one side

wts,

of a piece of papa'.

biser.

50 67 105 234 205

2 2 3 4 7

-.26 -,22 -,14 -,09 .44

373 147

RETAIN
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Table 17

Means, Standard Deviations,

Hoyt Reliabilities and Group Sizes: Field Test

"Some Ideas I Have

Grade S

Group Community 7 a r N

02 Urban 80.7 9.1 .62 27

03 Urban 78.8 11.0 .65 29

04 Urban 70.2 9.2 .50 30

08 Urban 94.4 11.9 .74 30

09 Suburban 82.2 10.2 .64 98

11 Rural 82.4 10.0 .66 34

12 Rural 87.6 11.0 .69 72

15 Rural 79.1 11.4 .74 24

TOTAL
Across
Community

82.7 11.9 .73 344
.

Grade 8

IGroup

01

05

06

07

10

13

14

TOTAL

Community

Urban

Urban

Urban

Urban

Suburban

Rural

Rural

Across
Community

3r

83.2

72.9

87.3

88.0

87.3

84.7

89.3

85.7

0-

11.6

6.6

10.4

10.9

9.6

10.7

10.9

10.7

r

.80

.19

.75

.78

.68

.74

.76

.74

N

20

16

28

28

103

102

20

217

65
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eighth graders were not included in the statistical analyses, a
qualitative discussion of their responses, together with the fifth
grade Blacks, is included as Appendix NI, titled "The Black Anomaly".

Table 18 shows the Hoyt reliability estimates for the total
fifth and eighth grade groups as well as the combined groups omit-
ting the Black eighth graders (group 05). The internal consistency
of the instrument is virtually the same at both grade levels (.73;
.74), exceeding the minimum reliability criterion. Thus "Some
Ideas" is an acceptably reliable instrument to measure an EO to-
wards "environment and pollution" fur both grades.

Table 18

Means, Standard Deviations

Hoyt Reliabilities and Group Sizes: Field Test*

"Some Ideas I Have"

Grade 7 cr r N

5 82.7 11.9 .73 344

8 86.4 10.4 .73 301

TOTALS 84.4 11.4 .73 645

*Grade 5 and Grade 8 Urban Blacks omitted.

Factor Analysis of the Likert Scale

A factor analysis of 645 students' responses on "Some Ideas"
produced seven factors. The first four, accounting for 33.8% of
the total variance, were interpretable "VIRONMENTAL ORIENTA-
TIONS which "contributed" to the overall toward "environment
and pollution." Sixteen of the 25 items on a total instrument
appeared in these "contributing" E0s. The identified ElOs were:

Use/abuse of Nature
Overpopulation
General Environmental Concern
Eco-responsible Behavior

The items comprising each Likert-based ENVIRONMENTAL ORIENTATION,
with their respective reliability estimates and factor loadings
are presented in Table 19. The items included in a "contributing"
ED loaded at greater than .40 on that factor, and each ENVIRONMENTAL
ORIENTATION included only items with an average reliability in ex-
cess of .60. Reliability and selection criteria set up for this
study were met for the Likert instrument.

66
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Table 19

Factor Loadings and Reliabilities of Items

Included in ENVIRONMENTAL ORIENTATIONS from "Same Ideas"

ENVIRONMENTAL
ORIENTATION

Factor
Loading Item

Item
Relia-
bility*

USE/ABUSE

OF

,

25. If my dad owned a marsh or woods
where same animals lived, I would like
part of it made into a pdayground

NATURE
.67 (like at school). .67

31. We have enough parks and forests
(Factor 1)

.63 now for wild animals to live in. .65

22. If wild animals need a safe home,
it wculd be best to put them in a

.62 nice zoo. .66

. 32. Use a lot of weed-killer in your
garden, so you won't have so many

.61 weeds to pull. .6(

OVER
.70

4. From now on, people getting married,
should have no more than two children." .75

POPULATION
10. The cause of many problems in the

(Factor 2) .67 world today is too many people. .72

6. Soon there may be too many people
.66

z
living on the earth. .74

24. Parents should have as many
.64 children as they want. .80

35. It is O.K. for the number of people
living in our country to increase.
(This means more people would live

.50 here.) .66

3. I worry about the envirpment
GENERAL

.60 (problems like pollution). .63
ENVIRONMENTAL

29. Mbtorbikes and votorcycles should
CONCERN .60 by made more quiet. .63

(Factor 3) 27. There is too much on T.V. about
.44 problems with pollution. .64

16. I think there are a lot of pollu-
.42

z
tion problems I can help stop. .51

7 9
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Tdble 19 (cont.)

Factor Loadings and Reliabilities of Items

Included in ENVIRONMENTAL ORIENTATIONS fram "Same Ideas"

ENVIMMENML
ORIENTATION

Factor
Loading Item

Item
Relia-
bility*23.ECO-

Milk at school should c in

bottles that cgn be used ovei, not
RESPONSIBLE .64 paper cartons. .69

BEHAVIOR 17. Soda pop should be sold only in
bottles that can be used again, not

(Factor 4)
.59 in cans.' .70

8. If a person's car makes too much
air pollutiou, he should not be allowed

.52 to drive it.' .56

*Reliabilities estimated from item communalities on rotated factor
matrix.

zResponse reversed for scoring purposes.

80
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The Environmental Decision Inventory

Several estimates of reliability were obtained for the field
test version of the EDI. These included an internal consistency
check (iartnreliability) on the "Action-Orientation" subscale, and
a stability estimate for the total EDI (test/retest correlation).

Table 20 lists the internal consistency estimates of the--"Act-
ion-Orientation" scale for the two grades tested. This scale (de-
scribed in Chapter Three) represented the ORIENTATION a person has
towards being able to help solve enviramnental problems. The over-
all Hayt reliability of this scale for the group of 536 fifth and
eighth graders* included in the EDI analysis was .78; higher for'
fifth graders than eighth iraders (.79 vs. .76). These reliabil-.
ity estimates supported the use of this subscale to measure stu-
dents "Action-Orientations".

Table 20

Means, Standard Deviations,

Hoyt Reliabilities and Group Sizes: Field Test

"Action-Orientation" Scale

The Environmental Decision Inventory

Grade r cr r N

5 6.0 3.2 .79 271

8 5.8 3.0 .76 265

T3TALS 5.9 3.1 .78 536

Table 15 (p. 62 ) includes the EDI stability estimates obtained
with three different groups participating in the field test. One
eighth grade group, and two fifth grade groups were retested on the
EDI 5-6 days after the initial administration. The test/retest
correlation coefficients ranged from .72 to .85. The ENVIRONMENTAL
ORIENTATIONS contained in the EDI appearel stable over this time
period.

*As mentioned previously, we used a randomly selected sub-sample of
suburban students on the EDI. The EDI *otal sample reported here
reflects this decision. All other studtat groups participating
(both rural and urban) received all three instruments in the EOI.
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E0s Derived From the EDI

Tkelve factors evolved from factor analyzing the EDI responses.
Six of these 12 accounted for 45.0 percent of the total variance
and included 25 of the total 41 "solutions to environmental pro-
blems." They were interpreted as E0s concerning:

Personal Concern
Eco-Insensitivity
Population Control
Environmental Protection
Technology
Action Towards Nature

Each EO included three to six items. 'No ElOs contained items

drawn from single stories (the Action Towards Nature EO from "The
School Tree" story and the Population Control EO from the "Free-
land" story). The four remaining E0s included items drawn from

several EDI stories. Reliabilities for these ElOs were adequate.
The items included in the six ENVIRONMENTAL ORIENTATIONS, together
with their factor loadings and reliabilities are presented in
Table 21.

8 2
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Table 21

Factor Loadings and Reliabilities of Items Included in

ENVIRONMENTAL ORIENTATIONS from the Environmental Decision Inventory

IENVIRO la AL
ORIENTATION

PERSONAL

CONCERN

(Factor 1)

Factor!
Loading 1-4em

24. Put the mill.away from the water.
.59 Dump stuff somewhere else. .67

28. The -.2est way to solve the problem
is for J^ Lynn's family to move away,

. 58 or her mother to get another job. .68

45. The -)est thing to do is for
Donna'i father to get another job,

.58 or fi'Le family move away. .70

The most important thing in this
story is for the Jackson family to

. 36 decide whether to go camping or not. .62

3. Newtown has enough parks now for
people to relax in. Use the lar-.1 for

. 55 something else. .58

Item
Relia-

1

bility*

ECO-

INSENSITIVITY

(Factor 2)

49. People should be able to get soda
pop in cans or bottles. Then you can

.66 buy what you want. .71

48. The best way to solve the problemti
is to stop throwing trash around. Pu

.57 it in garbage cans. .67

43. Keep the factory open. Jobs are
more important than a little air

.51 pollution. .66

41. Watch out for animals, but it is
O.K. to clear-cut. We need lumber

.61 that costs less. .61

32. This is not really a problem.
There is plenty of land outside cities

.49 for people to live on. .66

POPULATION

OONTPOL

(Factor 3)

34. Start a program to get parents to
.79 have smaller families.

37. Pass a law to make parents hate
.78 fewer children.

36. Stop people from cuming t..) Free-
.51 land. Let some move away.

.81

.80

.65

8 3
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Table 21 (cont.)

Factor Loadings and Reliabilities of Items Included in

L:-WIRONMENTAL ORIENTATIONS from the Environmental Decision Inventory

ENV- "9NTAL Factor
OP ON Loading Item

Item
Relia-
bility*

PROThen04

(Factor 4)

.46

.66

.54

.48

.45

-.43

2. Don't use the land for another
highway. There are enough roads now.

17. Stop all the F '.rip mir 'lig. It
ruins the land. Use tunnel mines
instead.

40. Stop the clear-cutting. It ruins
too many things. Get lumber some
other way.

20. The most important reason to stop
strip mir=g is to save animal's homes

29. Shut down the factory to stop the
pollution.

19. Keep strip nines. Me need the co
from tpm. They are safer th,Adt tunnel

nines.

.56

.70

.63

.59

.65

.72

TECHNOLOGY

(Factor 5)

, .74

.71

.67

44. Put a filter on the chimney to
stop the smoke.

23. Put in a filter to stop the
pollution.

27. Get a machine which keeps dirt out
of the air.

.76

.72

.68

ACTION

TUNARDS

NATURE

(Factor 6)

.71

.57

-.65

9. Mbve the tree someplace else. This
will make more rocm for cars and
children.

6. Cut the tree down before sogeone
gets hurt.

7. Donit do anything. Leave the tree
alone.

.73

.72

.72

*Reliahilities estimated from item communalities on rotated factor
matrix.

zResponse reversed for scoring puaposes.

8 4
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CHAP ER V

CONCLUSIONS

General Discussion

The major purpose of this project was to develop valid and
reliable instruments for use in research, development and eval-
uation activities associated with environmental education. An
analysis of related research had indicated that such instrumen-
tation was in short supply and that there was little, if any,
utilization of common measures for data gathering. Consequently,
edch reported strly was sufficiently diverse from every other
that the summath results contributed but little to urler-
standing a comprehensive whole.

Equally as important was the establi:hment of a framework
for focusing this instrument development activity and future
research and development work. An inadequacy in previous efforts,
revealed by .-he literature survey and the research review, was
the absence of a comprehensive conc,ptual framework for studying
orientations toward the environment. Approximations of any such
idealized framework were so diverse that it was extremely
difficult to determine whether individual studies complemented
each other or whether they mere in conflict. It was contended
that a comprehensive whole derived fram a global philosophy of
environmental education should be the starting point for research
and development rather than one or more of the possible subsets,
with the expectation that at some future time the pieces would-
be interrelated to give us a handle on the big picture. An
examdnation of the system should reveal some threads which pervade
the subsyste We wanted an understanding of these subsystems
and their relationships to the syst,aand other subsysteus to
evolve from an attack on the Ihole.

Recall from earlier discussion that a major concern about
activities in environmental education, particularly the quantity
and quality of research, was that these activities were being
pursued from a rr-ductionist viewpoint. It was our judgment that
initially this approach would be 1ss fruitful than approaching
environmental education research from an ir,tegrationist perspective.
The term "environmental orientations" was ,e1ec.0--:d to represent
this perspective. An environmental orientation uus defined as a
disposition toward an environmental situation which reflected a
composite of various inputs experiences, cognitive understanding
and affective considerations. All these inputs were judged to
interact in a highly complex fashion and interact differentially
as a function of the individual's degree of sophistication in each
input area and the particular operational context. If a person
approaches an environmental situation (problem, etc.) as a whole,
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and then "attacks" its specific parts, instrument development should
be approached from a perspective consistent with this way of viewing

things.

With a conceptual framework based on environmental orientations,
there would be a workable way to study the totality of man-environ-

ment interactions. By starting with the whole and assessing the
individual's responses, we would receive cues as to how to step down

to specifics. An individual's envirrnmental orientations were seen
as derivatives of a set of several things whose interactions would

vary as the situation varied. Wbrking with the same set of inpun--

knowledge experience, etc., the individual might res?ond differently
to general situations than to more specific situatioes and, in fact,
as specificity increased the nature of the response would be more

apt to change. Attempts to divide something complex into subelements
would be delayed until we had a better grasp of the whole. Some-

thing as integrally related as the individual's affectiv and cog-

n-7..ere sets, when responding to the environment, would not be re-
duced until clues to what the smaller pieces might be evolved from
examination of the total.

The above po-itior about how to app., FE researdh were
supported by the review of related resez It was found that

people's reactions to their envil7oimentt, 2 influenced by many

things including conceetual knowledge, h is values, socio-

economic status, and 1.Q. In nreter to Airther study hew these
and other variables yAght affect zin indiAdual's er-ientatien
toward his environment(e), instruments should bc prepared wiiich
could be used to assess what these orientatiom are, and how
these orientations vary with situationa:. specificity. The re-

search reeiew also revealed conflicting results. In part, this

appeared to be an absence of a "common" coneeptual framework,
but there was also little es, of commne ir's.ltr.mentation.

Results of this investigation lead cre(Yibility to the
decision to approach environmental orientations in terms of a
complex whole. It was fo'ed thpt the mime, global the situa-
tion, the more apt there was to 1,e, zireement between groups ee,
to the nature of these orientations. But as the environmentei
.situation became more spee,fic, as vtth orjentatiom toward
"environment and pollution" o en myee specific as in the
Environmental Decision .Inve2itoey, there wa2 increasing diversity

in the nature of responses. This was borne out by ehe factor
analyses. Our World of T)dav and Our World of Tomorrow were
both unifactorial. "Some Ideas" exhibited 3even faztors (four
interpreted) and with the specificity in the Environmental
Decisions Inventory there were even. more factors, a total of
12 (six interpreted). This providee eu:.port fOr the premise of

approaching environmental orientatio,.E from the brood perspective

and then seeking interpretable componeets. These results
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indicate that researchers working from the reductionist perspective
are probably dealing with potential ccAtributors tO environment-1
_lentations, but they would be well advised,to exanu _ their ix,

tulations in terms of a more inclusive conceptual framework.

, .

In addition to increasing the credibility of an holistiC
approach to environmental education research, -n instrumentir
tery has bem produced for measuring general orientation's tot&
environment, orientations to pollution related problems, mul
orientations to even irt.7.r..3 specific environmental problems such
as population. The instrunents were shown to be.valid, reliable,
and acceptably stable wi6in reasonable time limits. recog-
nize that something as complex as an environmental orientation,
influenced by so many factors and their interactions, is likely
to go through continuous change, often over shorttime periods.
And working with elementary and middle school children ; who
are constantly formulating ideas and gathering irput.to Solidify
or verify the ideas, leads to anticipation of many and varied

.

changes. In any event, the instruments in the Envirannental
Orientations Inventory have exhibited properties that make them
useful and usable in determining the nature, direction, and
magnitude of these changes.

In addition to establishing the validity, rel4ability, and
stability of the instruments the battery was constructed to allow
use by researchers, program evaluators, and classroom teachers.
Responses -Ire easily machine scoreable and the reasonable admin-
istration time enhances their usability. Further, the instrur-
formats permit gathering of general and/or specific kinds of
information. The instruments will gila a range of orientations
fmn general to specific, as indicators of iow conceptual know-
ledge, experiences, and affective considerations are "mixing" to
affect environmental orientations.

Even though th -_vestigation and development were initiated
from an integrationist perspective, the fIctor analyses demon-
strate that it may be possible to evolve a set of general envi-
ronmernal orientations into subsets. This should give thos,
seeking information about beliefs, values, or attitudes new
encouragement. Although as indicated previously, it is recom-
mended that they refine and expand their view of the dimensions
of environmental education. By converging on the problem from
both directions, but always with the narrower perspective re-
sponsiblr and responsive to the whole, we should be able to
identify someof the major elements of environmental orientations.
And through continued research determine those elements which
might contribut2 "most" to the various orientations. We would
hope to identify a manageable group of factors which can be
used to predict.

At this time the amount of reEearch an4 th: somewhat vague
conceptual basis for conducting research is too limited to make
absolute statements about the dimensic is of environmental orienta-
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tions. However, some of the sub-scales identified can be used for
making cmp,atisons between and among groups. And the analyses
performed ideletifying these sub-scales demonstrated that sone
items produce worthwhile information and others do not. But, it

is clear that environmental orientations have sub-elements which
themselves can be bases for continued research. The instruments

prepared here can help refine and clarify such research activity
and simultaneously be used to make initial assessments about
program effectiveness ,..nd changes undergone by program participants.

Findings of Note

It was"not the intent of this project to engage in extensive
statistical comparisons. However, certain analyses performed in
determining the psychometric characteristics of the instrument
battery yielded same findings of note. Grade level, IQ, socio-
economic status, community, and sex ALL had some influence on
environmental orientations. But these factors influenced orienta-
tions differentially. For example, socio-economic status appears
to be a pervading factor in terms of general environmental con-
cerns. But as the environmental orientation is in response to
something increasingly specific the influence of SES lessens. If

this pattern holds consistently, research or environmental
orientations must exercise utmost care with the context and the
specificity of the situation to which responses are elicited.
Factors which influence responses to general situations may be
inconsequential when dealing with a highly specific problem.
Examination of the data indicated that the higher an individual's
SES the more apt he was to be concerned about overall environ-
mental quality. But whenrconfronted with a specific problem
which mdght affect him, his friends, or his family that degree
of concern lessens rapidly in comparison to other factors. T'-ift

is but another reminder to researchers and evaluators of the
danger of making global statements about th Jrclv,ollces on an

individual's environmental orientations.

Another finding of note was that the W i ULZI".., respond-

ing to the instruments did not percei as contrib,:ting

to overpopulation or utilizing "goods" willth nc.,A. recycling. Alus
they did not accept personal responsibility for the alleviation
,f pollution and its caUses. This area neels to be explored in
depth. The results caution us to use discretion in the choice of
instruments for gathering juugmental data.

Of further interest was the finding that childre';'s opamism
tends to decrease as they grow older. This might b, 7,ormal

developmental charact-ristic bu-: it could also be attributed to
the ohild's growing knowlcdge of the complexity of environmental
problems. The older child may also be NO12 receptive to inputs,
suggestions, 'and pressures exerted -oy teacherl,, parents, peers,
community personnel, and the mass media. If a child entering
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adolescence is already exhibiting pessimism about chances for his
survival and that of the environment, it lessens the probability
of developing a _itizenry which will take the necessary actions to
preserve what is left of our environment. We might caution dooms-

day proponents to use discretion in approaching the environmental

problem. They should not be any less concerned about envirom
mental quality, but we suspect that increased payoff would.come
from showing alerted people what positive actions they can-take
as a function of their experience, age, etc., rather than bombard- .,

ing them with messages about the fruitlessness of their activities.

We have produced some useful instruments that are valid,
reliable, and stable. Our initial goal has been met. As we
continue to analyze the data from other perspectives, we will
report the results through appropriate communications media so
that the Lotal value of OUT data base 4s not lost to the rest of
the environmental education community.

8 9
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Appendix A

INSTRUCTIONS FOR INITIAL ADMINISTRATION OF INSTRUMENTS

MY NNAE IS , AND WORK AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN

IN MADISON. How MANY OF YOU HAVE HEARD OF THE WORD "SURVEY"? DOES

ANYONE KNOW WHAT IT MEANS?

(discussion)

A SURVEY IS WHEN YOU GET PEOPLE'S IDEAS AND OPINIONS ABOUT DIFFERENT
THINGS.

TODAY WE ARE INCLUDING THIS CLASS IN A SURVEY WE ARE TAKING. WE
WANT TO FIND OUT WHAT STUDENTS THINK ABOUT SOME PROBLEMS IN THE WORLD
TODAY*. YOUR CLASS IS ONE OF MANY FIFTH AND EIGHTH GRADE CLASSES IN
WISCONSIN TAKING THIS SURVEY KNOWING WHAT YOU THINK ABOUT THESE
PROBLEMS WILL HELP US PLAN NEW AND MORE INTERESTING THINGS TO DO IN
SCHOOL.

THE IMPORTANT THING TO RBIFMBER IS THIS IS NOT A TEST. YOU DON'T GET

A GRADE ON IT. YOU JUST TELL US WHAT YOU FFIT ABOUT SOME THINGS.

THERE ARE NO RIGHT ANSWERS.

THE SUWEY WILL BE IN THREE PARTS. YOU'LL DO EACH PART SEPARATELY.
BEFORE WE START, PLEASE FILL OUT TUE PINK INFORMATION SHEET, SO WE
CAN GET TO KNOW YOU BITIER.

(students complete sheets; student questions answered)

(TODAY, NOW) WE'LL DO THE FIRST TWO PARTS OF THE SURVEYTHE \Tam
AND BLUE PARTS. (AFTER RECESS, LATER) WE'LL DO THE LAST PART OF THE

SURVEY. LET'S READ THE INSTRUCTIONS FOR DOING THE FIRST PART OF THE
SURVEY (on cover of yellow booklet).

(read directions, etc.)

NOTE: The use of the words "ecology", "environment",or "environmental
FORem" were omitted from the introduction. Ali statements remained

general. (For example, the EDI was described as containing some
stories about different kinds of problems, but they were not called
environmental problens.) This procedure was evloyed to avoid creating
an "environmental" response set.
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Appendix B

THE 143ST SERIOUS ENVIROWENTAL PRn13LFMS

[The ten most serious environmental problems facing the world today
have been named by 18 internationally known ecologists. This list
was compiled for use during the National Wildlife Federation
international symposium, "Uniting Nations for Biosurvival", Stockholm,
Sweden, June 10-12, 1972.]

1. Too many people, creating impossible demands on all natural
resources.

2. Pollution of waters of the world with far-reaching effects
on human health, marine and freshwater fisheries, economic
and esthetic values.

3. Pollution of the air, with resultant diseases and maladies
for man and for animals; as well as pollution of atmosphere
as far as damaging noise levels are concerned.

4. Absence of really significant, long-lasting research in food
production to feed the hungry peoples of the wurld.

5. Lack of workable prograns to preserve and protect the endangered
wildlife species of the world.

6. Inability to limit indiscriminate use of persistent toxic
substances affecting vast resources and peoples in all climates
and all parts of the world.

7. Inability to recycle effectively, valuable raw materials
which will be forever lost to the world's future people.

8. Failure to research and plan for alternative sources of
energy to improve living conditions for the world's people.

9. Inability to invest wisely public and private monies that are
available to improve the general environment, both physically
and esthetically.

10. Inability of nations and the political sub-divisions to develop
workable systems of control and cooperation in ecological
matters; also difficulty of establishing effective ecological
programs.

(From Environmental Education News 3(2):2, November 1972.
Wisconsin Department of-Public Instruction.)
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Appendix C

INSTRUCTIONS FOR RE-TESTING OF INSTRUMENTS

WHY DO YOU THrNK WE'RE ASKING FOR IDEAS OVER AGAIN?

(discussion)

%TELL, THE REASON IS THAT ONE IMPORTANT THING FOR US TOINWIS.
WHETHFA. STUDENTS CHANGE THEIR. MINDS ABOUT THESE IDEAS. .THE ONLY

WAY WE CAN FIND THIS OUT IS TO ASK YOU AGAIN. SINCE ME DIDN'T

WANT TO ASK EVERYONE OVER AGAIN, WE PUT ALL THE NAMES OF STUDBTS
WHO TOOK THE TESTS THE FIRST TIME IN A HAT. THEN WE DREW OUT YOUR

NAMES, SO YOU REDRESFNT ALL OF THE (FIFTH, EIGHTH) CAADE.

SOME PEOPLE MULL BE DOING TF1 YELLOW AND BLUE TESTS AGAIN. OTHERS

WILL BE DOING THE GOLD TEST OVER. PLEASE, READ CAREFULLY THE

INSTRUCTIONS ON THE TESTS YOU ARE DOING. THE DIRECTIONS MULL HELP

YOU REMEMBER HOW TO NARK YOUR IDEAS. JUST BECAUSE YOU'VE DONE THEM

ONCE, DON'T SPEM THROUGH THEM. TAKE YCUR TIME. THINK ABOUT EACH

IDEA.

MARK THE IDEAS THE WAY YOU FEEL TODAY. THIS CAN BE JUST WHAT YOU

SAID BEFORE, OR IT CAN BE DIFFERENT. DON'T TRY AM REMEMBER WHAT
YOU SAID BERM'. JUST SAY WHAT YOU FEEL TODAYTHAT'S THE IMPORTANT
THING.

AND REMEMBER, THERE ARE NO RIGHT ANSWERS. YOU CAN TAKE THE WHOLE

PERIOD TO FINISH.

YOUR IDEAS ARE VERY IMPORTANT TO US. THANK YOU FOR HELPING US

AGAIN. IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS AS YOU DO THESE TESTS, RAISE
YOUR HAND FOR HELP.

YOU CAN START NOW.
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Appendix D

THE RECIPRDCAL AVERAGES PROGRAM (RAVE)*

Much of the data obtained from investigations in the social
sciences is qualitative in nature, consisting of ratingg, expressed
likes and dislikes, attitudes, etc. Because of the difficulties in
analyzing such data, it is highly desirable to be able to quantify
the data. The Method of Reciprocal Averages is a technique whereby

one can quantify qualitative data. The mathematical basis for this

technique is given in TOrgerson (1963), pages 338-345, under the
heading of principal components scaling. The procedure employs an a

riori set of item response weights assigned by the investigator tc
initiate an iterative paocess -which converges to a weighting sCleme
which maximizes the internal consistency of the instrument. The set
of item response weights yielded by the final iteration is used to
obtain a weighted total score for each person, object, etc. The

method assumes that a single variable underlies all items in the
instrument and that the investigator knows to some degree which item
responses are related to the underlying variable. The a priori
weighting scheme initiates the iterative procedure hence, it is impor-
tant that care be taken in establishing the weights in ordr to
minimize the number of iterations required. According to Nbsier
(1946) the weighting scheme produced has the following properties:

(a) The reliability of each item and the internal consis-
tency of the weighted inventory are maximized.

(b) The correlation between item and total score is
maximized.

(c) The coefficient of variation is maximized.

(a) The correlation between item and total score is propor-
tional to the standard deviation of the item weights
for that item.

(e) Questions which bear no relation to the total score
variable are automatIcally weighted so that they
exert no effect on the scoring.

The pattern of weights obtained is very informative. An item
which has no relation to the objectives of the questionnaire will
receive equal weights for all of its responses. Items whose respon-
ses differentiate between high and low scoring persons will receive
weights which have a large range of values. This range is propor-
tional to the degree.of discrimination of the item responses.

17Y-671zaker (1969), pp. 8-9, 64-5.
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In order to initiate the iterative reciprocal averages proced-
ure, the investigator must provide an a Eliai set of item response
weights for each item of interest.. The a pjamit weights are used to
score the response choices of the subjects, compute the Hoyt internal
consistency reliability coefficients, and derive a new set of weights.
The iterative procedure continues until the difference between two
successive Hoyt internal consistency reliability indices is less than
.02. When this occurs, the corresponding total scores are printed as
are the derived set of weights.

Interpretation of Results

If the items within the instrument do in fact measure a single
underlying variable and the items are scalable, the reliability
coefficient printed after each iteration should increase in value.

The print-out of the final set of weights and the accompanying
response choice frequencies contain information which serves as the
basis for interpreting the results. In the ideal Ase the weights
assigned to the response choices of an item are monotoric. For
example, a perfect 5 choice item would be weighted 1 2 3 4 5 r
5 4 3 2 1. The response choice frequencies would be symmetrical.
For example: If a sample of 100 responded to a five choice item,
the number responding would be approximately 10, 25, 30, 25, 10.
Extremely poor items yield equal weights for all response choices
or have all the responses piling up at a particular end of the
scale. For example the following are poor items:

Item Choice Number Responding
-Item 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 4 4 4 4 4 10 25 30 25 10

2 3 2 1 1 6 40 50 2 7 1

The first is poor because it cannot discriminate between persons
choosing the various responses. The second is a poor item because
nearly all the subjects chose either responses 1 or 2 and the
remaining three weights are based on a small proportion of the
sample.
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Appendix B-1

Word-Pair Characteristics for Pilot Version of Semantic Differential

"Our World of Today"

N 202 students

Res 01180 Position

Optimistic'.

(Positive) Pole One No Three bar

Pessimistic'

(N :Aire) Pole Decision

Good

N 34 52 79 25

,Five

12 RETAIN

RAVE

wt 6 4 2 1
Bad

r

biser. 57 36 .10 ..64 7

Like

N 59 64 16 8 OMIT

skewed

dietribution

RAVE

wt 6 4 3 2 1
Dislike

r

biser. .66 $07 ..32 -177

Neat

N 1 26 6 .

Littered

RETAIN

RAVE

wt 6 1

r

biser, .60

.....L.,i

441 -4108

Roomy

N 11 21 2 48

Crowded

OMIT

poor

discrimina .

tion

tE

....2.......

4 4 3

bieer,

r

.4 .1 ..22

Vuabal le

N 78 62 46 11 5 ,

Worthless,

Cheap

OMIT

skewed

distribution

dis- .

crinination

In
wt 4 2 2

biser.

r

.43 03 -,59



Appendix E1 (cont.)

es nee Position

Optimistie

Positive Pole One Two Three Four live

Pessimistic'

Ne:A.ve Pt e De ...!

N 35 71 63 22 11

Gloomy

OMIT

poor

discrimination

chilis

Bright
RAVE

r

biser, . 2 -.6

Healthful
SiCkening

RETAIN.1....26

RAVE

wt

...1....W.
4 2 1

...........

r

bleu, .64 .39 -.15 -.50 -.81......

Pretty

.1.1.13...W....12.
RAVE

lb.......6...1.....5...../....2.......i..
r

biser,

11 7

RETAIN

.66 . 1 i

Perfect

N 8 82 .
ko

.

i Imperfect

OMIT

ekewed

distribution

RAVE

wt 6 4

r

biser, ' 64 12 .

Beautiful

N 4 2 20
OMIT

gmi dietri-

poor discrimina

IlitrAirtwic

RAVE

v...L.Z.......,..1.
r

N

1
1

Ugly

-.82 74_LAEss,.....a......a......a.,

Happy

45 66 tO 1, 6
OMIT

Skewed distri-

bution - poor

discrimination.

childinstions

RAVE

wt. 6 5 4 1 1
Sad

r

blur. .60 li....A. -.84
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Appendix E-1 (cont)

Porttion

Pessimistic.

10 4 69 69 OMIT

skewed

6 4
Polluted

distribution

low discrim.

46 ination

2

RAVE
Safe Atugerous

6

weet.

62 44

12 0 2

6 2 1
Polluted

6 2 ,83

N 38 67 60 23 14

RA E

wt 6 4 2
Easy

ZI

bie r 60 ..82

N 10 1 4 61 26

RAVE
Clean

wt

Dirty

6

Pleasant
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RETAIN

RETAIN

RETAIN
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2 10

1
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Appendix E-1 (cont.)

ReeDonee Poaition

Optimistic

One to Three Four
Psesimistic

Awful

...1..X.......13.....59....a.
RAVS

Nice

.W.........)
r

b,se

.1i.le.leigiseaLjecision
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.
1

.
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Appendix E.2

Word-Pair Onaracteristics for Pilot Version of Semantic Differential

"Our World of Tonorrow"

ResDonse Position

htimistic

aositive Pole One No Three Four Five

Pesemistic

Ne _five Pole Decision

Neat littered

RETAIN

RAVE

6 4 3

.11 gal 8b. "MIIIMBIll
1 4 1

Dangerous

RETAIN

VE

rtt,

r

b per 8 .42 )13 .40 .1.0

L

Pret'y

1 N 48 42 27 35 4

Ugly

RMAIN

.

RAVE

wt 7 6 4 2 1

r

bise 0 40

Like Dislike

ONTT

(See "World

Today")

RAVE

6
.

-1,0

HaPPY

.

........11....

Sad (See "World

Today")

RAVE

. .



ANendix E-2 (cod.)

s onse Position

4tim1stic

Positive Pole One Too Three Four Five_
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Imperfect

,
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(See "World

Today")

Perfect
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N 31 48 9 27 E.......

Polluted

OMIT

(See "World

Today")

MAIN

RETAIN

RAVE

wt. 7 6 2

r

biser, 47 4 $20 ....? .a. 8

48 62 30 24 1...
thp1easantPleasant

............

N

RAVE
Itt 7 5 ) 2 1

r

)iser. .86 /....2118 0844 0.

53 56 4 22 30

Good

)j

w 4

r

eiser. .85 .32 -.15 .457 4.0

118
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Appendix E-2 (cont.)

Response Position

Optimistic'

igtif.e.lit......AL.......X.Mii.....13-2,1.--Lat....L...'oveePoellitke.2B.

Valuable

AMIMMOMTNIMIN1110011111111111MIPINNINPOINOIMIIIIIMPOII

N 58 46 48 26 24

Pessimistic

NIT

low dincrimina-

tion

also see "World

RETAIN

ONIT

(S "Worldee

Todae)

NIT

(Sea "World

Todcle)

RAVE

.t.,...
r

bieer.

.1..../.2.....22,.........12.....
RAVE

..,,lt,..i.-2........11.,....I.,...J..,...,.i...

r

biser

6 5 4 2 2

Worthless,

Cheap

#69 o2li -t07 -47 -76

Awf

ul

Nice

.84

Bright

Beautiful

J......3....)22.41...1....22.....ii.....,
RAVE

wt.

....11,..z..1...

6 4 3 1

.........................

G lom

r

1_,..........i1seEt.21..t.2,

.1.5.1..2.......a.....20L.J.L.
RAVE

wt.

:a -.1.

.

Ilgly6 j........L 1

r

1.11r2.11.....1.2....722..:68....227

21.....,L.g.
AVE

wt.

.5....

26

Healthful

liAlLuAk.......a.

Sickening

!RAIN,.....30 .....1.
6 2 1

j
RAVE

wt.

..a...,.. .21.

Sweet-

smelling

2 1.....i.w,L,....L...L._j.....
Stink*

RETAIN

,

.118

7 5 4 3 1

i

biser. .83 .3 .00 -.51 -1.00



Optimistic'

Positive Pole

Roomy

121

Agendix E-2 (cont.)

Response Position

Pessimistic'

Cte No Three Foe Five jgat1vePo1eecjs1on

N 31 4 42 CHIT

RAVE

7 6 4
Crowded (See "Worldwt. 2

Today")r

A

VIOMMMMIllk

122



Appendix F

Decisions About Use of Likert Statements Included

in Pilot Ve:sion of "Sow- Ideas I Have"
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Appendik F

Decisions About Use of Likert Statenents Included in

Pilot Version of "Some Ideas I Have".

LIKERT STAMM DECISION**

1. Froa now on, people getting married

should have no more than No children.

2. We have enough palks and forests now

for wild animals to live in.

1roorromiullEmprommoirmumnrmiumr.

LIERT STATEMENT DECISION

11. Too much noise is not really a problem

R to worry about.

3. Mbtor bikes and motorcycles should

beim& quieter. RM

4. It is O.K. for the number of people

in our country to get bigger. 144

5. On a picnic, take paper plates and

cups instead of plates and cups you

used over.

6. I litter a lot,

7. Walking in the woods is spoiled if

too many people are there.

8, Soon there may be too many people

living on the earth.

9. If my dad owned a marsh where ducks

lived, I would like a playground

built there.

10. There is too much on TV about

pollution and the environment,

12. I would be willing to keep people out

of a perk near by home, if wild animals

needed a sale home there.'
0

13. need more laws to help stop pollution. 0

14. The best way to get rid of old news-

papers is to burn them.

15. There is not much one person can do to

help the envirorent,

16. I think I can help Eve_ some pollution

problems.

17, It is 'sprat to lern about enyfrofi-

mental problems in school.

18. Ry neighborhood should be kept clean,

even if I would have to pick up litter

after school one day a week.

PM

FN

0

PM

19. If my car made too much air pollution,

I would get it fixed.
RM

20. My family cannot do any more to help

stop pollution,
0

*Complete statistical performances for items are included in Table

**R Retain; PM Retain with Modifications; 0 Omit.



kupendix (coat)

LIMIT STAMM'

21. Don't waste the best TV time with

programs about pollution.

22. I think paper should be recycled

(used over) even if I have to

help collect it.

23. Children worry too much about

problems of the environment.

24. Paper towels are better than cloth

towels in a school washroom.

25. Parents should have as many

children as they want,

26. I like to hear a lot about

environmental problems.

27. If a city needs more homes for

people, then build taller build-

ings. Don't use up land outside

the city.

28. Milk at school should come in

bottles that can be used over,

not paper cartons.

29. Overpopulation (too many-people)

is the cause of many problems

today.

DECISION law STOW

30. I feel responsible for causing some

pollution.

31. Use a.lot of weediiller in your

gapian, so yourwon't have so many

0 weeds to pull

32. Sometimesleople protesting about

pollution can help as much as a law

against pollution.

DEC.SION

1$1

0 33, We should do more to protect forests

and wild animals. 0

0

0

RM

126

34. I do not worry very much about the

enviraient,' RM

35. Soda pop should be sold only in bottles

that can be used again, not in cans,

36. I cannot find and solve environ-

mental problems around where I live.

37. Pollution is the nuMber one problem in

our country. 0

VIMI.MM..111EMPAINOWIMPONNMIMMMOMPINIMMI
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Appendix G

Item Characteristics for Pilot Version of Likert

Based Instrument "Some Ideas I Have"
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Appendix G

Item Characteristics for Pilot Version of Likert Based Instrument

"Some Ideas I.

N 202 Students

an n e Position

,

Item

.L.1,2.22......W.,

1 23 5

SA A NS. D SD Jmince

Item

Mean

Vari- .

Decision

RETAIN

lanai

.362

,211

1. From now on people

getting married should

have no more than two

children.

4

,

r

biser. .4 , 1 .05 -.30 -.20

2. We have enough parks

and forests now for wild

animals to live in.

17 12 83 3039

2,8

RETAIN

RAVE

As._ 1 2 4 6

r

biser.

..5

-.04 1

3.'Motorbikes and motor-

cycles should be made

quieter.

.
ri

-c--v,-E g-

wts.

62 16 10
4'1'1 '4 2.24

.
3.2

1.26

Changes "quieter"

to "more quiet".

6 4 4 2 5......

r

biser. .30 09 -.17 ..27 -.42

li. It is O.K. for the

number of people living

in our country to get

bigger.

................12.111,--",L.......4....""

N 14
17---Z1---1---1---64 3.24

3 4

1.31

Change' "get

bigger" tO "in-

crease. (This

means more people

would live heref)"

RAVE

wts 5 1 4 7

r



Item

5. Cn a picnic, take paper

plates and cups instead of

plates and cups you uee

over,

biser,

Decision

OCT

low _panel ratinj

low discriMinatiok

'weak negative

cOrrelatiOns

CET

Low,N, respinse

low discrimination,

;a 004E41.68

7. walking in the woods

is spoiled irtoo many

people are there,

biser.

Modify to improve

discrimination,

change "spoiled" t

not as much fun%

RAVE'

wts,

biser.

132



Appendix G (cant)

Res case Position

Item
A

3

NS

Item

Kean

TR
Rati ,

Yid-

me Decision

9. If my Dad owned a

marsh where ducks lived,
20 47

.3,94

2,8

Change' to "If my

Dad owned a marsh

or woods where

some animals

lived, I would

like part of it

made into 4 play-

ground (like at

school).'

I would like a playground

built there,

RAVE

wts. 2 1 2 6

r

biser. -,24 .38 -.14

10, 1=ereistrakomuchon

TV about pollution and

the environment,

I 8 26 48 62
3.69

I

Modify to improve

resppse distribu-

tion. Change'

"pollution and the

environment" to

"problems with

ollution".

AO' 6 2 2 7

r

biser, ,18 .,30 .,36 ,61

11. Too much noise is not

really a problem to worry

about,

fl

wts,

16 23 84 3,75 OMIT

6 2 3 6
3 6

low discrimination

r

biaer. -.20 -. -,10 lig

12, I would be willing to

keep people out of a park

near my home, if wild

animals needed a safe

home there.

88 68

1,88

'97

eed better sta-

istics, Change

tell' wili ani-

:ls need a safe

ome, it woUld be

est to put them

n'a nice zoo".

wts , 6 2

2 ---.1-

rn.

219
r

biser. 145 -432

,

ii,22 .07



Appendix G (cont.)

Res °nee Position

Item

3 HH
NS D SD

13. We need more laws to

help stop pollution,

14, The bestyky to get

rid of old newspapers is

to burn them.

128 6 22

VE

wts

,r

biser, .449

17 26
vE

wts

biser,

Item

Kean

Panel Vari -

Rating Aloe Decision

OMIT
I 5

b7statistics

low panel rating

50

-.51

10

14

.Need::beter .sta

e .

it: an

.ta 1:2'

15. There is tot much one

person caa do to help the

environment.

16. I think I can help

solve some pollution

problems.

N. 14 28

RAVE

bits. 5

biser. -.20 -33 30 - 03 67

5 7

4.

N 49 81 4 2

RAVE

wts., 4 1

User, -.07 -.21 -.47

1 55

.2.15

Underline "not"

and add landmaop

.72

Need better sta-

tistics. Change

to "I thiak there

are a lot of poll:

tion problems I

can hel sto ",



Appendix G (cont.)

Response Position

Item
..........4.......

....L.6.1.....94

RAVE

wts.

A..............r

717-11-1-5"

1 2 3 4 3'

SA A NS D SD....1.1ginalu...icelecision........

Mean

Vari-

.63

OMIT

Panel

2,2

17. It is important to

learn about environmental

problems in school.

41 6 0

7 3 1 3 0

bad statistics

low panelyating

.

.
,

r

biser. 4 .16 .02 .00

1: My neighborhood should

be kept clean, even if I

would have to pick up

litter after school one

day a week.

.

N
7-3----k-------r

........i..............Mts,
r

biser.

g78 92 21 2
1,84

"m

3,0

Need better sta-

tistics. Change

.73 to "1 want qy

neighborhood kept

clean. Everyone

sliould pick up his

own litter,. I

should not have to

pick up someone

else's mess".

----Emi

6 4 1....1.....i.
.27 .02 .137 ..34 -,49

19, If my car made too

much pollution, I would

get it fixed,

N------w-----.».------
RAVE

wts.

104 79 15 3 1

1,60

3 '2

If a person's car

makes too much air

pollution, he

shodld not be

allowed to drive

ii
:0

*

6 2 2 1 1

r

biser.

,

.42 -.26 -.32 -.41 -,45

20. My family cannot do
..21.../....L.L.24

any more to help stop
RAVE

pollution.

I..,AL.Z.,-..,L_L.J.....2.
r

biser.

78
4.02

2.6

1105

Mr
bad statistics--------------

low panel rating

-.00 -.42 -.22
138



Appendik G (cont.)

ResDonee Position

Item SA A NS D SD

Item

Mein

Panel

Ratin:

Vari-

ance Decieion

21, Don t waste the best

T.V. time with programa

about pollution.

fl
RAVE

wts,

12 60 4

310

14°

Not

rated

1.35

ItETAIN

'ONIT

For distribution

skewed mean

1 4 .....1.,

r

biser.

....1.

-I -.20 402 I

106 60 27 2

22. I think paper ahodd

be acycled (used over)

even if I have to help

collect it,

RAvE

wts. 6 2 2 1 3

r

biser. , -.2 . ..4 ..

23. Children worry too

much about problems of

Ae environment,

20 62
3,62

2.8

1,22

Need better sta.

tidies. Add

"(like pollution

problems)".

wts, 2 4

r

biser, .06 ..2 .0 .41

2 Paper towels are

better than cloth towels

in a school washroom.

4

1.75

.

Icy panel rating

RAVE

wts,

.....1.1....22.

2 4 4

r

biser, ..11 ..2 ..04 .12 .46

2.2

25, Parents should have

as many children ao they

wants

26
2.47

1.89

RETAIN

wts. 2 4 .....6.2..

3.4r

biser. -.26 .01 440 .

139
140



Appendix G (cont.)

Res onse Positio

Item

1

SA

2

A

3

gS D

5iVari-
SD

Item

Mean

Rat 0

17-17Tg to hear a lot

about enviro.nmental

problems.
.

fl
RAVE

wts.

19 4o 53 43 47

2,8

1 08

OMIT

7 5 4 4 5 correlations

r

biser. 9 06 N11 N07 oil

27, If a city needs more

homes for people, then

build taller buildings.

Don't use up land rt..

side the city.

N 46 54 71 23 8

3153

1 6

1,18wts, 7 4 3 3 5

biser. .47 .03 -.28 -.25 -.02

115ilk at school should

come in bottles that can

be used over, not paper

cartons.

N 46 6o 40 42 14
2.14

3 2

1 54

RAVE

wts, 7 4 2
, 4

r

biser, .45 .08 -.27 -.17 -.

29. Overpopulation (too

many people) is the cause

of many problems today.

N 59 80 43 16
2,26

3 4 49

.eo s

As. 7 3 3 1 3

r

biser. .58 -.12 -.28 -.38 -.29

30. I feel responsible

for causing
N 32 106 49 10 5

2,26

3.4

.76

Skewed distribu-

tion. Change to

"People (like me)

are the cause of

most pollution

poblems.

some pollu-

wts, 7 5 6
ton.

r

biser. .28 .13 -.22 -.42 -.14



hpendix G (cont.)

Res onse Position

Item

31, Use a lot of weed-

killer in your garden,

so you won't have so many

weeds to pull.

1

SA A

3 4 5

NS D SD

Item

Mean

Panel Vari

Patin ance Decision

32, Sometimes people pro-

testing about pollution

tan telp as much as a law

against,pollution.

19 63

RAVE

wts

biser

33. We should do more to

protect forests and wild

animals.

-571 do not worry very

much about the environ-

ment.

6 1 4 7

3.54

2 8

-.22 -,48 -,37 .01 171

N 41 75 63 17

RAVE

wts 6 3 4 4

biser 2 -12 -.15

N 137 44 11

RAVE

wts 6 1

biser 53 . 44 -.34

2.37

2 6

'99

4 31

1.50

35, Soda pop should be

sold only in bottles that

can be used again, not in

cans.

147ti

..06 rated

N ,!i 23 59 58 53
3161RAVE

wts. 6 1 2 5 7

3#

biser -.12 -,46 -.38 .12 .58

143

N 7 65 37 30 13

RAVE

wts 6 4 3 3 6

3.4

biser .49 .00 -.23 -.32 -.27

MEW

OMIT

low panel rating

.81

OMIT

skewed

distribution

1,26

Improve distribu-

tion, Change' to

"I worry about the

environment (pro-

blems like pollu-

tion)".

RETAIN

1.49

144



Appendix G (cont.)

Res onse Position

Item

,

1

SA

2

A

3

NS

4

D

3

SD

Item

Mean

Vari-

ance Decision

Panel

Rating

36. I caret find and

help solve environmental

problems around where I

live.

N 12 15 -----
4

53

1

70

5

52

7

36'71

369

1.11

RETAIN

RAVE

wts.

r

biser. .47 .14 -.45 -.21 -627

37. Pollution is the

number one problem in

-our country,

.

N 75 45 50 24 8
2.23

1.40

OMIT ,

RAVE

wts. 6 4 4 3

----
low panel rating

,r

biser. .29 -.03 - 13 -.14 37

2.

*Necessary revision to improve item interpretability for children.
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AppendiX

Pilot Version of EDI Stories

Student Response Categories

and Distribution
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Appendix H-1 Student Response Categories

and Distribution

Story One "Wilderness Use"
* *

The Jackson family was talking over plans for a summer vacation.
"Could we go out West, Dad?" Tom asked.' "There are some neat

National Parks with lots Of wilderness. You can see.many mountains

and lakes when you hike and camp."
"Those lakes might have some good fishing," said Tom's dad.

"We could take the camping trailer and motorboat."
"Except there are no roads or big camPgrounds, Dad," explained

Tom. "And they don't let motorboats on the lakes. You.have to use

canoes. If you really want to see the Park, you have to hike and
camp. And sleep in tents."

Tom's mother and sister do not like to hike and camp. They

like to see the scenery from a car. But Tom and his dad enjoy
hiking and camping.

People don't agree about how National Parks should be used.
Some people say wilderness areas should be left alone. (Motorboats

and camping trailers don't belong there.. If too many people come
with thier motorboats*and camping trailers, the wilderness might be
ruined for everyone.) These people say that only hiking trails, not
highways whould be built in the wilderness areas.

Other people say wilderness areas belong to all the people. (bey..

should be used by more people.)* So more campgrounds and roads should

be built. (gotorboats should be allowed on lakes.)* This way many more

people will come and enjoy the areas.
WHAT DO YOU THINK SHOULD BE DONE ABOUT THIS PROBLEM?

*Indicates material not included in short version of the story.
**Titled "Wilderness" in final EDI.

Response Categories:

1. Personal Orientation

A response of this nature uses the family disagreement as its
focus, and fails to see the larger issue posed in the story.

2. Use Advocate

Natural areas are for man's enjoyment and should be developed so
enjoyment is maximized. In context of the story, responses can
include "more campgrounds", "more roads", or "motorboats are OK."

3. Mixture of Use and Preservation

Represents some type of compromise between use of natural areas
and preserving their character.

12 2
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Wilderness Preservation

man'should only bm'a to'these,areas.0*...O9OteXt'OU
the story, negative cOmments regarding 'roads', campgrounds and
motorboats are given.

Blinka/No Solution

'Category includes blanks, illegible answersianACtUal'
restatements of the story without proposingamsOlutiOns.
_ThiStategory is included.in alI stories

Frequency of Proposed:SolutioriS To

Short and loag Story VeraiOas

',Wilderness Use":-

SOLUTIONS PROPOSED

SHORT
FORM

LONG
FORM TOTALS

Personal Orientation N 16 9.5 22.5

20 12.0 16

17, 13.5 30.5
Use Advocate

21.3 17.1 19.2

Mixture of Use and N 16 26 42

Preservation 20 32.9 26.4

Wilderness Preservation
26.5 28 . 54.5

33.1 35.4 34.3

4.5 2 6.5
Blanks/No Solution .

5.6 2.5 4.1

80 79 159
TOTALS

% 50.3 49.7 100.00

Chi Square (4 df)= 3.45 (n.s.)
Observer agreement= .97
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Student Response Categories

and Distribution

Story Two, "Clear cutting"

Jim'S family was visitng a big National Yerebt_ontheirvacation.:
."1167.ad, what araall thosaloles in:the:jorest?"
"These aren't holes, Jim," answered_his:father... "ThoSe are.,areas

wheralumher companies have tut down all the trees.,
cleartutting:"

"Why dO they cut down ail the treeaT" Jim Wondered..
Jim's father explained that (lumber tompanies.rentsame OfIthe-

landjrom the government.)* The companieS sayHthat tutting dowt(All
thetrees in one place saves money. It is faster And:lesd,work.
only some trees were cut, it would:take More timeto get theM put of
the forest. The lumber companies also say).* some kinds oftrees that
make good lumber grow better when cieav-cuttingis Used.

(Jim thought, "I guess we do need lumber. The more people there
are, the More lumber we need to build houses and things.")*

Other people say that clear-cutting ruins the homes of many
animals like squirrels and Chipmunks.. 'When allthe trees are cut
down, soil can,be washed away easier'. These people say the clear-

cut places in the forest look ugly.
WHAT DO YOU THINK SHOULD BE DONE ABOUT THIS pROBLEM?

*Indicates material not included in short version of the story.

Response_Categories

1. Clear-Cutting is O.K.

Primary approval of technique due to need of lumber. Some
reference to watching out for animals May appear.

2. Compromise

Recognizes the need for lumber and protection of -the natural
environment. Use the technique,but plant more trees is often

stated.

3. Stop Clear-Cutting

The practice should be stopped. Lumber should be obtained by

different techniques.

4. Various Other Solutions

5. Blanks/No Solution

Category includes blanks,.illegible answers, and factual restate-

ments of the story without proposing any solutions. This category

is included in all stories.

124
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Frequency of,BrOposed .Solutions To

'Short. and Long Story Versions

"Clear-Cutttng"

SOLUTIONSPROPOSED

SHORT -

FORM

LONG
'FOAM

.ClearCutting.Is O. .

17.2

ComproMise
31.5

31.2

3

Stop Clear-Cutting

'37.5

39

Various Other Solutions
9'5
9.4

Blanks/ No So1ution
4.9 9.4

TOTALS

101

63.1

79

36.9

TOTALS

22.5

11.4

61.5

1.2

86.5

44

12.5

6.3

14

7.1

159

100.00

Chi Square (4 df)= 10.87

p<.05
Observer Agreement= .96

151
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Student Response Categories

and Distribution

Story Three, "Strip Mining"

Sandy and her family live in southeastern Ohio. One Saturday

she went with her dad to watch some strili"Mining.
"Strip mining is when big shovels scrape off the top part of the

ground. This lets them get at the coal underneath," Sandy's dad .

explained.
("Don't they dig tunnels like in regular mines?" asked Sandy.
"No.--As long as the coal is not too deei, underground, it is

Cheaper to get it out this way," answered her dad.)*
Sandy remembered reading about strip mining. The book said it is

Cheaper and faster than digging a tunnel mine. It also gets more of
the coal out of the ground than a tunnel mine.

(Strip mines are safer for the people working there too. Tinanel

mines can have fires deep in the earth. Strip mines can not.
Burning the coal from strip mines makes a lot of electricity.)*
But to get the coal mit, the.land is turned upside down. Little

can grow on the rocky hills after a place is strip mined. Animals

lose their homes. Soil washes away, into nearby streams.
WHAT DO YOU THINK SHOULD BE DONE ABOUT THIS PROBLEM?

*Indicates material not included in short version of the story.

Response Categories

1. Strip Mining is O.K.

The need for coa/, and the advantages of strip mines (safety)
are indicated. Responses often include a footaote to "fill up
the land afterwards."

2. Stop Strip Mining

The practice should be terminated.

3. Use Tunnel Mines

Focus is on tunnel mines rather than strip mines.

4. "Citizen Action" Solution

Response may indicate a compramise, but also include a law,
hearing or other public route to achieve results.

5. Concern for Animals

In listing his solution, student shows a great concern for animals'
homes and strip mines.
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. Various Other Solutions

7. Blanks/No Solution

Category includes blanks, illegible answerss and factual
restatements of the story without proposing any solutions.
This category is included in all stories.

Trequency of Proposed Solutions To

Short and Long Story Versions

"Strip Mining"

SOLUTIONS PROPOSED .

SHORT
FORM

LONG
FORM TOTALS

19.5 .33.5 53
Strip Mining is O.K.

20.5 36.4 28.3

14.5 16.5 31
Stop Strip Mining . 15.3 17.9 16.6

25.5 10.5 36
Use Tunnel Mines

26.8 11.4 19.3

1 2.5 3.5
"Citizen Action" Solution

1.1 2.7 1.9

24 16 40
Concern for Animals

25.3 17.4 21.4

Various Other responses N 5 4.5 9.5

5.3 4.9 5.1

Blanks/Ko Solution 5.5 8.5 14

5.8 9.2 7.5

TOTALS
95 92 187

50.8 49.2 100.0
,

Chi Square (5 df)= 12.35
p<.05
Observer Agreement= .98 153
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Appendix H-4 Student Response Categories

and Distribution

Story Four, "Air Pollution (rural)tt**

Donna, Carol _(and Cindy)* live in a small town called Smithville.

On their way home:from school, they pass the only factory in town.

Donna's father works at the factory.
"Boy, /ook at All the smoke coming ouz of that chimney," said

Carol. "It sure makes the air smelly. Maybe the owner should be

forced to stop all that dirt from going into the air."

(Cindy said. "rhe air is free and belongs to everyone. I don't

know if anyone can be stopped from using it as, he likes.")*

Iffy dad said the owner would close the factory if he had to
stop all that smoke," Donna said. "He can't afford to stop the smoke."

(gany people in Smithville work, at the factory. They need their

jobs at the factory. There are not many other jobs in town.)*
(Besides,the factory makes many:useful things. And many people in

Smithville and other places enjoy these Angs.)*
But ihe air pollution coming from the factory is smelly and dirty.

A lot of it could make you sick. Many visitors to Smithville think the

air is not clean.
WHAT DO YOU THINK SHOULD BE DONE ABOUT THIS PROBLEM?

*Indicates material not included in short version of the story
** Titled "Smithville" in final EDI.

Response Categories

1. Stop Air Pollution

Factory should be forced to stop the air pollution, regardless of

the consequences. If necessary, shut it down.

2. Avoid the Problem

Solutions include moving away, or getting another job. The

environmental problem is not dealt with.

3. Compromise/Citizen Action

Some type of community support for the industry is included here.

Also included is voting on what's to be done.

4. Techagisigic al Solutions

Statements involve installing devices the child thinks will solve

the problem.
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5 BlankS/No Solution

Category includbs-blinks, :illegible answers, and factual
restatements of the story w..hout proposing any solutions. -This
category 1.0 included in all stories.

6. Don't Know/Can't do Anything

Frequency of Proposed SolUtions-To

Short and Long Story Versions

"Air Pollution".
(rural)

SOLUTIONS PROPOSED
SHORT
FORM

LONG
FORM TOTALS

Stop Air Pollution 38.5 29.5 68

32.1 25 28.6

N 5:5 6 11.5
Avoid the Problem Z 4.6 5.1 4.8

N 26.5 29.5 56
Compromise/"Citizen Action"

% 22.1 25 23.5

33 36.5 69.5
Technolog2ca3. Solution

27.5 31 29.2

.1.2.5 10.5 23
Blanks/ No Solution

10.4 9.8 9.7

Don't Know/Can't Do Anything 4 6 10

3.3 5.1 4.2

TOTALS N 120 118 238

2 50.4 49.6 100.00

Chi Square(5 df)=2.75 (n.s.)

Observer Agreement= .98
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Appendix H-5 Student Response Categories

and Distribution

Story Five, "Air Pollution (urban)"**

Jo Lynn, her mother and baby brother Timmy lived near a big
automobile plant in a large city. The family has no father. So

Jo Lynn's mother works at the plant. Each day many cars are made

there
(Sometimes the air in the city gets very hazy. Tiomy has trouble

breathing when the air gets so hazy. He breathes better when the air

is clean.)*
There is a lot of dirt in the area where Jo Lynn lives. (For

example, it is hard to keep windows clean. They get dirty very fast.)*

Some people blame the auto plant for this. They say the dirt

in the air comes from there. They say the plant owners should stop

putting dirt into the air.
The plant owners say stopping air pollution would cost too much.

They would have to get more money for their cars to pay for cleaning
the air. What if people would not pay the higher Prices? The new cars

would not be sold. Then tbe auto plant would have to close.

Jo Lynn's mother needs a job. She has to work to get money for

Jo Lynn and Timmy.
WHAT DO YOU THINK SHOULD BE DONE ABOUT THIS PROBLEM?

*indicates material not included in short version of the story
** titled "The Auto Factory" in final EDI

Response Categories

1. Avoid the Problem

These responses focus on a personal orientation to the dilemma
which ignores the environmental problem. Solutions proposed
include "movz.flis away," "moving the factory away," etc.

2. Techrical Solution

Some mechanical device which the child thinks will solve the
prdblem.

3. Shut down the.factory

"Stop polluting, clean alr is more important than jobs" is
the general message here.

4. Compromise

Some approach which may iaclude community support for the
problem, or raising money for pollution control devices.
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Various Other Solutions

6. Blanks/No Solution

Category includes blanks, illegible answers, and factual
restatements of the story without proposing any solutions.

, This category is included in all stories.

F.raquenz.j of ProPosed Solutions To

'Short and Long Story.Versions

"Air Pollution"-
(urban)

SOLUTIONS PROPOSED

SHORT
FORH

LONG
FORM TOTALS

Avoid the Problem N 45 50.5 95.5

% 36 41.1 38.5

Technological Solution
31 30 61

24.8 24.4 24.6

Shut Down the Factory
21. 5 20 41. 5

.

17.2 16.3 16.7

14.5 13.5 28

Compromise 11.6 11 11.3

4 3 7

Various Other Solutions
3. .2 2.4 2.8.

9 6 15 .

BlaLks/No Solution 7.2 4.9 6

125 123 248

TOTALS
50.4 49.6 100.00

Chi Square (5 df)= 1.13 (a.s.)
Observer agreement=.98
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Appendix H-6 Student Response Categories

and Distribution

Story Six, 'Vater Pollution"**

One day, Tony and his friend Steve were walking along the river
near a paper mill.

"Gosh, look at the funny color going into the river from
that paper mill," said Tony.

"It sure is changing the water, " Steve agreed.
Fish and other water animals cannot live in the river near the

paper mill. Some people say the paper mill should stop dumping these
things into the water.

The owners say the mill is old. :When it makes paper, it also
makes water pollution. It would cost too much money to change the

mill now.
Tony's father works at the mill. He says, "If they are told

to stop polluting the river* the mill owners will close the paper
mill instead."

(Many other people work at the paper mill. 'They spend the money
they get from their jobs in the town. So the town needs the paper

mill too.)*
(But some other nearby towns get their water from the river.

They don't like the pollution in the river from the paper mill.)*
WHAT DO YOU THINK SHOULD BE DONE ABOUT THIS PROBLEM?

*indicated material not included in shorter version of.the story.
** titled "The Paper Mill" in final EDI.

Response Categories

1. Stop Water Pollution.

Close the factory if necessary, but the pollution must stop.--

2. Avoid the Problem

Some method of avoiding the problem rather than "solvii-e!" it.
Examples include moving the mill, getting different jobs or
dumping the pollution somewhere other than the river.

3. Compromise

The town lends money or support for helping alleviate the problem.

4. Technological

Install equipment to solve the problem. Included in this
category is "get a new mill."
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5. Blank/No Solution

Category included blanktp, illegible answers, and factual
restatements of the story without proposing any solutions.
This category is included in all stories.

6. Paper Nill is O.K.

Nothing need be done about the problem. We need paper.

Frequency of Proposed Solutions To
.

Short and Long Story Versions

"Water Pollution"

SOLUTIONS PROPOSED .

SHORT
FORM

LONG
FORM TOTALS

N 73 62 135
Stop Water Pollution

% 49 4.4 46.2

N 33 30.5 63.5
Avoid the Problem

% 22.1 21.3 21.7

N 7 18.5 25.5
Compromise

2 4.7 12.9 8.7

N 27.5 17 44.5
Technological Solution

% 18.5 11.9 15.2

Blanks/No Solution
N 7.5 12 19.5

% 5.0 8.4 6.7

N 1 3 4

Paper Mill is O.K.
% .7 2.1 1.4

TOTALS N 149 143 292

% 51.0 49.0 100.00

Chi Square (4 df)=10.34
p < .05
Observer Agreement=.99
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Appendix H-7 Student Response Categories

and Idstribution

Story Seven, "Solid Waste/Recycling"**

Linda and her family live inCedar City, 110n the Wayta school:

one day, Linda saw a lot of cans, bottles and Otherthings:lyinglatound.-

She saw them in vacant lots, in the:river and aroUndthe:park.

That day her teacher talked-about thia problem. :"Cedar City has

grown aver the 1,:st few years," said theteadher., "This'means more-

waste to get rid of." . . .

(She said the city duhp, where all the garbage goes, is filling

up fast.)*
Some people say the local company that makes sada pop, the Super

Cola Company, is partly to blame. They are selling soda in-cana and

throw-away bottles. These containers quidkly become garbage. Some

people say it would be better for Super Cola to sell soda in returnable

bottles. Thses bottles could be used over and over agnin,not just

once.
Super Cola says that supermarkets in Cedar City do not like

returnable bottles. They take up too muCh space. It iaeapier and

dheaper for supermarketa to sell soda pop in cans and thiow.74Way bottles.

(Super Cola also says that cans and bottles are Only a small part

of the garbage in Cedar City. And even if returnable bottles were
used, people might still throw them away. Super Cola saYa moat

people think it is easier to use throw-away bottles and_cans.)*

The Cedar City Nature Club wants.the City Council to Pass a law

to stop the selling of cans and throw-away bottles in Cedar City.

WHAT DO YOU THINK SHOULD BE DONE ABOUT THIS PROBLEM?

* indicates material not included in shorter version of. story

** titled "Cedar City" in final EDI.

Response Categories

1. . Recycling

General idea involving use of materials again.

.2. "Citizen Action"

Laws, hearings, enforcement of anit-littering ordinances.

i. "Don't throw trash around"

Responses which simplify the.issue of solid waste/recycling

to one of merely putting trash in the proper containers.
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4. Blank/No Solution

Category includes blanks, illegible answers, and factual
restatements of the story without proposing any solutions.
This category is included in all stories.

5. Various Other Solutions

Frequency of Proposed Solutions To

port and Long .Story.Versions

"Solid Waste".

SOLUTIONS PROPOSED

SHORT
FORM

LONG
FORM TOTALS

Recycling
IC 475 42.5 90.

7° ..46.6 66.7, 46.6

Citizen Action
13 13.5 26.5

12.7 14:8 13.0

N 32 21 53

"Don't Throw Trash Around"
31.4 . 23.1 27.5

Blank/No Solution
4.5 1 13.5

% 4.4 9.9 7

Various Other:Solutions
5 5 10

. 4.9 5.5 5.2

102 91 193
TOTALS

° 52.9 47.1 100.00

Chi Square (4 df)=3.45 (n.s.)

Observer Agreement=.98
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Appendix 11-8 Student_Response_Categories

and Distribution

Story Eight, "Land Ute"**

Newtown is a city of 4 million people. It is a big city. It

has factories, parks, homes and roads.
The people in Newtown drive their cars everywhere. The roads

are jammed with cars every day. The City Council has just bought a
strip of land shown in this map
along the dashed (---) line.
They are trying to decide haw to
use this land.

There are two expressways
near Newtown, route 1 and route 2.
Some people say another expressway
should be built. This would help
speed up traffic.

Other people say more cars make
more air pollution. They think that
people should use buses ancitrains to go
around Newtown. This would lower air
pollution, traffic and noise. So they
say the land should be used for trata
or bus routes.

If the new expressway is built, many people living near the dashed

line would lose their homes. They, would have to move somewhere else.
(Some people say the land should be used to make more parks. These

people say Newtown shoule ir,ve many open places to play and relax in.)*
(Other people think rh: land should be used for industry. Many

industries might move to 11town if they could build in the city.
This would mean more jobs and money for the town.)*

The City Council does not know what to do.
WPAT DO YOU THINK SHOULD BE DONE ABOUT THIS PROBLEM?

*::_rdicates material not included in shorter veksion of story
*Y, titled "Newtown" in- final EDI.

Response Categories

1. Anti-Expressway

General responses indicating "the last thing needed is more
roads!" Sometimes, the use of alternate vehicles is advocated
(bikes, etc.).

2. Parks

Use the land for more parks.
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3. Mass Transit

Use the land for nass transit systems (cut down an pollution etc.)

4. Pro-Expressway

The land shoulclbe used for a new road, or the older owls
should be widened.

5. Industries

Bring in new industries to town by offering them this land.

6. Various Other Solutions

Includes building a new road around the town.

7. Blank/No Solution

Category includes blanks, illegible answers, and factual
restatements of the story without proposing any solutions.
This category is included in all stories.
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Frequency Of PrOpased Solutions To

Short and Long'Story:Versions.

"Land Use"

m

SOLUTIONS PROPOSED

SHORT
FORM

LONG
FORM I TOTALS

24 12 36
Anti-Expressway

21.4 11.2 16.4

9.5 28 37.5
Parks

8.5 26.2 17.1

Mass-Transit 35.5 18.5 54

31.7 17.3 24.6

18 14.5 32.5
Pro Expressway

16.0 13.5 14.8

N 1 2 3

Industries
.9 1.9 1.4

15 14 29
Various Other Solutions

13.4 13.1 13.2

9 18 27
Blank/No Solution

8.0 16.8 12.3

112 107 .219

TOTALS
.

51.1 48.9 100.00

Cht Square (5 df)=21.75
p G.01

'Observer agreement=.98



Appendix I

Piltt Versions of

Cur World of Today

Our World of Tomorrow

Some Ideas I Have

Stories About Real Life Problems
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Name

School

Grade Date

CRECK

OUR umum OF TODAY

OUR WORLD OF TO?IORROW

Girl) I

Instructions:

We are interested in finding out what people your age think about "(7,r

world of today" and 'our world of tomrow". Knowing this can help teachern plan

more interesting things to do in and outside school.

DON'T WORRY about right answers. There are PO right answers. Just write

what you feel. Thank you for helring us.

Turn the page now to practice makiag your answers.

These'experimental materials may not be reprodiaced without permission: These mat-
erials are being developed pursuant to a contract with the United States Office of
Edw:ation, Department of Health, Education and Uelfare. No official endorsement
by the Office of Education should be inferred.

USOE Project Number 2-E-026
Grant Number OM7,-5-72-0045 (509)
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Here you can practice to be stl.re you know the right way to tell us what you
think. Let's look at the example below to see just how it should be done.

Suppose we want to know how you feel about Sulam VACATI00. The following patr
of words can be used to tell how you feel about SDICIER VACATION.

fun boring

.If you feel that SUMHER VACATION is very much like one end of the scale, you
shold place your X like this;

fun X : : : : boving
Cihis would mean you think summer vacation is a lot of fun.) OR you cold place

'your X like this:

fun : : X boring
.(This would mean you think summer vacation is yen' boring.)

if you feel that SUMMER VACATION is more like one or the other end of the scale,
but not all the way, you should place your X like this:

fun . : X : boring

or

fun : X 1 boring

.If you think that SUMMER VACATION is just noso or is neither fun or boring, then
put yr.ur X right in the middle:

fun : : X : . _ boring

'NOW, TRY A FEW YOURSELF:

fun : : bor52.1g

sad happy

bright : . dull

If you have any question:3, k ior help. If you understand how to mark this page,
go on to the next page.
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Mcg, forgc r. about suwBa VACATIOA. Tell us how you feel about: ova MUD TOMY
The following WOTas describe or ttill about min mu') OF TO:AY, Put your X on each
liue jus:: like ..ou did for the practiczt page.

OUR WORLD or TODAY

6rod : bad_
dislike : ; : ;

neat : : littered

crowded : : . roomy

valuable : : worthiess, cheap

gloomy bright

sickening : : healthful

pretty ugly

imperfect ; : : perfect

beautiful : : ugly

sad : : haPPY

pure : 1____.: polluted

safe : : dangerous

swee--smelling : stinking

hazy : : : sunny

clean . : : dirty

unpleasant : : pleasont

168
awful W 0 nice TURN THE PAt.
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forget about OUr. PO7.1.1) 072 TODAY. Tell us how you feel about OUR. wonLD OF
:110U. The following wor.Js can describe or tell about On WORLD OF TONORROV.
:2nt your X on each line just like you did for the other page.

OUR MUD OF TOgOr.R07

neat .
.

.
. : littered

safe . . : . dangerous

pretty : . : ugly

dislike : : like

sad ---.... : : : happy

valuable : : : .. worthless, Cheap

awful : .
.
. .

. nice

gloomy : : .
.

.

. bright
...

beautiful .: : ugly

sickening : . : healthful

sweet-smelang : stinking

imperfect : : : : perfect

hazy :
., sunny

clean :---: : ____-
.
. dirty

pure : polluted

unpleasant : : : pleasant

good : : bad

crowded . :_____: roomy

Now, look over the last 2 pages. Mak-: sure you put one X on each line.

MAX YOU.
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:lame

SChool

Grade Date
oial~NronmININ

IMMIIIM

Check one: BOY10.17

SONE IDEAS I HAVE

GIRL

INSTRUCTIONS: We are interested in finding out what students think about some

.things. Knowing this can help teadhers plan interesting things to do in and

outside school. We will add up how your class feels, and then later on, you

can see if your classmates feel like you do.

DON'T WORRY about right answers. There are no right answers. Just write

what you feel. Thank you fox helping us.

Turn the page now to practice making your answers.

These experimental materials may not be reproduced without permission. These
materials are bein2 developed pursuant to a contract viea the United States
Office jk Education, Deparwant of liealth, Education and 9elfare. No official
endorsement by the Office of EduCation sho-J1d be inferred.

USOE Project ember 2-E-025
Grant Wurber 0 ZG-5-72-034; (509)

17 0
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Here are some ideas. We would like to knaw how you feel about them. All you do
is put an X in the box that says how you feel about each idea. The faces help
tell haw you feel.

Here is a sample:
%C. )

(.2,/

STRONGLY NOT SURE,AGREEAGREE DON'T KNOW
STRONGLYDISAGREE
DISAGREE

1. Going to school is
fun.

If you think the idea is lem good, put your X in the STRONGLY AGREE box.

If the idea is O.K., but not real good, put your X in the AGREE box.

STRONGLY
AGREE

If you are not sure about this idea, put your X in the.middle box, NOT SURE
or DON'T KNOW.

If the idea is bad; but not real bad, put your X in the DISAGREE box.

NOT SURE,
DON'T KNOW

DISAGREE

If you think this idea is very bad, put your X in the STRONGLY DISAGREE 'box.

TROUGLY
ISAGREE

Now, put your X where you want it in number 1 above.

TUEN, turn the page and practice marking some more of these ideas.

7
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Practice marking the followins ideas:

e)
STRONGLY
AGREE

I

...

AGREE

[1,

l_i

NOT SURE,
DON'T KNOW

I

'Li
DISAGREE

OD
STRONGLY
DISAGREE

I. Today is a sad day.

2. We should have less
homework every night.

3. Roller-skating is more
fun than swimming.

4. I like to read books.

5. Watching T.V. is
boring.

If you understand how to mark these ideas. START EARKING the ideas below. If you
need help, raise your hand.

0
STRONGLY

.

AGIEE
I AGREE
'

NOT SURE,
DOZT'T KNOW

DISAG REE

,

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

1. From naw on, people getting
married should have no more
than two children.

2. We have enough parks and forests
now for wild animals to live in.

4

3. Motorbikes and motorcycles should
be made quieter.

4. It is O.K. for the number of
people living in our country to
get bigger.

5. On a picnic, take paper plates
and cups instead of plates and
cups you can use over.

=

6. I litter a lot.

7. Walking in the woods is spoiled
if too many people are there.

8. Soon there may be too many
people living on the earth.

9. Tf my dad owned a marsh where
ducks lived, I would like a
playground built there.

4

,

okl 70 7t-1E AJEX7 P/46.6 -
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0111
STRONGLY
Amin

0
AGREE

4111

NOT SURE
DON'T KNOW

421

DISAGREE

eill
STRONGLY
DISAGREE

10. There 1.s too much on T.V. about
pollution and the environment.

11. Too mudh noise is not really a
problem to worry about.

12.'1 would be willing to keep
people out of a park near my
home, if wild animals needed a
safe home there.

13. We need more laws to help stop
. pollution.

.

14. The best way to get rid of old
newspapers is to burn them.

15. There is not much one person can
do to help the environment.

.

1 . I think I can help solve some
pollution problems.

17. It is important to learn about
environmental problems in school

.

18. lly. neighbothood should be kept
clean, even if I would have to
pick up litter after sdhool one
day a week.

19. If my car made too much air
pollution, I would get it fixed.

4

20. i?ti family cannot do any more to
help stop pollution.

21. Don't waste the best T.V. time .

w4 .7A-zigram9 about pollution.

22. :: think paper should be recycled
(ised over) even if I have to
help.collect it.

23. Children worry too much about
problems of the environment.

24. Paper towels are better than
cloth towels in a school wash.--
room.

25..Parents should have as many
zhildren as they want.

C-0 o,tJ 77; 16-)er PAC7-&-.
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t:0
STRONGLY
AGREE

w
AGREE
-

,,,,
....,,

NOT SURE
DUWT'KEICW

.w
DISAGREE

crs)
STRONGLY
DISAGREE

26. I like to hear a lot about
environmental problems.

27. If a city needs more homes for
people, then build taller build-
ings. Don't use up land outside
the city.

.

28. Milk at school should come in
bottles that can be used over,
not paper cartons.

29. Overpopulation (too many people
is the cause of many problems
today.

30. I feel responsible for causinz
some pollution.

31. Use a lot of weed-killer in
your garden, so you won't have
so many weeds to pull.

,

32. Sometimes people protesting
about pollution can help as
muCh as a law against pollution.

J

33. We should do more to protect
forests and wild animals.

34. I do not worry very much about 4.

the environment.

35. Soda pop should be sold only in
bottles than can be used again,
not in Cans.

36. I cannot find,and help solve
environmental problems around
where I live.

37. Pollution is the number one
problem in our country.

.

,

PLLASE TURa THE PAGE.
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38. Here is a list of environmental problems. First, CIRCUI the OM problem that
You think is most important (only one problem, please). Then, CROSS OUT the
00E problem you think is not so iMportant (only one problem, please). When you
are done, there should be one problem with a circle around it, and one problem
crossed out.

1AIR POLLUTION

WATER POLLUTION

TOO MANY PEOPLE

CHEMICAL POLLUTION

NOISE POLLUTION

LEAVING SOME LAND ALONE

39. People have different ideas on who can help protect the environtint, and siop
pollution. Here is a list of people who might help. First, CIRCLE the one
on the list that can help most. Circle only one. ,Then, CROSS OUT the one on
the list that can help least (not help mudh). Cross out only one.

THE MAYOR

ME AND MY FRIENDS

THE PRESIDENT

PEOPLE WHO LIVE AROUND HERE

MY FAMILY

SCIENTISTS
.

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

, Thank you for telling us your ideas. Now, would you please answer a few questions
about what you have just done?

NOT EASY,
a. Was this easy to do? CHECK ONE: EASY NOT HARD HARD

b. Did you understand the SOME, BUT
directions? CHECK ONE:. ALL MOST NOT ALL

c. Were any of the words
hard to understand? CHECK ONE: YES NO

If YES, write the hard words here:

d. Did you like telling us
your ideas? CHECK ONE: YES
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DO NOT PUT ANY

MARKS ON THIS

BOOK, PLEASE,

STORIES ABOUT REAL LIFE PROBLEMS'

To the student: Please read the directions printed in the ANSWER BOOK.

These materials are being developed pursuant to a contract with the
United States Office of Education, Department of Health, Education andWelfare. No official endorsement by the Office of Education should beinferred.

USOE Project Number 2-E-026 Grant Number 0EG-5-72-0045(509)
/ /1 51
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STORY ONE

"Newtown"

Newtown is a city of 4 million people. It is a big city. It needs

more factories, parks, homes and transportation (cars, roads and buses).

The city owns a long strip of land. This land is shown on the maP
_.i. .-- ...alike

between the two dotted (...1(4)

.ild L
....,.......

,lines.

Ow .. A '.A.A..../

The city is trying to decide how to
I

/lig/
. I. , gi

re4

,1
4,.

,use this land.
j

. 1fr,..
e

1-,

There are two highways near New

town, route 1 and route 2. Some

people say another highway should be

built. The roads in Newtown are filled with cars every day. A new

highway would help speed up traffic. But if the new road is built, some

people living near the strip of land might lose their homes. They would

have to move somewhere else.

Other people say more cars make more air pollution. They think that

people should use buses and trains to go around Newtown. This would

lower air pollution, traffic and noise. So, these people say use the

land for train or bus routes.

Some people think the land should be used to make more parks. These

people say Newtown needs many more open places to play and relax in.

_Other people think the land should be used for factories. More

factories would mean more jobs and money for the people in Newtown.

WHAT DO YOU THINK SHOULD BE DONE ABOUT THIS PROBLEM?
Tell us your ideas in the answAr book.

178
The picture on the opposite page shows how a new highway would lookin Newtown.
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STORY TWO

"The School Tree"

Look at the pic ' the tree on the opposite page. The land

around it Llt used , -king lot and playground for a school. The

tree is the only one near the school. It gives shade, animals like it,

and students like to play around it.

Some people say the tree should be cut down. They say it is dying.

Dead tree limbs could fall and hurt someone. In winter, it takes more

time to plow around the tree to take the snow off the playground., It

would be faster to plow if the tree was cut down. These people say

the tree is not worth the bother.

Other people say to keep the tree.. They say it can get well again

if the ground around the tree is broken up and more dirt is put there.

That way -he tree can get more air and water. These people say the

tree is important to have around the school.

WHAT DO YOU THINK SHOULD BE DONE ABOUT THIS PROBLEM?

Tell us your ideas in he answer book.

This picture o?...ws the tree in the. schoolyard.
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STORY T7IREE

The Jackson family was talking over plans for a summer vacation.

"Could wa go out West, Dad?" Tom asked. "There are some neat National Parks

with lotL, of wilderness. You can see many mountains and lakes when you hike and

camp."

"Those lakes might have some good fishing,' said Tom's dad. "Ve could take

the camping t ilar along.'

"Except there are no roads or big campgrounds, Dad," explained 'lam. "If you

really want to see the Park, you have to hike and camp. And sleep in Pants."

Tom's ppd.!. and sister do not like to hike and camp. TI-4*. :a see things

from a car. But Tom and his dad enjoy hiking and campIng.

People don't agree on how National Parks foond be uted- Stl:Ae people say L.Aat

wilderness areas should be left alone. Tbese penle say that only hiking trails,

not highways, should be built in wilderness areas.

Other people say wilderness areas.belang to all the people. :o mwire rampgrounds

and roads should be built. This way more people will cam ,. nnd enjoy die 1:-reas.

WHAT DO YOU THINK SHOULD BE DONE ABOUT THIS PROBLEM?

Tell us your ideas in the answer book.

This i3 a picture of.a family camping in a Lent .1.0 a NarJ,nal Park.
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STORY FOUR

Sandy and her family live in Ohio. One Saturday she went with her dad to

watch some strip mining.

"Strip minin is when big shovels scrape off the top part of the ground.

This lets them get*at the coal underneath," Sandy's dad explained.

"Don't they dig tunnels like in regular mines?" asked Sandy.

"Igo. As long as the coal is not too deep underground, it is cheaper to get

it out this way " answered her dad.

Sandy remembered reading about strip mining. The boo"' said it was eleaper

and faster than digging a tunnel mine. It also gets 'more of the coal out of the

ground th/ln a tunnel mine.

Strip mines are safwr for the people working there too. Tunnel mines can have

fires deep in the earth. Strip mines cannot.

Burning the coal from strip mines makes a lot of electricity.

But to get this coal out, the land is turned.upside down. Little can grow

on the rocky hills after a place is ntrip mined. Animals lose their homes. Soil

washes away into nearby streams.

WHAT DO YOU THINK SHOULD BE DONE ABOUT THIS PROBLEM?

Tell us your ideas in the answer book.

This is a 7icr of the oig sh2,1 thar Sandy saw. This place is being

strip eint.A.
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STOPN FIVE

One day, Tony and his friend Steve were wrikins along the river near
a paper mill.

'Gosh, look at the funny color going into the river from that parer mill,"
said Tony.

'It sure is changing the water, Steve agreed.

Fish and other water animals cannot live in the water near the paper mill.
Sone people say the paper mill should stop dumping things into the water.

The owners say the mill is old. When it makes paper, it also makes water
pollution. It would cost too much money to change the mill now.

Tony's father works at the mill. He says, "If they are told to.ctop
polluting the river, the mill owners will close the paper mill instv71."

14zny other people work at the pape- al. They spend th- money ehey get
from teir jobs in the town. So the town needs the paper miL. too.

But some other towns around there get water from the river too. They dor't
like the pollution in the river from the paper mill.

WHAT DO YOU THINK SHOULD BE DONE ABOUT THIS PROBLEM?

Tell us your ideas in the answer book.

'he picture shows some of the thihg going into tl'e river from the paper -"ill.
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ST073! SIZ

Jo Lynn, her mother and baby brother Timmy live near a big automobile plant

in a large city. The family has no father. So Jo Lynn's mother works at the

plant. Each day many cars are made there.

There is a lot of dirt in the area where Jo Lynn lives. 1.e blame

the auto plant for some of this. They say the dirt in the aii rom there.

They say the plant owners should stop putting dirt into the air.

The plant owners say stopping air pollution would cost too muCh. They would

have to get hther prices for the new cars made in the plant. What 'f the people

could not ps?,y axe higher prices? TUey cars would not be sold. Then the auto

plant would have to close.

Jo Lynn's mother needs a job. She has to work to get mo ey for Jo Lynn

and' Timmy.

WHAT DO YOU MINT': SHOTJLD BE DONE ABOUT THIS PROBLEM?

Tell us your ideas in the answer book.

The picture shows the city where Jo Lynn and her family live.
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STCRY SEVEN

"Freeland"

You live in a country called Freeland. Each year there are Lany

mvre people. in Freeland than the year before. Last year, there were

2,000 people. This year there are 3,000 people. Next year, people

think there will be 4,000 people. Here are some pictures which show

haw the numbe- of people in Freeland is changing:

0 -)

last year

-Y ji)

this year

',;)

-----,N

next year

Some people say having more people in Freeland is good for the

country. More people caa build mare things. Freeland could make money

selling these things to other countries. So then Freeland could have

nicer homes, parks, schools, and SO op.

Other people say Freeland wil7 Soon be too crowded. There might not

be enough food. People could be too crowded ,ogether. Then living in

Freeland would not be so nice.

WHAT DO YOU THINY SHOULD BE DONE ABOUT THIS /rIOBLEM?

Tell us your ideas in the answer book.

This picture shows some of the children who live in Freela,
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STaRY EIGHT

"Clear-cutting"

Jim's family was visiting a big National Forest on their vacation.

"Hey, dad, what are all those holes in the forest?" Jim asked.

"Those aren't holes, Jim," answered his father. "Those are places

where lumber companies have cut down all the trees. They call it

ar-cutting."

"Why do they cat down all the trees?" Jim wondered.

um's father said that lumber companies rent some of the land from

,te government. The compaiLlas say that cutting down all.the trees in

ole place saves money. It is faster and less work. /c only some of

the trees were cut, it would take more time to get them out of the

forest. The lumber companies also say some kinds of trees that.make

good lumber grow better when clear-tutting is used.

Jim thought, "I guess we do need lumber. The more people there are,

the more lumber we need to build houses and things."

Other people say that clear-cutting ruins the homes of many animals

like squirrels and chipmunks. Viten all the trees are cut down, soil

can be washed away easier. These people say the'elear-cut places in

the forest look ugly.

WHAT DO YOU THINK SHOULD BE DONE ABOUT 'MIS PROBLEM?

Tell us your ideas in the answer book.

The open spots in this picture are places that have been clear-cut.
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STORY NINE

"Smithville"

Donna and Carol live in a small town called Smithville. On their

way home from school, they pass the only factory in town, Donna's father

works at the factory.

"Boy, look at all the smoke coming out of that chimney," said Carol.

"It sure makes the air smelly. Maybe the owner should be told to stop

all that dirt from going into the air."

"my dad said the owner would close the factory if he had to stop

all that smoke," Donna said. "He can't afford to stop the smoke."

But the air pollution coming from the factory is smelly and dirty.

A lot of it could make you sick. Many visitors to Smithville think

the air is not clean,

WHAT DO YOU 'MINK SHOULD BE DONE ABOUT TNIS PROBLEM?

Tell us your ideas in the answer book,

This is a picture of the only factory in Smithville.
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STORY. TEN

"Cedar City"

Linda and her family live in Cedar City. On the way to school one

day, Linda saw a lot of cans, bottles and other things lying around. She

saw them in vacant lots, in the river and around the park.

That day her teacher talked about this problem. "Cedar City has

grown over the last few years," said the teacher. "rhis means more

garbage to get rid of."

Some people say the local company that makes soda pop is partly to

blame. They are selling ',oda pop in cans and throw-away bottles. These

quickly become i;arbe. Some people say it would be better for the

soda pop company to sell soda in returnable bottles. These bottles

could be used aver and over again, not just once.

The soda pop company says that supermarkets in Cedar City do not

like returnable bottles. They take up too much space. It is easier

and cheaper for supermarkets to sell soda pop in cans and throw-away

bottles.

Some people want a law to stop the selling of soda pop in cans and

throw-away bottles in Cedar City.

WHAT DO YOU TRINK swILD BE DONE ABOUT THIS PROBLEM?

Tell us your Ldeas in the answer book.
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Name

School Circle one: BOY GIRL

Grade Date

14,
ANSVER BOOK FOR

"STORIES ABOUT REAL LIFE PROBLEMS"

INSTRUCTIONS: Today you will read about some real life problems. Then you can

tell us your ideas auout each problem in this answer book. But DON'T WORRY

about rit;ht answers. There are NO right answers. Just tell us what Lou feel.

Turn the page now to see how to tell us your ideas.
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,

hext pages. there are some student's ideas on how to solve some problems., .

The:Students readabout these problems in the book STORIES ABOUT REAL LIFE

PROBLEMS.-
..

We would like to know how you feel about the ideas the students wrote. Telling

how you feel is easy. Here is all you do:

F/RST, read a story In the book STORIES ABOUT REAL LIFE PROBLEMS. Look at the

picture which helps tell the story. THEW read all the ideas about tba story.

The ideas are in this answer book. Decide which idea you feel would be tbe

BEST way to solve the problem. Nark it with a 1. Nark the other ideas with

a 2 if they are second-best, or a 3 if they are third-best, and So

Now,

YOU PUT A NUMBER BY EVERY IDEA TO TELL HOW' MUCH

YOU LIXE IT.

Remember: 1 ueans the BEST'idea

2 means the second-best i6ea

3 misAis the third-best idea

and so on.

EVERY IDEA GETS A NUMBER,-

turn the page to practice telling us your ideas.
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Read the FIRST story in the book called STORIES ABOUT REAL LIFE PROBLEMS. The

story is about Newtown. THEN, follow the directions below.

Here are some student's ideas on solVing this problem.' Read all the ideas first.

Then mark each idea with a nuMber to tell how much you like it. Remember,

number 1 means the best idea.

IDEAS ABOUT NEWTOWN (story 1):

1. Don't use the land for another hi-Arday.
There are enough roads now. NUMBER

2. Use the land for train or bus routes. NUMBER

3. Newtown needs more parks for people
to relax in. Use the land for parks. NUMBER

4. Use the land for factories which
don't pollute. Jobs and money are
important for Newtown. NUMBER

5. If I lived there, I could help solve this problem. (Circle one) YES NO

STOP.

Now read the story about the "School Tree". It is ptory TWO in your book.

Here are some student's ideas on solving this problem. Read all the ideas first.

Then mark each idea with a nutber to tell how muCh you like it. Remetber,

number 1 means the best idea.

IDEAS ABOUT THE SCHOOL TREE (story 2):

6; Cut the tree down before someone gets
hurt. One tree is not important. NUMBER

7. Help the tree get healthy again. And
move the parking lot somewhere else. NUMBER

S. Block off part of the parking lot around
the tree. NUMBER

TURN THE PAGE.
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Do you have any ideas about how to solve the problem of the School Tree If

you do, write them here

STOP.

Nuw read story THREE in your book. It is about wilderness.

Some students wrote their ideas on solving titis problem. Read all the ideas
. .

first. Then give each idea a nuMber whiCh tells how much yoU like it. (1-12 1:4.3t)

IDEAS ABOUT WILDERNESS (Story 3)-:

9. .The,most important thing in this story
is fc,t. the Jackson family to decide whether
they should camp or not. NUMBER

10. Wilderness ateas are beautiful. They.
wouli be ruined by more roads and campgrounds. NUMBER

11. Wilderness belongs to all the people.
Build more.roads and campgrounds S3 more
people can enjoy thep.

12. Wilderness areas should not have a lot
of people in them: So leave wilderness just
for hiking.

NUPBER

NUMBER

13. Build more roads and campgrunds in
some Parks. Save others just for hiking. NUMBER

14. I think I could help solve this problem.
. (Circle one) YES NO

STOP.

Ncw read story FOUR in your book. It is about strip mining-

On the next page are some student's ideas on solving this problem.' Read all

the ideas first. Then give each idea a nuMber which tells how muCh you like it.

'RemeMber, I means the best idea.

TURN THE PAGE.
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-IDEAS ABOUT-STRIPMINING (ErjamAL

15. The. most important reason to stop
steip mining is to save animal's-homes.

16. Stop all strip mining. It ruins the
land. Use tunAel mines.instead. EMBER

17. Keep strip mines. We zieeld the coal
Zrom them. They are safer than tunnel mines. NUMBER

13. Only use strip mines in some places.

NUMBERFill in the land afterward.

19. If I lived there, I could help solve this problem. (circle one ) YES NO

STOP.

Vow read story FIVE in your hook. It is about water pollution.

Some students wrote their ideas on solving this problem. Read all the ideas

first. Then give each idea a number which tells how much you like it. (1 means
best)

IDEAS ABOUT WATER POLLUTION (story 5):

20. Water pollution must be stopped. Close
the mill if you have to. NUNBER

21. Put the mill away from the water. Dump
stuff somewhere else. NUMBER

22. The town should help the mill get money
to stop the pollution. AMBER

23. Put in a filter to stop the pollution. TIMBER

24. If / lived there, I could help solve this problem. (circle one) :YES NO

STOP.

Please read story SIX in your book. It is about air:pollution.

g

Some students wrote their ideas on solving this problem. Read all the ideas

first. Then, put a number next to each idea which tells how much you like it.

Remember, 1 means the best idea.

TURN THE-PAGE FOR rm IDEAS.



IDEAS-ABOUT AIR POLLUTION 1story

25. Get a mathine which keeps dirt out
of the air. HUMBER .

26; Shut down the factory to stop the

NUMBER

27. The best way to solve the problem is
for Jo Lymn's'family to move away, or her
mother gtt another job. .NUMBER

23. Raise car prices to pay for something
to keep the air clean. NUMBER

29. If I lived there, I could help solve this problem. (circle one) YES NO

STOP.

Now read the next story in your.reader. It is story SEVEN, about a country called,

Freeland.

Here are what some students.said about solving this-problem. Head ail the ideas

first. Then, put a nubber.next to each idea which tells how much you like it.

RemeMber, 1 mean the best idea.

IDEAS ABOUT FREELAND (story 7):

30. This is not really a problem. There is
plenty of land outside of cities for people
to live on. NUMBER

31. Start a prograo to get parents to
have smaller families. NUMBER

32. Move extra people to the mon and
other. planets. NUMBER

33. Stop all medicines. Same people will
get sick and die. Tbis will help solve the
problem.

34. Grow more food for the people, or buy
food from other countries.

NUMBER

NUMBER

35. If-I lived there, I could help solve this problem. (circle one) YES WO

TURN THE PAGE, PLEASE.
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Do you have any ideas about how to solve the problem in Freelann If you do,

write them hers:

STOP.

Wow, Please read the story about Clear-Cutting in your back. It is story EIGHT;
.

Here are some.student's ideas on solving this problem. Read all the.ideas first.

. Then, mark each With a number to tell how much you like it. (/ means best)

IDEAS ABOUT CLEARCUTTING.(stemI)L

36. Watch.out for animals, but it is O.K.
to.zlear-cut. We need lumber that costs less. NUMBER

37. Stop the clear-cutting. It ruins too
many things. Get lumber some other way. WEBER

38. Only clear-cut some places in the
forest. Then plant new trees. MISER

39. I cannot help much to solve this problem. (circle one) YES NO

STOP.

Now read story NINE in, your reader. It is about Smithville.

On the next page are what some students wrote about solving this problem.. Read

all their ideas first. Then tark each idea with A number which tells how much

you like it. Remember, number 1 means the best idea.

TURN THE PAGE FOR THE IDEAS ABOUT SNITHVILLE.
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IDEAS ABOUT SMITHVILLE (story 9):

40. Keep the factory open. Jobs are
more important than a little air pollution. NUMBER

41. The best thing to do is for Donna's
father to get another job, or the family
move away. NUMBER

42. Put a filter on the chimney to stop
the smoke. HUMBER .

43. The town should heIp the owner raise
money to stop the smoke. HUMBER

44. If I lived there, I could help solve
this problem. Circle one: YES

STOP.

Now read the last story.in your reader (sfory TEN). It is about Cedar. City.

Here are some student's ideas on solving this problem. Read all the ideas first.

Then mark each idea with a number which tells how much you like it. (1 is best)

IDEAS ABOUT CEDAR CITY istory 10):

45. Only use bott/es you can return. Ho cans
or throw-away bottles.

46. The best way to solve the problem is to
stop throveLng trash around. Put it in garbage
cans or waste baskets.

NUI1BER

IRIFEBER .

47. Pass a law to fine people who litter. NUNBER

48. If I lived there, I could htilp solve this problem. (circle one) YES . NO

49.. Think about where you live. This means your home, your school and the other
nearby places you sometimes go to. Do you think there are any problems around
here like the ones you read about?

Circle one:

PLEASE.TURN THE PAGE.
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Name

School Circle one: OGY dIRL

Grade Date

ANSWER BOOK FOR

"STORIES ABOUT REAL LLFF PROBLEMS"

INSTRUCTIONS: Today you will read about some real life problems. Then you can

tell us your ideas.about each.problem in this answer book. BUt DON'T WORRY

about right answers. There are NO right ansumrs. Just tell us what E22, feel.

Turn the page now to see how to tell us your ideas.
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On the next pages, ther^ are some staldent's. ideas on solving et'ch problem in

STORIES ABOUT REAL LIFE PROBLEMS. We would like to know hen. you feel about these

-ideas. All you do is put an X in the box that says how you feel about each idea.

The faces help tell how you feel.

(.42\ (7)
Cej

Here is a sample: STRONGLY NOT SURE, STRONGLY
AGREE AGREE DON'T KNOW DISAGREE DISAGREE

IDEA ABOUT THE STORY.
The people in the story
should solve the problem.

FIRST,. you read the story about this problem in the book called STORIES ABOUT
REAL LIFE PROBLEMS. Then you read the ideas about the story'in this answer
book. Decide what you feel about each way of solving the* probleT. Then, f-*
each idea, put yobr X in the ONE box which tells how you feel abOtii that idea.

rf you like the idea a lot, put your X in the.box marked STRONGLY AGREE. (aa: !

TRONGLYI
AGREE

777-1

If you lit:e the idea a little bit, put your X in the boX marked AGREE.

If you are not sure about this idea, put your X in the miMle box,
NOT SURE or DON'T KNOW.

iNCT SURE,
looter KPOU

If you ki.nd of OON'T like the idea, put your X in the DISAGREE box.

If you don't like the idea at all, put your X in the STRONGLY DISAGREE
box.

TRONGL
ISAGRE

Now, turn the page to practice telling us your ideas.
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Practice marking the following ideas: Just put your X in the ONE box that tells
. how you feel about each ides. ,

tSTRONGLY
IDEAS

(.t.-. 1

i

i

AGREE

(,-;-,-,:

.-'

AGREE

.

i
*L . .

.....-."
NOT SURE,

DON'T KNCW

...- -
I I...L.- )

DISAGREE

.
...-1

1:::1)

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

We Should have.less
homework ever niLht

Roller-skating is more
fun than swimming.

Reading books is a lot
of fun.

1

Watching T.V. is boring.

If you have any questions, raise your hand.

If you understand how to.tell us your ideas, then you can start.

READ the FIRST story in the bOok called STORIES ABOUT REAL LIFE PROBLEMS. The

story is about "Newtown". Then, follow the directions below..

Here hre some student's ideas on-solving this problem. 4 ead all the.ideas first.

Then, mark each idea with an X in the box wiln says how vou feel about the idea.

STRONGLY!
IDEAS ABOUT NEWTOWN (story 1): AGREE I AGREE

)..4.-.

I NOT SURE,
(DON'T KNOW

')
-
V

s4.-...,

DISAGREE

;

STRONUL
D/SAGR

1. Don't use the land for
another highway. There are
enough roads now. -

1

2. Use the land for train
or bus routes.

3. Newtown needs more parks
for people to relax in. Use
the land for parks.

1

4. Use the land for factories
which don't pollute. Jobs and
money are important for Newtown.

5. If I lived there, I could help solve thia
problem. Circle one: YES NO

STOP.

Now, read the story about "The School Tree". It is story TWO in your book. When

you finish reading, turn this page.
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Here are some student's ideas on solving the problem. Read all the ideas first,

Then, mark each idea with an X in the box which says what nu feel about the idea.

IDEAS ABOUT THE SCHOOL TREE
(story 2):

t

'STRONGLY
AGREE

6, Cut the tree down before
someone gets hurt. One tree is
not important.

(c7) /7.7%

NOT SURE,
AGREE DON'T KNOW

,

IDISAGREE

Q-rj
STRCIZU4
DI9AGREE

1
7. .Help the tree get healthy
again. And move the parking
lot somewhere else.

21
8. Block off part of the parkin

.' lot around the tree.

Do you have any ideas about how to solve the problem of "The School Tree"?

you do, write them here:

If

STOP.

Now read story THREE in your book. It is about wilderness.

Some studentsIwTote their ideas. on solving this problem. Redd all:the ideas:Eirst.

Then mark each idea with an X in the box which says what you feel about the idea.

IDEAS ABOUT UILDERNESS
(Story 3):

(-z 'I
,(---;V 1

,

STRONGUY I
AGREE i AGREE;

1;17.-\

.:L.' %,"

NOT SUREJ
DON'T KNOW/ DISAGREE

,47.1.,

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

.

9. The most important thing in
this story is for the Jackson
family to decide whether to go
camping or not.

/

I

.

10, Wilderness areas are
beautiful. They would be ruin-
0 by more roads and campgrounds.

I

11; Wilderness belongs to all
the people. Bujad more roads
And campgrounds so more people
can enjoy them.

_

. .

TURN THE PAGE FOR MORE rDEAS A3OUT WILDERNESS.-_
'I CS of
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C1
pTRONGLY

MORE IDEAS ABOUT WILDERNESS: AGREE

CCII fi:)

I NOT SURE,
AGREE i DON'T KNCW

-`,..."---"1

, -.1

Q.11
STRONGLY

DISAGRE- DISAGREE

12. Wilderness areas should not
have a /ot of people in them.
So leave wilderness just for
hikinci.

13. Build more roads and camp
grounds in some Parks. Save

-
others just for hiking.

14. I think I could help solve this problem. Circle one: YES NO

STOP.

Now read story FOUR in your book, It is about strip mining.

Here are some student's ideas on solving this problem. Read all the ideas first.

Then put your X in the box which says what you feel about each idea.

/DEAS ABOUT STRIP MINING
(Story 4):

STRONGLY
AGREE

(7...:.=?

AGREE

C.-..-9--

DON'T KNOW
NOT SURE

(1:...)

I DISAGREE

(2)
STROML
DISAGR

15. The most important reason
to stop strip mining is to save
animal's homes.

16. Stop all strip mining. It
ruins the land. Use tunnel mines
instead.

.

17. Keep strip mines. We need
the coal from them. They are
safer than tunnel mines.

IS. Only use strip mins in
some places. Fill in the land
afterward.

19. If I lived there, I could help solve
this problem.

STOP.

Circle one: YES NO

Now read story FIVE in your book. It is about water pollution. When you finish

reading, turn this page.
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.Some students wrote their:ideas on.solving this problem. Read all the ideas first.

Then mark each idea with an X in the box which tells what you feel about the idea.

IDEAS ABOUT WATER POLLUTION
(Story 5):

STRONGLY
AGREE AGREE

, .

NOT SURE,
DON'T KNOW DISAGREE

STRONGLY '

DISAGREE

20. Water pollution must be
stopped. Close the mill if you
have to.

21, Put the mill away from the
water. Dump stuff somewhere
else.

22. The town should help the
mill get money to stop the
pollution.

.

.

23. Put in a filter to stop
the pollution.

24. If I lived there, I could help solve
this problem. Circle one: .YES NO

STOP.

Please read story SIX in your book. It is about air pollution.

Some students wrote their ideas on solving this problem. Read all the ideas

first. Then, mark each idea with an X in the box which says what you feel about it.
,p'.,t

IDEAS ABOUT AIR POLLUTION
(Story 6):

(4?)
STRONGLY
AGREE

Qt.) (1)
NOT SURE,

AGREE 1D0N'T KNOW

Q5:)

DISAGREE

(.2.'t

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

25. Get a machine which keeps
dirt out of the air..

.

26. Shut down the factory to
stop the pollution.

27. The bes-t way to solve the
problem is for Jo Lynn's family
to move away, or her mother get
another job

TURN THE PAGE FOR MORE IDEAS ABOUT AIR POLLUTION.
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A ,.

.1.:

. ST NG
ij

NOT SUREd STRaL

1

MORE IDEAS ABOUT AIR POLLUTION: AGREE AGREE DON'T KNC4 DISAGREEI D/SAGREE

28. Raise car prices to pay for
something.to keep the air clean.

29. If I lived there, I could help
solve this problem. Circle one: .YES NO

STOP.

Now read the next story in your reader. It is story SEVEN, about a country called

7reeland.

Here are what some students said about solving this. problem. Read all-the

ideas first. Then, mark each idea with an X like for the others you have done.

STRONGLY NOT SURE, STRONGLY
IDEAS ABOUT FREELAND (story 7): AGREE AGREE DON'T KNOW DISAGREE DISAGREE

30. This is not really a
.

problem. There is plenty of
land outside of cities for

.

.eo.le to liVe on.

,
31. Start a program to get
parents to have smaller families

32. Move extra people to the
W001. and other planets.

33, Stop all medicines. Some
people will get sick and die.
This will help solve the problem

34. Grow more food for the
.

people, or buy food from other
countries.

1 V

----------i-

35. If I lived there, I could help solve
this problem. Circle one: YES NO

Do you have any ideas about how to solve the problem in Freeland? If you do,

*write them here:

211

TURN THE PAGE,. PLEASE.
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Now please read the story about Clear-Cutting in your book. It is story ZIGHT.

'Here are some student's ideas on solving this problem. Read all the ideas fiA:st.

Then mark each with an X in the box which tells how you feel about the idea.

) QS

:IDEAS ABOUT CLEARCUTTING STRONGLY
(Story 8):

36. Watch out for animals,
'Jut it is 0.1K. to clear-cut.
We need lumber that costs less.

AGREE AGREE

37. Stop the clear-cutting.
It ruins too many things. Get
lumber some other way.

DON'T KNOW,' STRONGLy
NCW SURE ; DISAGREE DISAGREE

38. Only clear-cut some places
in the forest. Then plant new
trees. 1

39. I cannOt help much to solve this
problem. Circle one: YES NO

STOP.

Now read story NINE in your reader. It is about Smithville.

Here are some student's ideas on solving this problem. Read all the ideas first.

Then mark each idea with an X in the box which says what zou feel about the idea.

IDEAS ABOUT SMITHVILLE
(Story 9):

Q.-)

STRONGLY
AGREE

g
AGREE

NOT SURE,
DON'T KNOW

(.1--)

DISAGREE

0
STRONGLY
DISAGREE

40. Keep the factory open.
Jobs are more important than
a little air pollution.

.

41. The best thing to do is
for Donna's father to get
another job, or the family
move away.

TURN THE PAGE FOR MORE IDEAS ABOUT SMTIVVILLE.
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MORE IDEAS ABOUT SMITHVILLS:

\

STRONGLY
AGREE

.'"
.10

r NOT SURE, STRONGLY!'
AGREE !DON'T KNOW DISAGREE DISAGREE

42. Put a filter.on the chimney
to stop the smoke.

43. The town should help the
owner raise money to stop the
smoke.

44 If I lived there, I could help solve
this problem. Circle one: YES NO

STOP.

Now read the last story in your reader (story TEN). It is about Cedar City.

Here are some student's ideas on solving this problem. Read all the ideas first.

Then mark each idea with an X in the box which says what zau feel about the idea,

IDEAS ABOUT CEDAR crry
(Story 10):

STRONGLY
AGREE

k.....`j

DOWT kNow
AGREE NCT SURE DISAGREE

...1.-1

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

45. Only use bottles you can
return. No cans or throwaway
bottles.

..

.

.

46. The best way to solve the
problem is to stop throwinig trash.
around. Put it in garbage cans
or waste baskets.

.

47. Pass a law to fine people
who litter.

.

4d: If I lived there, I could help solve
this problem. Circle one: YES NO

49. Think about where you live. This means your home, your school and the other
nearby places you sometimes go to. Do you think there are any problems around
here /ike the ones you read abont?

Circle one: YES NO

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE.



Appendix J

Field Test Versions of

Our World of Today

Our World of Tomorrow

Some Ideas I Have

Stories About Real Life Problems
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Name
CHEM

School

Grade Date

OUR WORLD op TODAY

OUR WORLD OP TOMORROW

Li

Instructions:

We are interested in findingsout what people your age think

about "our world of today" and "our world of tomorrow". Knowing

this can help teachers plan more interesting things to do in and

outside school.

DON'T WCaRY about right answers. There are NO right answers.

Just write what you feel. Thank you'for helping us.

Turn the page now to practice making your answers.

These experimental materials May.not be-reProducedmithout Permission:

These Materials are being develoPed:pursuant tofx:contraCt.Twith the..

United States Office of Education, Departmkti:OtMealthi.EdUtation-and

Welfare...No official endorseMentinf.,the Office of Education shOuld be

inferred.

_

psoB Project4hiMber 24026
Grant Number_OEG!5,72-0045 (509)



"'Here you-can practice theright way to tell Us what you._think.
Let'alook at the example below to see how it shotild.lie done.0

,

SupOoie we.wantto know how you feelabout SUMMER-VACATION:-,
The following pairof words can tal_howyoU feel about..WKIER..VACATXPN

fun 144.4 boring

If you feel that SUMMER VACATION is yen:much like one word of
the pair, put your X right next to that word.

fun X : 1'..440Mmermlom
boring

(This would mean you think summer vacation is a lot of fun. OR you

could place your X like this:

fun : X boring
(This would mean you think summer vacation is zeryboring.)

If you feel ehat SUMMER VACATION is more like one of the words,
but not exactly like it, you should place your X near it, but in the
second space:

fun X : boring
(This would mean you think summer vacation is a little fun.) OR you

could put your X here:

fun : X :

(This would mean you think summer vacation is a little boring.)

If you think that SUMMER VACATION is just so-so or is neither
fun or boring, then put your X right in the middle space:

fun : X : : boring

NOW, TRY A FEW YOURSELF:

SUMMER,VACATION

-boring

. sad happy

bright dull

bad good_

.jf:you have any questions-, ask-.for help. If you understand hoW to
mark this 'page, go ott'to the nextpage.
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Now, forget about SUMMER VACATION. Tell us how you feel about

OUR WORLD OF TODAY. The following pairs of words describe or tell

about OUR WORLD OF TODAY. Think about each pair of words: then put

your X in the space on each line to tell how you feel about OUR WORLD

OF TODAY.

OUR WORLD)DF TODky

ugly pretty

littered neat

bad . --. : -. : good---

sweet-smelling : : : stinking

pleasant ---- - : : : unpleasant

hazy . . : sunny

healthful : : : sickening

awful : : nice

clean : : . dirty:.

safe : dangerous

TURN THE PAGE.
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Now, forget about OUR WORLD OF TODAY. Tell us how, you feel
about OUR WORLD OF TOMORRIN. The following pairs of words can describe
or tell about OUR WORLD OF TOMORROW. Think about each pair of words.
Then put your R in the space on each line to tell how you feel about
OUR WORLD OF TOMORROW.

sickening

dirty

sunny

nice

unpleasant

bad

littered

sweet-smelling

pretty

safe

OUR WORLD OF TOMORROW

. : healthful

: . clean

: . . hazy

: : : awful-

: : . pleasant

. : : good

:

----
:

---

: neat

: : stinking

.

.
.
. : ugly

. : dangerous

look over the last, 2 pages. Make sure,you put one X on each-line.



DO NOT PUT ANY HARKS ON

THIS COPY, PLEASE.

SONE IDEAS I HAVE

/NSTRUCTIONS: W. are interested in finding out what students think about

some things. Knowing this can help teachers plan interesting things to

do in and outside school.

DON'T WOREY about right answers. There are HO right answers. Just

write what you feel. Thank you for helping us.

Turn the page now to see how to tell us your ideas.

These experiMental materials may not be reproduced without permission.

These materials are being developed pursuant to a contract with the United

States Office of Education, Department of Health, Education and Welfare. N6
official endorsement by the. Office of Education should be inferred.

USOE Project Number 2-8426
Grant Number OEG-5772-0045-(509) 219



Here are some ideas. Ile would like to know-liow you feel about them. Readeach- idea.= the following pages: Decide how yoll -feel about it. -Then go- to the answer sheet and find the idea's number. Put your X in the boxwhiCh says how you feel Aout that idea. (The faces lp tell how You feel.)

HERE IS A SAMPLE IDEA:

1. Going to school is fun.

If you think the idea is very good, put your X in the STRONGLY AGREE boxon the answer sheet.

The box looks like this

If the idea Is O.K., but not real good, put your X in the .AGREE box on theanswer sheet.

The box looks l.e this

If you are not sure :-bout this idea, put your X in the middle box, NOT SUREor DON'T KNOW.

The box looks like this

If the idea is bad, but not real bad, put your X in the DISAGREE bol on- the'answer sheet.

The box looks like this (.4.2)
DISAGREE I

If you think this idea is yary bad, put your X in the STRONGLY DISAGREE boxon the answer sheet.

The box looks like this

Now, .decide what you feel about this sample idea. Pat your X iC one of theboxes next to number 1 on the answer sheet. Then, turn the page to read:some nare ideas.
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Read each idea below. Find its number on the answer sheet. Then put an

X in the OUE box which says how.zou feel about it. (If you need help for

.any idea, raise your hand.)

IDEAS:

2. We should have less homework every
night.

3. I worry about the environment (prob-
lems like pollution).

4. From now on, people getting married
should have no more than two
children.

5. I cannot find and help solve
environmental problems around
where I live.

6. Soon there may be too many people
living an the earth.

7. Protesting About pollution helps
to make things better.

8. If a person's car makes too much
air pollution, he should not be
allowed to drive it.

9. Gym class is the best class in
sdhool.

10. The cause of many problems in the
world today is too many people.

11. I want my neighborhood kept clean.
Everyone should pick up his own
litter. I should not have to pick
up someone else's mess.

12. Too much noise is really a problem
to worry about.

13. Usually, it is best to write an just
one side of a piece of paper.

14. There is too much writing in school.

GO TO THE NEXT COLUMN.

MORE IDEAS:

15. I like to hear a lot about
environmental problems like
pollution.

16. I think there are a lot of pollution
problems I can help stop.

17. Soda pop should be sold only in
bottles that can be used again,
not in cans.

18. Don't waste the best T.V. time
with programs about Pollution.

19. I would get rid of old newspapers
by burning them. This is an easy

way.

20. Walking in the woods is not as
muth fun if too many people are
there.

21. Roller-skating is mere fun than
swimming.

22. If wild animals need a safe home,
it would be best to put them in
a nice zoo.

23. Milk at school should come in
bottles that can be used over,
not paper cartons.

24. Parents should have as many
children as they want.

25. If my dad owned a marsh or woods
where some animals lived, I would
like part of it made into a
playground (like at school).

26. I like to read books.

221 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE, PLEASE.
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-Atark the answer sheet for eadh idea on this page just like you did for the last

page-

MORE IDEAS:

27. There is too much an T.V. about
problems with pollution.

28. Children worry too much about
problems of the environment (like
pollution problems.)

29. Motorbikes and motorcydles should
be made more quiet.

30. People(like me) are the cause"of
most pollution problems.

31. We:have enough parks and forests
now for_wild animals to live in.

32. Ube a lot of weed-killer in your
garden, so you won't have so many
weeds to pull.

33. Listening to music is boring.

34. There is not much one person can
do to help the environment and
stop pollution.

35. It is O.K. for the nuMber of
people living in our country to
increase. (This means more people
would live here.)

MARK

A L L

ANSWERS

0 N T H E

ANSWER SHEET.

36. Here is a list of problems. First, pick nut ONE problem you think is most
important (only one problem, please). Write its letter on the answer sheet.
Then, pick out ONE problem that is not as important. Write its letter on
the answer sheet.

A. CHEMICAL POLLUTIOF
B. WATER POLLUTION
C. TCO MANY PEOPLE
D. AIR POLLUTION
E. NOISE POLLUTION
F. LEAVING SOAE LAND ALONE

222
Go on to the next page, please.
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37; People have different ideas on who can help protect the environment, and
stop pollution. Here is a list of people who.might-help. First, pick out
ONE from the list that could help most. (only ones-please) -Write its letter
an. the answer sheet. Then, pick out ONE from the lidt whO could not
help much. Write its letter on the answer sheer.-

A. ME AND MY FRIENDS
B. SCIENTISTS
C. THE MAYOR

-D. PEOPLE WHO LIVE AROUND HERE
E. THE PRESIDENT
F. MY FAMILY

TI3ANIC YOU FOR HELPING US.
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Answer Sheet for
Some Ideas I fiave"

Directions: Put your X in the ONE box which says bow you feel about each ides.

IDEA NUMBER

.1. (sample)

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

STRONGLY DON'T I0017
AGREE

AGREE war suRE-
-

DISAGREE
STR 1GLY
DISAGREE

9.

10.

11.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

224
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IDEA EMBER

.1..
...-.1

STRONGLY
AGREE

a L. \
..*`.3)

AGREE

(..:1__-

DOJ'T K.417

..:OT sunr

.l

DISAGR E

e

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36. MOST =PORTANT PROBLEA!. letter

LEAST (NOT AS) IMPORTANT PROBLEM: letter

37. WHO COULD HELP HOST letter

WHO COULD NOT HELP HUM: Letter

PLEASE GO BACK NOW AND CHECK ALL YOUR AMSUERS. BE SURE YOU HAVE NOT SKIPPED.

ANY IDEAS. ALSO CHECK TO SEE THAT YOU PUT YOUR X IN ONLY ONE BOX FOR EVERY

225
IDEA. THANK YOU.
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DO NOT PUT ANY

MARKS ON THIS

BOOKS PLEASE.

STORIES ABOUT REAL LIFE PROBLEMS

To the student: Please read the directions printed in the ANSWER BOOK.

These experimental materials may not be reproduced without permission.
These materials are being developed pursuant to a contract with the
United States Office of Education, Department of Health, Education and
Welfare. No official endorsement by the Office of Education should be
inferred.

USOE Project Number 2-E-026 2 26 Grant Number 0EG-5-72-0045(509)
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STORY ONE

"Newtown"

Newtown is a city of 4 million people. It is a big city. It has

factories, parks, homes and transportation .(cars, roads and buses). The

city awns a long strip of land. This land is shown on the map between

the two dotted lines. The city is trying to decide how to use this

land.

There are two highways near

Newtown, route 1 and route 2. Some

people say another highway should be

built. The roads in Newtown are filled

with cars everyday. A new highway

would help speed up traffic in

the city. But if a new road is built,

some people living near the strip of

land might lose their homes. They

would have to move somewhere else.

Other people say more cars make

more air pollution. They think that

4.

This is how a new highway would
look in Newtown.

peopleshould usebuses and trains to

go arOund Newtown. .This would lower air

pollution, traffic andnoise. So,. these.

2 people say_use theA.and for train ,or bus.

routes.

Some people think the land should be

_used to make more parks. These people say.

Newtown nee' many more open places to

play and relax in.

Other people think the land should be

used for factories. More factories Would

mean more jobs and money for LLL people in

Newtown.

WHAT:DO YOU THINK SHbULD BE DONE ABOUT THIS

PROBLEM? Tell us in the answer book.
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STORY TWO.

"The School. Tree"

Look atthe piCture ofthe

The-land-arOund it:is used

as a- Parking lot -anci:playground:

forr'a, sdhool. Carspark there

everyday.: The tree is the,OnIy

Onenear the school. It giVes

shade,,Animalslive inAt,. and

itudenti'like, to'play around it.

SOMe peOple say-the tree

shOuld be cut doWn.-:They gay

it is dying frombad treatment.

Deadtree'limbs could fall And

hurt someone. In winter, it

takes more time to plow around

the tree to take the snow 'off'

the parking lot and playground

a,

AY,*

This ii'the treethesch0Olyard.-
andyarking lot

. It would be faster to plow'if the tree was

cut down. These people say the tree is not worth the bother.

Other people say to keep the tree.

the dirt down around the tree.

and more dirt put in, the tree

They say:people and cara are pressing

If the ground arounclthetree id broken up,

can get healthy Again. These people' say the

'tree is important to have around the school.

WHAT DO YOU THINK SHOULD BE DONE ABOUT THIS PROBLEM?

Tell us your ideas in the answer book.



The Jackson family was talking:vver plena for a .slatimer _.vacatiOno

"Could _We , go out West ; : Dad?." ToM Asked.- "There are some.: neat National
_

-Parks with lots of wilaerness._ You can see many-mountains:: and lakesi when

you hike and camP."

"ThOse lakes might have some good fishing," said Tom s dad:
take the dat:::ping. trailer :along."

"Except there ere no ,roads or .big campgrotinds,:;pad;" explained,Tom.-.. "If .

you reallY 'want to see the place, you have tciAiike-and...caip. And.sleep in tents."
,

Tom's father and mother do not like to hike and camp. They like to see

things from a car. But Tom and his sister enjoy hiking. and..camping-.

People don't agree on-how Nati-onalParks should ''he used... Some peOPle
say .that wilderness-areas should be left alone. i Planta :and- aniMals living

there should not be disturbed., 'TheSe peoPle..s4 that- only hiking trails,

not highways, should be built -1n-wilderness .areas.

Other people say wilderness areaa belOng to ,all the:people. So more .

campgrounds and roads should be built. There shinad be more Placee..fOr_ big-
.

camping trailers. This way more people will come and enjoy the -areas.

WHAT DO YOU, TN/NK .sHotrip.BE ONE AsciuT -tEgs

Tell us your ideas in the:'aisWer book.
. , .

This is a picture.,of,-a faMily 63Mping'-in a.tent in
a National Park. .
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_STORY FOUR .

"Strip.Mining"

:Sandy and herfamilylive

to watch some stripliiiiing.,

"StriOminingjs when

big .8hovels scrape off the-

to0-part,:pf.thegioUnc4

ThiS- leta..them get

Coalunderneathi-" Sandy

-dad-explained.

"Don't they dig .

tunnels like in regular

mines?" asked Sandy.

"No. As long'as the.

.coal is not too deep under

.the ground, it is cheaper

to get it oUt this way,"

answered her dad.

Saturday:she ient With:hex dad

7:7;7
This.id..a.Oicture'of the big.shovel that
Sandy,saw. This place is being strip mined.

Sandy remembered reading about strip.mining. The book said it was

cheaper and faster than digging a tUnnel mine. It also sets more of the coal

out of the ground than a tunnel mine.

Strip mines are safer for the people working there tco. Tunnel mines can

have fires deep in the earth. Strip nines cannot.

Burning the coal from strip mines makes a lot of electricity.

But to get this coal out, the land is turned upside down. Little can

grow on the rocky hills after a place is strip mined: Animals lose their

homes. Soil washes away into nearby streams.

Strip mine awners say they could fix up the land after getting the coal

out. But this would cost a lot of money. People buying the coal would have

to pay more for it.

WHAT DO YOU THINK SHOULD BE DONE ABOUT THIS PROBLEM?

Tell us your ideas in the answer book'.



STORY FIVE

."The Paper Mill"

One day, Tony and his friend Steve were walking along the river

near a paper mill.

"Gosh, lock at the funny

colored stuff going into the

river from that paper mill,"

said Tony.

"It sure is changing the

water," Steve agreed.

Fish and other water

animals cannot live in the

water near the paper mill.

Some people say the paper

mill should stog dumping

this stuff itito the water.

The owners say the

mill is old. When it makes

paper, it also makes water

pollution. It would cost

To-,r

-

-.TiTT.444..) 4.-

- r3t1:

The piOture-shc*1014hathe. gaper mill
is puttingimto the river.

too much money to change the mill now.

Tony's father works at the mill. He says, "If they are-told to stop

polluting the river, the mill owners will close the paPer mill instead."

Many other people work at the paper mill. They spend the money they

get from their jobs in the town. So the town needs the paper mill too.

But some other towns around there get water from the river too. They

don't like the pollution in the river from the paper mill.

WHAT DO YOU THINK SHOULD BE DONE ABOUT THIS PROBLEM?

Tell us your ideas in the answer book.
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STOIC( SIX

Atito'FaCtory" 0,

Jo Lynn', her mother and baby brother Timmy- live near a big 'automobile

factory a large city. The family has no, father. So SO Lynn's mother .

works at the plant. Each day many cars are made there.

There is a lot of dirt in the area where Jo -Lynn lives. Some people

blame the auto plant for some of this. They say the dirt in the air coMes

from there. They say the plant owners should stop putting dirt-'into t1 ...1 air.

The plant owners say stopping air pollution would cost too much. They

would have to get more money for the new cars made in the plant. What if the

people could not pay the higher prices? The cars would not be sold. Mien.

the atito planiwould have:-tO:close:

jo Lyhn s

Old: Timmy .

vitox.mo YOU THINK, SHOULD: BE. DONE . ABOUT. 'THIS PHOWLEM?

Tell us your -ideas:in. the ansifer bOok.

The picture shows the city where jo Lynn
and her family live.



STOrf SEVEN

"Freeland"

You live in a country called Freeland. Each year there are many

more people in Freeland than the year before. Last year, there were

2,000 people. Thts year there are 3,000 people. Next year, people think

there will be 4,000 people.

Families in Freeland are big. There are seven or eight children in

many families.

last year this year

C?e
next year

This shows how the number of people in Freeland
is changing.

Some people say having more people in Freeland is good for the

country. More people can build more things. Freeland could make money

selling these things to other

countries. So then Freeland

could have nicer homes, parks,

schools, and so on.

233
Here are some of the children who
live in Freeland.
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Other people say Freeland will

soc be too crowded. There might

not be enough food.' People could be

too crowded together. Then living in

Freelard would not be so nice.

WHAT DO YOU THINK SHOULD BE DONE

ABOUT THIS PROBLEM?

Tell us your ideas in the answer

book.



STORY EIGHT

"Clear-Cutting"

Jim's family was visiting a big National Forest on their vacation.

"Hey, dad, what are all those bare spots in the forest?" Jim asked.

"Those bare spots are

places where luMber companies

have cut down all the trees,"

answered his father. "They

call it clear-cutting."

"Why do they cut down

all the trees?" Jim wondered.

Jim's father said that

lumber companies rent some of

the land from the government.

The companies say that cuLting

down all the trees in one

place saves money. It is

faster and less work. If

The open spots_in this picture are
places that have been clear-cut.

only some of the trees were cet, it would take more time to get them out of

the forest. The luMber ennpanies also say some kinds of tTees that make

good lumber grow better when clear-cutting is used.

Jim thought,"1 guess we do need lumber. The more people there are,

the more lumber we need to build houses and things."

Some people say that clear-cutting ruins the homes of many animals

like squirrels and chipmunks. When all the trees are cut down, soil can

be washed away easier. These people say the clear-cut places in the forest

look ugly.

Other people say clear-cutting would be better if smaller areas were

cut. Then the bare spots would not be so big.

WHAT DO YOU THINK SHOULD BE DONE ABOUT THIS PROBLEM?

Tell us your ideas in the answer book.
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STORY NINE .

7Smit: "le"

Donna and Carol live in a small town called Smithville. On their

way home from school they pass the only factory in town. Donna's,father

works at the factory.

"Boy, lookr.at all the. smoke :coning out of that:;.chim1ey,"..sai4 Carol.

."It sure makes the :air smelly. Maybe the.,ewner :should he:to14,;..te.pt.Op:

that dirt from going into the air."

"My dad said the owner would Close

the factory if he had to stop all that

smoke," Donna said. "He can't afford

to stop the smoke."

But the air pollution coming

from thc, factory is smelly and dirty.

A lot of it could make you sick.

Many visitors to Smithville think*

the air is not clean.

WHAT DO YOU THINK SHOULD BE

DONE ABOUT THIS PROBLEM?

Tell us your ideas in the

answer book.
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STORY TrA

"Cedar cite

Linda and her family live in Cedar City. On the way to school one

day, Linda saw a lot of cans, bottles and other garbage lying around. She

saw them in vacelat lots, in the river and around the park.

That day her teacher talked about this problem. "Cedar City has-

grown over the last few years," said the teacher. "This means more

garbage to get rid of."

Some people say the local company that makes soda pop is partly to

blame. They are selling soda pop in cans and throwaway bottles. These

quickly become garbage. Some people say it would be better for the soda

pcp company to sell soda in returnable bottles. These bottles could be

used oVer and over again, not just once.

The soda pop company says that supermarkets in Cedar City do not like

returnable bottles. They take up too ninth space. It is easier and cheaper

for supermarkets to sell soda pop in cans and throw-away bottles.

Some people want a law to stop the selling of soda pop in cans and

thraw-away bottles in Cedar City.

WHAT DO YOU THINK SHOULD BE DONE ABOUT THIS.PROBLEH?

Tell us your ideas in the answer book.

Ic

-

This picture siunis some of the things Lindaaaw
lying around the park.



Name

School Circle one: BOY GIRL

Grade Date

ANSWER BOOK FOR.

"STORIES ABOUT REAL LIFE PROBLEMS"

INSTRUCTIONS: Today you will read about some real life problems. Then you can
,

tell us your ideas about each problem in this answer book. But DON'T WORRY

about right answers. There are NO right answers. Just tell us what Lau feel.

Turn the page now to see how to tell us your ideas.

These experimental materials may not be reproduced without permission. These
materials are being developed pursuant to a contract with the United States
Office of Education, Department of Health, Education and Welfare. No official

endorsement by the Office of Education should be inferred.

USOE Project number 2-E-026
Grant Number 0EG-5-72-0045(509)
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On the next pages,_ there are some student's ideas on solving each problem in

.
STORIES ABOUT- REAL LIFE PROBLEMS. We would like to know how you feel,about

these iiieas. All you do is put an X in the box that says how you feel about

each idea.' The faces help tell how you feel.

Here is a sample:

IDEA ABOUT THE STORY

STRDNGLYJ NOT SURE
AGREE I AGREE DON'T KNOW I DISAGREE

---

.STRONGLY
DISAGREE

The people in the story
should solve the problem

FIRST, you read the story about this problem in the book called STORIES ABOUT

REAL LIFE PROBLEMS. Look at the picture which helps tell the StOry.T Then,'
read the ideas about the story in this answer book. Decide What you feel about

each way of solving the problem. Then, for each idea, put your X in the ONE
box which tells how you feel about that idea.

STRONGLY

If you like the idea a lot, put your X in the box marlad STRONGLY 'AGREE

AGREE.

If you like the idea a little bit, put your X in the box marked
AGREE.

AGREE

NOT SURE

If you are not sure about this idea, put your X in the middle box, DON'T KNOW

NOT SURE or DON'T KNOW.

If you kind of DON'T like the idea, put your X in the DISAGREE
box.

If you don't like the Idea at all, put your X in the STRONGLY

DISAGREE box.

TUrn the page to practice telling us your, ideas.
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Practice markinr, the following ideas: Just put.your X in the WE box that.
tells how you feel about eadh idea.

IDEAS TO.PnACTICE OU:
ST2MGLI
AGREE AGRLS

ITOT STX.Z.

IITT-XHOW. Ism=
T2WGLY

. .._
,

DISAGP.2E

We should haVe more
time In school to get
our homework-done.

.

Summer vaCation is
too long.

Cats.make'better
pets than dogs.

Watching T.V. Is
borins. '

If you have any questions, raise your hand.

If you understand haw to tell us your ideas, then you .can start.

anpo the PI2ST story in the book cane...I-ST=7LS ABOUT REALLIFE PROBLEI1S.

The story is about ":-Teutawn". Then, follow the eirectiOns below.

Uere are sone student's ideas on solving this problem' r..ead ALL the ideas

first. Then, nark each Idea with an X in the box which says how you feel

about the idea. When you are done marking each idea, put a check (ii) in

the box next to the OM idea, you likebest.

Best
Idea,
(check

IDEAS.ABOUT REWTOUN sto
on0.

STEM=
AG2ME AGREE

UOT SUM STROYGLY
DOV'T KJO7 DISAGREE DISAGREE

1. Use the land for fac-
tories wbich don't pollute..
Jobs and money ere Import,-
ant for gewtoWn.

0 2. Don't use the land for
anotherlaghway. There
are enough roads now.

3. Hewtown has enough parks
0 now for people to relax-in.

Use the land for something
else.

Li 4. Use the land for train
or bus routes.

5. If I lived there, I could help solve this
problem. Circle one: YES NO

GO ON TO TNE NEXT PAGE.
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:Best
.

:.(check
one)

Naw, read the story-about ''The School Tree". It is. story TWO'in yoUr"book.

Here are some student's ideas on 'solving the problem. Read.all the ideas

first. Then, mark eadh idea with an X in the box WhiCh_smys.what:you

feel About the idea. When you are done, put a check (.1) in the box next

to the BEST idea.

IDEAS ABOUT THE SCHOOL TREE
(Story 2):

sZ\

STRONGLY
AGREE .GREE

NOT SURE
DON'T KNOW

..

4110

DISAGREE
STRONGLY
DISAGREE

6. Cut the tree down
before someone -ets hurt.

7. Don't do anything.
Leave the tree alone.

8. Put a fence around the
tree to keep children and
cars awa .

.

9. Move the tree someplace
else. This will make more
room for cars and
children.

10. If I lived there, I could help
solve this problem.

Circle One YES VO

GO RACR to the story book. Read story THREE. It is about wilderness.

When you finish reading, turn this page.
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.. .

Some stUdents wrote their ideas on solving this problet. Read the'I-ideas.

Then, mark -each-idea with an X:in the 'box whiCh saY8:;*hat you: feet,-
:about 'the idea. qhen yi,u're done liut`a Check (i) in''the,:liiiiit*itt to the'.

BEST idea.

t''

Idea :
IDEAS: ABOUT WILDER1TESS

(check
.(Story 3):

one).-
. 11. Wilderness areas-are.

40-- beautiful. But they would
L-J not: be harmiell'by mare

roads .and Campground's.

12. The- most. important
'f-1 thing in this .stOry .is

for the Jackson:family
tO decide whether to go
camping or not.
13. Wilderness areas

nshould not have a' lot of
peopil in them.- So
leave wilderness just
for hiking.

STPDNGLY
AGREE

j NOT-1MR
DON'i. movi

STRONGLY.
.DISAGR4E

:DISAGREE

14. Wilderness belong

D to all the people. Build
more roads and campgrounds
so more people can enjoy
them.

15 Build more roads
0 and campgrounds in some

Parks. Save others just
for hiking.

16. I think I could help solve this
problem. Circle one: YES NO

Now, read story FOUR in the story book. It is about strip mining.

When you finish reading, turn this page.
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,
,

ere are some students ideas on solving this'problem. Read all-the ideas
first. Then put your X in the box which says what you feel about each
idea. Mark the best idea with a-check in the box next to it. (4.4..)

.t.4
.,,-7,/

STRIP MINING S GLY IrT SURE .... STRONGLYAG "
DISAGR:IT.

AGREE. DON'T'SURE EaSAGREE

IDEAS ABOUT
s , .13.10a1.0

.

(1,141) 17. $top all strip mining. It
ruins the land. Use tunnel
mines instead.

18. Only use strip mines in
some places. Fill in the
land afterward.

19-. Keep strip mines. Wen need the coal.from them.
They are safer than tunnel
mines.

r-120. The most important
( (reason to stop strip mining

is to save animal's homes.

Best
Idea:
(check
one)

21. If I lived there, I could help
solve this problem. Circle one: YES NO

Now read story FIVE in the story book. It is about the paper mill.

Some students wrote their ideas on solving this problem. Read all the ideas
first. Mark e..ch idea with an X in the box which tells what you feel about
the idea. Put a check GO in the box next to the BEST idea.

IDEAS ABOUT THE PAPER MILL
Sto . 5 ;

STRONGLY
AGREE

',...:2

AG RE E

(7:0
NOT SURE
DON'T KNOW

,

DISAGREE

i *,*-`,
k.c.:-/

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

22. Try to do something about
water pollution. But keep the
mill open. The town needs it.

23. Put in a filter to stop
the pollution.

24. Put the mill away from the
water. Dump stuff somewhere else

25. The town should not help

,

i

the mill get money to stop the
pollution. Let the mill owner
PAY-

26. If I lived there, I could help
solve this problem. Circle one: YES NO

Please read story SIX in your book. It is about the auto factory.

When you finish reading, turn this page.
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Best
Idea:

(check
one)

El

Best
Idea:
(check
one)

0

El

Seme students wrote their ideas on solving thie problem. Reed'all the'ideas

first. Then, mark each idea with an X in the box which sarvwhat you feel abou

about' it. Hark the best idea with a check .(/) in the box next to it

IDEAS ABOUT TWE AUTO FACTORY
Sto . 6 :

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE DISAGREE

0
STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DON'T KNOW
NOT SURE

27. Get a machine which keeps
dirt out of the air.

28. The best way to solve the
problem is for Jo Lynn's family
to move away, or her mother get
another job.

,

29. Shut down the factory to
stop the pollution.

30. Raise car prices to pay for
something to keep the air clean.

31. If I lived there, I could help
solve this problem. Circle one:' YES NO

Now, read the next story in the reader. It is story SEVEN, about Freeland.

Here are what some students said about solving this problem. Read all the

ideas first. Then, mark the ideas like beiore.

'STRONGLY

IDEAS ABOUT FREELAND(story -ii:

32. This is not really a

'AGREE
`=".'
REE

i _.... i
....,..-

DON'T KNOW
NOT SURE

. p

DISAGREE

4.

STRONGL
laSAGRE

problem. There is plenry of
land outside cities for people
to live on.

33. Grow more food for the
people, or buy food from other
countries.

34. Start a program to get
parents to havesmaller-families

35. Get more land to make
Freeland biggezl_

36. Stop people from cowing
to Freeland. Let some move
away.

37. Pass a law to make
parents have fewer children.

38. If I lived there, I could help
solve this problem. Circle cne: YES NO

Now, please read the story about Clear-Cutting in the story book. It is

story EIGHT.
When you finish reading, turn this page.
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Eere are soma student's ideas on solving this.problem. 'Read all-thejdeas
'first. .Then mark-each with an X in the box which, tella how:yoUfeel. about

the idea. Put a check ( ) in the box next:to the BEST idea..

;

lest
'Idea:
.(oheck
one)

Best
Idea:
(check
one)

0

IDEAS ABOUT CLEAR-CUTTING
Ste 8

r")
STRON GLY
AGREE

1 M

G REE

t _!.....

DCWTMSTRONGLV
NOT SURE

,,
DISAGREE

()
DISAGREE

39. Only clear-cut SO= places in
the forest. Then lant new trees.

40. Stop the clear-cutting. It
ruins too navy things. Get
lumber some other way.

41. Watch out for animals,
but it la O.K. to clear-cut.
We need lumber that costs le,s. 1

42. I could help solve this problem.
Circle one: :,YES. NO

Now read story NINE in the story book. It is about Smithville.

Sere are some student's ideas on solving'this problem. Read all'the ideas
first. Then mark each idea with an X in the box whiCh says what ylni feel
about the idea. Mark the best idea with a Check in the:box next to it.

IDEAS ABOUT SMITHVILLE
(Story 9):

STRokiGLY

AGREE
GREE

,

DON'T KNOW
NOT SURE

D ISAGREE
STRONGL*
DISAGRE:a

43. Keep the factory open.
Jobs are more important than
a little air .ollution.

44. Put a filter on the chimney
to stop the sucke.

45. The best thing to do is
for Donna's father to get
another job or the family
move away.

46.. The town should help the
owner raise money to stop
the smoke.

47. If I lived there, I could help
solve the problem. Circle one: YES NO

Now, read the last story in your reader (story TEN). It is about Cedar City.

When you are finished reading, turn this page.
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Beat
Idea:.

(cheek
one)

LI

Here ,areaome student's ideas on solving this problem. Read-all the ideas

first.'Then mark each idea with an X in the box whiCh sayS What you'feel

about the:idea. Put a check (I) in the bOx next tto the beetAdea.:;

.

IDEAS ABOUT CEDAR CITY
(Story 10):

/7"%
( . 1.. : ;

\-!-..

STRONGL/
AGREE

i ' -.1

AGREE

1 \..

,--
DON'T LNOW
NOT SURE

,.,
i 4..

.. -----..., -,

-.
DISAGREE

r%k .
STRONGLY
DISAGRINE

48. The;best way to solve the
problem is to stop throwing
trash around. Put it in
-arba:e cans.

49. People should be able to
get soda pop in cans or
bottles. Then you can buy
what -ou wmnt.

50. Pass a law to fine people
who littct.

51. If / lived there, I could help
solve this problem. Circle one: YES NO

52. Think about where you live. This means your home, your school and the

other nearby places you sometimes go to. Do you think there are any

problems around here like any of the ones you read about?

Circle one: YES NO

If you say YES, ean you name or tell about any problems? Write it

here:

If you said there were problems around here do you think.yoUcould help

solve these problems?
circle one: YES NO

4r 4- 4. 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 41., 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4 4- 4. 4- 4- 4- 4- 4-

THANK YOU FOR TELLING US YOUR IDEAS ABOUT THESE PROBLEMS.

NOW, PLEASE CHECK EACH PAGE IN THIS ANSWER BC4)K. MAKE'SURE YOU HAVE ONE

X FOR EACH IDEA. (No ideas should be skipped.)

ALSO, MAKE SURE YOU HAVE ANSWERED THE QUESTION AFTER EACH SET OF IDEAS (/t is

about solving the problem).
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Appendix K

Word-Pair Characteristics of Field Test

Version of Semantic Differential
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Appendix K-1

WOrd-Pair Characteristics for Field Test Version of Semantic Differential

"Our World of Today"

N=665 Students

Res ono Posit on
00timistio

Positie v Pole
:,.

One Two Three Four Five

lobsaimistic

Negative POle Comment?

Pretty

..4E7

wt.

72 141 308. 89 54 OK

7 6 4 2 1 Ugly

biser. .78 .44 -.10 -.51 -.82

Neat

N 33 47 163 233 189

-Littered

OK
.

RAVE

wt. 7 6 5 4 2

r

biser. .89 .59 .27 -.07 68

Good

N 100 140 264 93 66

Bad

OK
RAVE

wt. 7 5 4 2 1

r
biser. .78 .24 -.06 -.48 -.83

Sweet -

smelling

N 54 128 303 109 7i j
1

Stinking

OK
RAVE

wt. 7 6 4 2

biser. .77 .48 .05 -.i45 -.84

N 106 212 205 77 61

Unpleasant
.

OK
,RAVE

Pleasant
wt. 6 5 4 3 1

r

biser. .74 ,25 -.16 -.84



Appendix K-1 (cont.)

Reeonse Position

Optimistic

Positive Pole One Two Three Four Five

Pessimistic

Negative Polt Colollent?

N 161 21 207 46 5

Boy

Weak

discrimina-

Um
Sunny

RAVE

wt 6 5 5 3 1

r

biser, .52 .19 -.27 -.27 9
N 97 154 242 106 62

Sickening

OK

Healthful
RAI%

wt 7 5 4 3

r

biser. 73 .40 -.13 -.44 79

Nice

N

1171

wt.

124 218 209 63 50

Awful

OK

7 5 3 2 1

r

biser. .83 .29 -.29 ...53 .92

Clean

N 38 107 231 168 120 OK

RAVE

. 7 6 5 3 2

Dirty

r

biser. 81 .20 i.,2
if

Safe

N 64 126 247 133 ' OK

RAVE

wt. 7 6 4 3 2
Dangerous

r

bier. ,64 .44 69
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, Appendix K-2

Nord-Pair Characteristics for Field Test Version of Semantic Differential

"Our World of Tomorrme

N=665 Students

Reaponsi Position

Optimistic

Positive Pole One Two Three Pour , Five

Pessimistic

Ne tive Pole Comments?

N 158 148 157 104 95

Sickening

OK

lealthful
RAVE

wt 4 2

r

b.:e 0 I. . .
Clean

...1.15L-lit.......2L.....1.11,...
RAVE

wt, Olrt

OK

7 6 4 3 1

r

bison 0 .442 ze4

Sunny

.L....."
RAVE

wt.

:
.

Eau

OK%.,.'S

I

6 5 It.....1 1

r

biser. 8 .24 ..1

Nice

....N.....121.12......a....2-11.
RAVE

wt. Awful6 4 2 1
r

biser. 8 2 18 r2,

Pleasant

N 166 14 1B 1,..., 17

Dh easant

'

OK

RAVE

wt.
4 2

biser,

.1.........

.88 .2 ...:Wi.6



Optimistic

Positive Pole
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Appendix L

Item Characteristics of Field Test Version

of Likert Based Instrument

"Some Ideas I Have"
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Appendix L

Item Characteristics of Field Test Version of Likert Based Instrument

"S3me Ideas I Have"

#661 Studenti

Res onse Positions

Item

1 2 3 3

SA A NS D SD

Item

Mean

Va

ance comments .

3, 1 worry about the envi-

ronment (problems like

pollution).

..L.27Lji.uj§. ry 2L
1,98

1.11

Improved sc'ala-

bility and corre.

lation. Mean and

response distri-

bution slightly

worse.

6 5 2 / 1

r

biser. .39 .05 A6 -4110

From now on, people

getting marriea should

have no more than two

children,

N 61 127 233

; 66
' '

1 70
'

Improved

variance
'RAVE

Ids,

....62.142

7 6 6 3 4

r

biser. $38 23 41 -,20

5. 1 caret find and help

solve environmental pro

blems around where I live.

N 36 89 am 176 ik8

3,46 L33

,

Improved scala-

bilitv and

variance,

RAVE

3 2 3 6 7

r

biser. -.25 -.28 -.23 .21 .35

. Soon there may be too

many people living on the

earth.

N 158 212 176 73 38

2.44 1.37

Improved

scalability.

As. 7 5 4 2 1

r
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Appendix 14 (cent.)

Res onse Positions

Item

5

SA A NS SD

Item

Mean

Vari-

ance Comments

; If a Pere° 8 car mak" N 169 172 140 126 52

2.59 1 6

Greatly improved

response distribu-

tion, mean and var ,

Wee,.
.

Discrimination of

middle responses

weak,

too much air pollution, he

should not be allowed to

T."
wts 6 4 4

4

drive
. r

biser, 4 .l0

.

10. The cause ol many
N .1 12.1.8.L. j.g... _IL

2.92

1.98

I.

1.4u

1.59

Improved mean,

variance and

distributIon.

Improved response

distribution and

variance.

problems in the world

today is too many people.

7 6 4 4 3

r

biser. .37 .16 ..11 .17 -.24

11, I want my neighbor-

hood kept clean. EVeryone

should pick up his own

litter. I should not have

to pick up someonelise's

mess.

ti 325 170 57 59 47

wts. 5 4 5 5 7

Weaker negative

correlations, Poor

discrimination.

biser. -111 -.11 .12 .10 .34

13. Usually, it is best

to write on just one side

of a piece of paper.

N 5L.JLJ.2:.....§L....2o5

2 2 3 4
3.72 1.48

[New item on this

test)
2.5

(See Table 1 p.

wts.

biser. i -427 - 17 . 08 .46, . , .

As 1 ulnic tnere are a

Iot of pollution problems

I can help stop.

N 183 209 19 47 18

1.15

Distribut

slightly improved.

Slightly weak posi-

tive correlations.

wts. 6 4 4 1
2.28

r

bieer. .26 .01 -.12 -.12 . 44
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Appendix L (cont.)

Res onse Positions

Item

1 2 3 5

SA A NS D SD

Item

Kean

Vari

ance Comments

17. Soda pop should be
N 262 138 104 8 71.

11

),94

Improved

scalability.

sold only in bottles that

can be used again, not in 7 5
1 2

cans.

"1187,4n't waste the best

r

biser. 15i..._...........00-.17-.40 ..42

95 206 167 135

3.34 1

Improved

Icalability.

Ekcellent item.

T,V, time with programr

about pollution,
RAVE

wts, 2 6 /

r

biser. 1 1 16

19. I would get rid of

old newspapers by burning

them, This is an easy

way.

11 168 2 8

3,88 1.54

Improved in all

item statist:GI

4

r

bi4or.

.

31 3 , -102 1

20. Walking in the woods

is not as much fun if too

many people are there.

N 223 20 11 64 4

2,28 1.56

Improved

discrimination.RAVE

wts. 6 5 3 3

r

biser. 32 0 . 20 2' -.22

If w In 2a 6 nee'
a safe home, it would be

best to put them in a

nice zoo.

N 9 12 '6 120 223

2,18

Improved distribu -

tion, mean and

variance.

Slight discrimina-

tion problem.

2 , 5 6
3,37

r

biser., .,33 .630 ,06 ,07 ,34
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Item

23, Milk at school should

come in bottles that can

be used over, not paper

cartons.

Pareats should have

as many children as they

want,

00 wmommiummo

25. If my dad ownei a

marsh or woods where some

animals lived, I would

De part of it made into

a playground (like at

school),

4, The.ie is too much on

/ T.V. about problems with

! pollution.

mr.rnhildrozyytoo

mucl; about problems of

tte environment (like

pllution problems).

RAVE

wts.

Appendix I, (cont:)

,onse Positions
.nwirf sm-som. .1mrs.

1 : 3

105 144 168 148 94

7 6 2 2

biser, .40 420 .04 -.30 -.34

N 211. 184 137 63 56

111:

wts.

biser.

4 6 6 7

___.30 .20 46

46 '2,01 161.

RAVE

wts, 1 1 5 6

-.45

39 72 )89 210

aril

Nmees

Inprovea

2,98 1,68
scalability.--
Good if em.

2,31 1.60

MIN IOW *

Improved scala-

bility.

Correlation

probltms, response

position 3 and 4.
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RAVE

wts.

biser

.47

1.28

Poor distribution,

mean and variance.

Also discrimination

112121emst

(Original item

robabl better.)

Improved distri-

bution and

scalability.
1 1 2 6 7

-.44 -.39 -.2 .17 53
41.1

3.54 1,29

RAVE

wts 4 3

biser. -.17 -.31 2 .12 .38

35 7 177 224 146

5 7
3.54 11 31

Improved, though

still weak corre-

lations,
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Appenax b (cont.)

Res onse Positions

Item

77-71".77-17.77
SA A NS D . D

itr77-1-17°-
Neat

2.43

Ince ommenti ;,..

29. Motorbikes.and Olotor-

cycles should be made more

quiet.

N

.

.1 0' 21 143 76 Weak'negative

correlations. .gAVE

6 ".......1......2.

r

biser. .28 .10 -.18 -.21 ..18

30. People like me are

the cause,of most

pollut.ion'problems.

.

198.

.87 1.55

Igroved reEponse

istributioni:Oan

and variance.

Weak Correlations.

RAVE

r

biser.

.

. lk N004 4111.:" .421

31. We havelnough parks

and forests now for wild

animals to live in.

N

"""21 "mr""

56 .75 .-132 .184 203.:

3.60 1,67

Good item.'

RAVE

wts,

.

.i.:

1 1 3

r

biser. -.50 -.39 . -.18 28' 1

32. Use a lot of weed-

killer in your garden, so

you Won't have so many

weeds to pull.

74 1 165 2 6'.'

i,70 1.60

Improved

scalability,

Good item,
wts .

3" '' 5 '7'

r

biser. -.53 -.44 -.21' .07, '63
,.

3 'tore is not much

one person can do to help

Gm environment and stop,

pollution,

N
mi-...

wts,

113 12)...; 134 151'' 136

3.10 1.94

Better response

distribution and

mean oariance.

Weak correlations,

discriminations,

ositions 1-3.

3
3 3 5 .7

r

biser. -.23 -.16 -.16 .05 ,47



Appendix L (cont.)

Res onse Positions

Item

I

SA

2.

A

3

NS

5

D SD.

Item

Mean

3.29

Vari-

Oblci Comments

Improved

aybility.

'Good item.

35. It is O.K. for the

number of people living

in our country to increase

(This means more people

would live here.)

N 45, 87 277 123 126

4 6 7

.

,biser.
---........

(_.442 -.18 .28
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Appendix M

The Black Anomaly

In research the unexpected results are often the most inter-
esting. The "Black Anomaly" was just that.

This group's low Hoyt r (.19), was eons apart from those of
other groups. The school was in an inner city, ghetto area. De-

caying buildings and vacant lots awaiting urban rer wal were
common sights in the vicinity. Absenteeism was high. For example,
the 16 students were supposed to be 31. The teacher indicated
that most of the absentees attend infrequently, and characterized
the others as those who still "care a little" about getting some-
thing out of school.

A first thought was that these children were trying to "goof
up" the results. Mhybe they resented "outsiders.' Rut this same
group had high reliabilities on the "Our World" scales, which they
took the same period as "Same Ideas". [Hoyt r's of .87 and .95
on "Today7raa"Tomorrow", respectively.]

Also there was no overt or covert sense of hostility. While
these students were not the most enthusiastic group in the field
test, they were cooperative. Each student-seemed to be thinking
about every statement before making his answerno random answers
here.

If the explanation for this anomaly didn't lie in any pur-
poseful actions of the students,.might it be due to some ethnic
orientation possibly combined with local environmental influences?
Results were checked for the fifth grade groups. A group of
Black, fifth graders in another school just three blocks from the
eighth grade school also had the lowest inteiiiircoisisTlency among
fifth grade students [Hoyt r of .30alTioared with the next lowest
value' of .62].

Of course, the low value of .19 for the eighth graders was
partially due tr '11 sample size. But since the fifth grade
Blacks also had internal consistency on "Some Ideas" with
an adequate sample s the-"cause" for this difference seemel
wortnwnlie pursuing.

At this point, it might be uell to reiterate what Hbyt
reliability estimates indicate. This instrument was set up on
the basis of "environmental-responsibility"---and each item
was scored an that basis. A high reliability can come either
from a person consistently marking responses indicating high
environmental-responsibility, or consistently giving opposing
responses. Low Hoyt r's result when the responses are "all
over the place"--sometimes environmentally-responsible, sometimes
not. The Hoyt reliabilities for the fifth grade groups and for
the eighth grade groups indicated that, regardless of the
variations, scores for individuals within groups tended to be
internally consistent--except for the Black children.

Of course, not all test items were answered in an environ-
mentally responsibleWshion by the majority of students in the
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field test. Three and four items for eighth and fifth graders,
respectively, were consistently answered hy the majority of the
group in a non-environmentally responsible fashion. For eighth
graders theintems were numbers 4 and 24 (on overpopulation) and
11 (picking up someone else's litter); for fifth graders these
items plus number 10 (also on overpopulation) were answered in
oppobing fashion. :All other items on "Sone Ideas!' werb answered
by a majority of the entire group of students in an environment-
ally-responsible fashion.

Ten additional.items were marked in the opposite fashion by
the majority of either fifth and/or eighth grade Blacks. These
included every overpopulation item on the test, as well as items
on recycling and personal responsibility for and ability to
alleviate pollution. This large number of opposite responses in
the test lowered the Hoyt r for fly' eighth grade Blacks (partic-
ularly due to the small sample size) and also significantly
lowered the Hoyt r for the larger fifth grade Black group.

The items on which the Black children exhibited low environ-
mental responsibility by our criteria follows, excluding items
reacted to in a non-environmentally responsible manner.

5. I cannot find and help,solve environ-
mental problems where I live. (grade 5 only)

6. Soon there may be too many people
living on the earth.

17. Soda pop should be sold only in bottles
that can be used again, not in cans.

22. If wild animals need a safe home, it would
be best to put them into a nice zoo.

23. Milk at school should come in bottles
that can be used over, not paper cartons.

27. There is too much on TV about prob-
lems with pollution. (grade 5 only)

30. People like me are the cause of most
pollution problems.

31. We have enough parks and forests now for
wild animals to live in. (grade 5 only)

32. Use a lot of weed-killer in your garden,
so you won't have so many weeds to pull.

35. It is OK for the number of people living
in our country to increase. (This means
more people would live here.)
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By their responses, the Black children "set themselves apait" from
other children in the study. For example, recycling .(#17) -was not
important, according to 43.8% of eighth grade Blacks. Yet it was
deemed important by 67.2% of all -eighth graders.* Personal' re-
sponsibility for causing pollaron (#30) was acknowledged-by 41.6%
of all fifth graders. Yet 56.6% of the Black fifth-graders dis-
agreW.

The results suggest that Black youth see no need to won/
about overpopulation. As '-wr other environmental problems, they
didn't cause them, and th_, 't help solve them. Such a
picture fits in with the of a-voiced attitudes of many militant
Blacks: "The Environmen- an excuse for the white power
structure to ignore (the Bi.ack) problems of poverty and ghetto
life.

* These percentages were obtained by suming the "Strongly Agree"
and "Agree" responses, and also the "Disagree" and "Strongly
Disagree" responses.
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NAME

Age

STUDENT
INFORMATION SHEET

School

Grade Date

Circle one: BOY GIRL

To help us understand you and your ideas better, please tell us:

1. What job does your father have?

2. What job does your mother have?

3. Do you live neai enough to walk to this.school? (Circle one) YES NO

4. If you ride a bus to school, how long does it take? minutes.

5. Have you always lived in the same city or plaee you live now?

Circle one: YES NO (If no, please answer the questions below)

a. How long have you lived where you live

b. Where was the last place you lived?

c. How long did you live there?

now?

d. Where was this place? CHECK ONE:

It was in a big city.
It was near a big city..
It was in a small town.
It was near a small town.
It was on a farm.

THANK YOU.
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